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INTRODUCTION 

In evaluating Mexican fiction one easily becomes 

caught up in the polemics of the intrinsic worth of the 

short story as opposed to that of the novel. Luis Leal, the 

distinguished Mexican scholar who specializes in the cuento 

asserts that in the total trajectory of Mexican literature 

the short narrative has surpassed the novel since their 

simultaneous beginnings during Romanticism. He adds that 

the short story is rivaled in excellence only by poetry, 

suggesting that the preference for the cuento agrees with 

a theory set forth by his compatriot Octavio Paz. (In his 

penetrating study of the Mexican personality, Paz sees an 

innate need for the Mexican to express himself in hermetic 

forms; he mentions particularly the closed structures of 

the sonnet and the decima. ) One only has to survey the 

names of authors who have contributed to the development 

of the genre during this century to concur with this obser

vation by Leal: 

En Mexico, los cuentistas, por lo general, son tam-
bien novelistas, poetas, crfticos y, algunas veces, 
hasta diplomaticos y militares de profesion, A este 
hecho se debe, precisamente, el que el cuento mexi-
cano sea tan rico y tan abundante.3 

Perhaps the situation is changing somewhat, at 

least since the 1956 publication of Leal's study. In a 



counterstatenent presumably--but quite obviously—in response 

to Leal's assertions, Emmanuel Carballo says: 

Se afirma que Mexico es un pals de cuentistas, 
que estos superan en numero a los escritores de 
novelas. Se afirma, asinismo, que resulta mas facil 
encontrar obras valiosas en el cuento que en la novela. 
Las dos caras de esta afirmacion no se distinguen 
precisamente por su Justeza. Los escasps datos que 
poseo demuestran que la verdad es otra.^ 

He proceeds to give figures and facts—more accurately in 

some cases, opinions—to corroborate his findings. For 

example, from 19^8 to I96O, 290 novels were published as 

opposed to 211 collections of short stories; in only two of 

these years (1955 and 1956) did cuentos lead. In I963 the 

cuento again exceeded the novel by 21 to I8. As for quality, 

Carballo concludes that the novel of the period in question 

was superior in aesthetic and social value, listing his own 

choice of fifteen novels of worth as compared to nine short-

story collections. He further posits that the reading pub

lic prefers novels to cuentos, citing as proof figures taken 

from the Fondo de Cultura Economica in 1960.^ However, in 

my opinion, the figures that he cites do not prove his point. 

Obviously, an assessment of this sort cannot preclude sub

jective aesthetic judgments. Besides, the fit^ures Carballo 

sets forth do not take into consideration the ubiquitous 

appearance of cuentos in periodicals. Ostensibly there is 

a reading public for this material. In I963, the critic 

Enrique Gonzalez Casanova attempted the herculean task of 

taking inventory of the cuento in Mexico for the preceding 

decade. His figuresinclude only the most important perio-



dicals, literary journals, and journals from the larger uni

versities. Even so, the sums are staggering. As an example, 

over 1300 stories were published by El Nacional, Excelsior, 

and Novedades alone,^ 

Similarly, the success of the cuento in Latin America 

vas attested in the introductory orientation of several vol-

7 
umes of the Handbook to Latin American Studies,' This phenom-

enon, of course, parallels the **boom" of the Latin American 

novel. One can assume that the same circumstances influenced 

them both. However, what is significant is that the longer, 

more complex form of fiction did not completely stifle the 

minor genre. By 1963, Carlos Lozano, in noting the frenetic 

activity in the short story, suggested: 

tal vez la exuberancia de este Cel cuentoD se deba a 
que las m(iltiples facetas de la vida moderna no las 
puede abarcar la novela; a que solo el cuento, exento 
de lo acesorlo, logre con su dramatlsmo capsular; 
a que el mexlcano lo prefiere por brevedad y porque, 
dentro de esta, puede captar lo universal o lo rural. 

However, at the same time the novel in Latin America was 

being Innovated in order to reflect the complexities of 

modern life. On this point Carballo accurately states that 

the important novels by Agustfn Yafiez and Carlos Fuentes 

have disproved the opinions that the Mexican author could 

g 
not master the longer genre,-^ Carballo compares the 

novelists' challenge (since the appearance of Al fllo del 

agua in 19^7) to the same causes that compelled Mexican 

painters to prefer murals to canvas: 

para probarse a sf mlsmos y a los demas que pueden 
afrontar las formas del 'arte mayor* y obtener, en 
ellas, resultados posltlvos; para consegulr una 



mayor llbertad--tecnlca e Ideologica—que les per- ^ 
mltlera comunlcar sus testlmonlos y sus hallazgos. 

If ve consider objectively the strong points and limitations 

of each genre, the determinations set forth by Lozano and 

Carballo seem equitable. Undoubtedly, the short story and 

the novel have thrived and matured in an environment 

propitious to their development. 

The causes of the expanded production in fiction In 

Mexico are complex and Interrelated, John Engleklrk dis

cusses the healthy change in attitude of the Mexican reading 

public, which, like in other Latin American countries, "had 

always bought books in quantities out of all proportion to 

the size of the literate population,** but has increasingly 

turned to works by Mexican authors and away from transla

tions of European and American literature,H As a conse

quence of the rapid urban growth and the sophistication It 

engendered, a larger reading public placed Increased demands 

upon the author, Rodriguez Monegal sees the contemporary 

reader as the last of three generations, the first of which 

vas an elite group who preferred Spanish or French litera

ture to their own. The second generation began to show an 

Interest in their national literary heritage. This last 

generation **ls so exhllerated by what is happening in Latin 

American fiction that one could almost say that it has 

M12 neither time nor patience for what is not Its own, 

Carballo is less optimistic about the Mexican read

ing public. He remarks that the novelist and short-story 



writer have given the reader a freedom he cannot handle. 

Transformed by the author from a marginal being into a funda

mental co-creator, the reader neither understands nor is 

Interested in the new thematic and technical aspects of 

fiction, Reading is a decorative and prestigious duty that 

he performs as he reads native authors out of "tortuoso 

patriotlsmo** and foreign author because of **snoblsmo, ** 

Either vay, as Carballo says, **sl no conslgue ser culto, 

lo aparenta. Leer le conflere un prestiglo, una bonanza 

Irreductible, Se convierte ,,, en lo que los demSs creen 

itl3 que es. Although Carballo does admit that the modern 

Mexican writers have a limited, but enthusiastic, reading 

public, he views the lack of understanding readers as the 

most serious deficiency in Mexican literature.^ 

A factor of considerable importance to the stimula

tion of both authors and reading public is the active and 

courageous participation of publishing houses. By offering 

a needed outlet for the works of young writers, firms such 

as Joaquin Mortiz, Siglo XXI, Edlclones Era, Studium, etc. 

complement the ever important work done by the Fondo de 

Cultura Economica and the Unlversidad Veracruzana to mention 

only a few. Literary journals, some affiliated with large 

universities, encourage original contributions and enhance 

the author's chance of seeing his work in print, (This fact 

naturally gives an edge to the cuentistas.) To these factors 

may be added the aid of the Centro Mexlcano de Escritores in 

awarding scholarships to promising artists. Since 1951, 



this noteworthy foundation has provided an inestimable 

incentive. Many of the prominent figures in Mexican liter

ature today have shared the benefits of its services and 

profited from the exposure it allowed them,^ Finally, 

another immeasurable inducement for the prospective short-

story writer was the excellence achieved in preceding years 

by master storytellers such as Juan Jose Arreola and Juan 

Rulfo, They have been able to offer personal assistance 

and advice through their positions in the publishing 

field. 

Although it may be observed that both the novel and 

the short story were thriving during the period in question, 

they have not received equal critical attention. Perhaps 

the reactions to the boom of the novel muffled the similar, 

if smaller, explosion of short stories. Perhaps even within 

the genre the exquisitely wrought stories by Arreola, Rulfo, 

and Fuentes have so dazzled the critics* vision that any

thing less seems pale by comparison. Ironically, these 

*'sacred monsters,** although they have promoted and encour

aged the younger generation, may have ultimately discouraged 

critical evaluation of their followers* work beyond the pre

liminary stage. 

My intention in the preceding discussion vas to 

shov that the short story and the novel, although nurtured 

by the same conditions and seemingly to their mutual advan

tage, have been subjected to disparate treatment. While I 

vould not be as enthusiastic about the cuento as Leal, 
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neither vould I concur completely with Manuel Pedro Gonzalez* 

statement: 

El cuento y el drama rayan en Mexico a la misma altura. 
En una rigurosa escala de valores ambos figurarlan en 
tercer lugar en aquella literatura. El ultimo peldano 
le corresponderla a la crltica porque esta apenas 
existe.l' 

Hovever, I do agree vlth his statement about criticism, a 

circumstance that applies particularly to the short story. 

The criticism generated from the United States is scarce. 

What does exist in journal articles and dissertations for 

the most part treats individual authors or traces themes. 

In 1956 Leal already rued the paucity of studies in the 

field vlthin his country. Moreover, to add the proverbial 

insult to injury, **se trata al cuento en las historias de 

la novela, dedicandole, cuando mucho, un pequeSo capltulo, 

y tratando a los autores, no como cuentistas, sino como 

novelistas que tambien han escrlto cuentos,** The conten

tion betveen the proponents of each genre is lamentable, for 

the novel and the short story can offer unique expressions 

of the complexity of the human situation. Both deserve to 

be autonomous. 

The purpose of this study is to examine one segment 

of the contemporary Mexican short story. Since the cuentos 

produced during this fruitful period offer a variegated 

literary viev, it vas necessary to be selective. In a 

limited investigation, the problem of isolating a tractable, 

functional unit from a vide array of cuentos necessitated 

establishing several criteria of inclusion and exclusion. 
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After sampling many stories, I selected seven authors vhom 

I consider to be a representative cross section. My choice 

takes into consideration date of birth and date of publica

tion but avoids the limitation of particular literary move

ments or themes. The vriters vere born in the 1930*6; the 

cuentos to be considered herein vere published between 1959 

and 1969. The restriction of publication date cause the 

literary expressions of the seven authors to be flanked on 

one side by Rulfo's El llano en llamas, Fuentes' Los dlas 

enmascarados, and Arreola*s Confabulario and on the other 

by Garcia SaldaSa's El rey criollo, Ortiz* Sin mirar a 

los lados and others from the new literary movement known 

as **La Onda,**^^ 

In addition to the above, the authors were then 

selected on their suitability to the thematic development 

of the dissertation, I regret that many talented cuentistas 

could not be included because of these limitations; however, 

I am consoled that some have already been treated in other 

20 dissertations, 

The seven authors I have selected are Jose de la 

Colina, Salvador Elizondo, Juan Garcia Ponce, Tomas Mojarro, 

JosS Emilio Pacheco, Sergio Pitol, and Eraclio Zepeda. They 

are well-read, educated, sophisticated young men vho under

stand the mechanics of their craft. The cuentos they write 

represent different literary trends, different themes and 

styles and maintain thereby the diversity vhlch vitalizes a 

literature. I do not consider the technique or style of 



any of the seven to be innovative; however one can see that 

they represent a break vlth the past. Even though they may 

not be trend-setters, they have at least prepared the path. 

One can agree with these statements from the preface of 

the second volume of Los narradores ante el publico, 

• •« ahora ya no puede hablarse de "corriente** 
nl escuelas sino de obras, caminos indlviduales 
Todo canon y toda regla se han nulificado, incluso 
la preceptiva de romper con las reglas,,,, Todos 
trabajan para construir una literatura indepen-
dlente, un lenguaje que sea expresion y testimonlo 
de nuestros dlas. 

Considering these circumstances, I opted to struc-""] 

ture my Investigation in a way which I feel incorporates a 

new viewpoint. To bring a thematlcally and stylistically 

disparate group of authors into a logical relationship 

required finding a common denominator which they shared. I 

The most obvious similarity among them is their concern for 

the individual.in his struggle for self-realization within 

the fluid, contradictory elements of modern life. However, 

the authors establish three different types of environment 

in which they allow their characters to function, I have 

chosen to label these limits as perimeters of experience 

because they reflect the situations in which man can encoun

ter himself and through which he may attempt to achieve self 

Identity, From the widest perimeter of man within his 

social milieu, the area narrows to a view of man in a one-

to-one relationship to other men and finally is contracted 

to man within himself. These three perimeters make up the 

major divisions of this investigation. 

'////// 
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Before beginning to explore these new perimeters, va 

should briefly examine the literary inheritance of the seven 

cuentistas and identify the problems which the critic of 

the contemporary Mexican short story must face. 



CHAPTER 1 

THE CONFINES OF THE CUENTO; 

THEORY AND PRACTICE 

A definition in terms that separate it from other 

artistic genres will give the cuento the autonomy it deserves 

and will show its potentialities as well as its limitations. 

By examining its forms and characteristics, we may also be 

able to explain the appeal of the genre to authors today. 

The study of the short story offers the critic many 

engaging and perplexing problems for it stubbornly resists 

satisfactory definition even by its most devoted advocates. 

It also tempts us with its contradictory elements. Dis

cussions based on structure and technique must be carefully 

construed and broad enough to include the many types and 

forms of cuentos. This explanation taken from the Diccion-

arlo de literatura espanola allows for such freedom. 

Cuento, Narracion de una acclon ficticia de caracter 
senclllo y breve extensi6n, de muy variadas tendencias 
a traves de un arralgado abolengo literario. Es el 
cuento, considerado como genero, una de las manifes-
taciones en que mas diflcll resulta lograr la virtud 
de la perfecci6n, ya que su tecnica exige del autor 
una capacldad de slntesis combinada con una serie 
de calldades estetlcas que dejan en el i,nimo del 
lector la lmpresi6n de que el relate cumple una 
•erdadera mlsi6n artlstica.^ 

Thus the requirements for the cuento as proposed here are 

11 
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that it be simple, brief, versatile, and capable of combin

ing aesthetic, thematic, and structural elements into a 

cohesive whole. However, several of the statements seem 

strangely paradoxical. Related as the cuento is to the 

popular oral narrative, it bears kinship thereby to the myth, 

legend, tale, etc. Nevertheless, as an artistic entity, it 

is the youngest genre. The necessity of using a modifier to 

distinguish the **short** story or cuento **literario** from its 

popular forebears calls to mind a rich heritage, an **arrai-

gado abolengo,** Yet one must avoid inferring a simplicity 

which is more aparent than true, for the connotations of 

the substantive and the brief dimension of the cuento tend 

to underplay the craftsmanship that the genre demands. In 

this respect, Emilio Carilla concludes that the cuento **ha 

hecho perder sus humildes orlgenes, y que supera, natural-

- It? 

mente, lo que su etimologia descubre sin esfuerzo. ^ We 

can also agree with this observation: **E1 cuento se dls-

ingue por su rigurosa juventud: es el mas antiguo de los 

gineros llterarios; ademas, permanece actual; es el mSs 

perslstente y el mas fiel a su esquema Inicial. 

The length, simplicity or complexity, and artistic 

unity of the story are absolutely Interrelated, Although 

Poe originally required a half-hour to one or two hours of 

reading time^ and we occasionally see limits set in terms of 

amount of words,^ modern practitioners base the brevity upon 
structural unity, resulting from the desire to produce a 

single Impression. Therefore, if a single characteristic 
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can be established to separate the short story from its 

popular heritage and from contemporary stories that are 

merely short (pulp-fiction type), that characteristic would 

be that the literary short story "is consciously made, that 

it reveals Itself, upon careful analysis, to be the result 

of conscious craftsmanship and artistic skill,**^ the '*mi8l5n 

artlstica** of the definition, 

Luis Leal sets three limits for the cuento beyond 

which it cannot pass and still represent the genre: 

Esos llmites son, en primer lugar, la existencia de 
un mlnimo soporte narrativo; luego, la unidad de 
Impresion, y por tiltimo el interes primordial en 
el desarrollo de la fabula y no en la caracteriza-
ci6n de los personajes.T 

Leal's requirements set standards for the cuento itself 

and also distinguish it from other genres. The first would 

serve to differentiate it from such forms as the essay or 

perhaps the prose poem. The second, a primary objective 

of the short story, distinguishes it from the longer narra

tive forms such as the novel, novelette, or nouvelle. Unity 

of Impression produces tension, long a characteristic of 

poetry. The third precept allows the author to present the 

story as a dramatist presents a scene in a play by revealing 

character rather than developing It as in the novel. Pro

perly applied. Professor Leal*s three limits encompass the 

'*capacldad de slntesis** set forth in the definition, 

A brief summary of the history of the cuento in 

Mexico will show that from the beginning of Spanish rule 

the seeds of folk narrative **vere reinforced by the more 
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sophisticated structures of the Spanish and European brief 

narrative forms. The strength of these heritages has pro

duced in modern times an Ingenious blending of the folk tale 

vlth the artistic patterns of the short story,"^ This 

indigenous substratum is recognized by Pupo-Walker in the 

vorks of the Peruvians Lopez Albtijar and Arguedas and in 

the Guatemalan Asturias,^ Excellent examples of this fusion 

can be seen more recently in stories by Elena Garro and 

Carlos Fuentes in Mexico,^^ The cuento first appeared as 

a literary genre during Romanticism, vhen **el caracter des-

lumbrante del mundo amerlcano invito a la contemplaclon 

y al registro minucioso del mundo flsico,** Although the 

authors' insistence upon Including local color could be 

tolerated in the novel, in the short story **ese proceso 

decorative termino, casi siempre, por desquiclar la estruc-

tura narrativa,**^^ 

Professor Pupo-Walker recognizes three propelling 

forces In the Latin American short story that apply equally 

veil to the genre in Mexico, These important forces are 

Modernism, Naturalism, and the Mexican Revolution; they 

occur between between I88O and 19^0, Modernism Imposed 

**las economlas severas del lenguaje poetlco e hlzo que el 

cuento gravltara hacla un foco capaz de produclr la dllata-

cion imaginista que caracteriza al poema, ^ Naturalism, 

on the other hand, added an important evolutionary step in 

technique, characterization,- and the depiction of the set

ting.^ The Mexican Revolution is shown in two aspects: 
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first, the firsthand reporting of Azuela, Murillo, and 

Vasconcelos; and second, the imaginative aftermath that has 

maintained *'el diseSo escueto y el lenguaje frugal de los 

prlmeros textos revoluclonarios," as evidenced in stories 

by Rojas GonzSlez, Ferretis, Revueltas, and Rulfo,^^ 

Since 19^0 the short story has set out to explore 

many divergent areas. Fantasy, magic realism, and psycho

logy have been the vehicles for this exploration. In a 

ten year span (19^^-195^) four major works were published 

that changed the direction of Latin American short fiction: 

Borges' Ficclones (19UU), Arreola*s Varia invencion (19^9)$ 

Cortazar*s Bestiario (l95l), and Rulfo's El llano en llamas 

(1953). Pupo-Walker describes the period as the time 

vhen the imaginative potential of Latin American fiction 

17 vas unleashed. Since it immediately precedes the period 

encompassed by this study, its influence cannot be overrated. 

Following this essential decade came a period in which, as 

Jose Agustln says, **la onda de rigor era la literatura de 

extencion reducida, Por supuesto, existlan novelas de impor-

tancla vital pero la moda era escribir cuentos..,!' We 

direct ourselves to this last period. 

In summary I include an observation on the art of 

writing short stories which states fully the standards that 

will be used in evaluating the cuentos in this investigation: 

Cuando un cuento esta blen escrlto, todos los ele-
mentos que lo componen, es declr, los personajes, 
la anecdota, la estructura, el estilo y el ritmo, 
deben estar de tal manera conjugados que den la 
impresion de un todo, T^cnicamente, redondear un 
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cuento es lograr esa impresi6n, es haber conjugado 
todos sus elementos,^^ 

Although this formula might have been written by Poe, it 

vas in fact vritten by HSctor Gaily C, (19^*2), One of the 

ironic aspects of the short story is that it has stayed 

true to its original precepts even though it is constantly 

changing. Since rules do not exist, nev mutations are 

alvays possible. Julio Cortazar relates the difficulty 

of defining the short story to the critics* function: 

Nadie puede pretender que los cuentos solo deban 
escriblrse luego de conocer sus leyes. En primer 
lugar, no hay tales leyes; a lo sumo cabe hablar 
de puntos de vista, de clertas constantes que dan 
una estructura a ese genero tan poco encasillable; 
en segundo lugar, los teoricos y los crlticos no 
tlenen por que ser los cuentistas mlsmos, y es 
natural que aqu^llos solo entren en escena cuando 
exista ya un acervo, un acopio de literatura que 
permita indagar y esclarecer su desarrollo y 
sus cualldades ,̂ "̂  

The period vhlch this study includes seems distinct 

enough to varrant an investigation. Since it attempts to 

evaluate and classify short stories that have received 

little critical attention, the conclusions cannot aspire to 

be definitive. The examination can merely set in motion the 

creative feature of criticism which, as Octavio Paz indicates, 

"inventa una literatura (una perspectiva, un orden) a partir 

M21 de las obras. The next chapter will briefly trace the 

problems of classification and terminology that confront 

the critic of contemporary Mexican fiction. 



CHAPTER 2 

THE AREA OF THE CUENTO: 

AN ORIENTATIONAL OVERVIEW 

The Mexican short-story genre of the past fifteen or 

twenty years has been subjected to many diverse appraisals. 

In the Introduction, the merit of the cuento was compared to 

that of the novel; however, many discussions have considered 

the cuento itself. The principal aspect which catches the 

critics* attention is a desire to channel the narrative into 

distinguishable tendencies, a chore that is becoming more 

complex. Of course, perceiving relationships and indicating 

trends is a major function of criticism, a function that 

thrives on different points of view, varying literary tastes, 

and even semantic disagreements. The scholarly debate which 

ensued just prior to and during the writing of the stories 

included in this investigation warrants consideration for its 

significance to the literary climate of the period. 

Although Jose Agustln has recognized three "s?;cred 

monsters** (Arreola, Revueltas, and Rulfo) whose cuentos 

reached a perfection no one has been able to surpass,-^ 

most critics acknowledge only two tendencies with one 

author representing each: the realistic vein of Rulfo and 

IT 
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the fantastic in Arreola. Luis Leal had originally con

sidered Revueltas and Rulfo, along with Juan de Cabada, 

Ramon Rubin, Edmundo Valades, and Jose Alvarado, among the 

contlnuators of realism. However, Leal was careful to 

point out that the realism in some of the author* works 

was disguised by a tortuous, baroque style. They chose 

social-protest, ruralist, and Indlgenlst themes which they 

had Inherited from their precursors, whom Leal termed 

2 
neorrealistas. More recently Professor Leal recognized 

Rulfo as the chief exponent of this tendency: 

In his stories, Rulfo gives preference to a magic 
setting that envelops the characters and makes them 
appear as persons from another world. At the same 
time, the struggle, quite often social, and most 
of the time between man and his environment, is 
real, and this contrast makes the stories unique. 
Because they are realistic, the characters must wage 
a constant battle against each other. On the other 
hand, the settings in which they act are touched with 
an air of mystery, a haunting, forboding unreality that 
permeates the whole story.3 

Representing the other current in the Mexican short 

story, Juan Jose Arreola*s talent for the Ironic, the mock

ing, the Intellectual, and the fantastic is pointed out by 

Leal, who concludes his comment with these words: 

Of Arreola*s stories one could say, in general, that 
their structure is not rigid; rather, he Improves 
upon a form dear to Alfonso Reyes, a kind of story 
that has some characteristics of the essay and could 
be called cuento-ensayo. In his best stories like 
those of Reyes, the intellectual note and the keen 
observation of cosmopolitan literary events predom
inate. He surpasses Reyes as a short story writer 
by adding a satiric note to his cuentos. In Arreola 
we also find an attitude towards reality derived 
from Kafka and the German espressionists. All 
these elements, added to his rich imagination, his 
good taste, and his high poetic quality, give 
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Arreola's stories a place in Mexican literature 
difficult to surpass.^ 

In 1963 Emmanuel Carballo stated the schism in the 

c^ento even more emphatically than Leal, citing 1953 (pre

sumably because of the publication of El llano en llamas) 

as the year in which the young authors were divided into 

two groups: the followers of Arreola (influenced by 

Alfonso Reyes and Julio Torrl) who write fantastic litera

ture and the followers of Rulfo who are realists.^ 

It may be seen then that both Leal and Carballo, 

the two men who have most persistently studied the cuento 

in Mexico, base their divisions upon themes or types. The 

two types into which they situate Rulfo and Arreola, called 

realismo and expresionismo by Leal and realismo and litera

tura fantastica by Carballo,' have also been noticed by 

other critics. Seymour Menton, for example, uses the term 

crlollismo and cosmopolitismo to categorize the tendencies 

in Latin American short fiction. He also carefully defines 

his terms. According to his view: 

para el crlollista la literatura sirve para Inter-
pretar las condiciones pollticas, economlcas y 
sociales de su pals. En cambio, el autor cosmo-
polita se preocupa mucho mas por la estetica, la 
pslcologla y la filosofla, aun cuando trata temas 
crlllos, ... Frente a la tematlca crlollista, 
los cosmopolitas se Interesan mas en el Individuo, 
en la vida urbana y en la fantasia* Los escritores 
vlven en grandes centres metropolltanos, conocen 
muchas partes del mundo y estan al tanto de todos 
los movlmlentos llterarios.8 

Since Menton breaks cosmopolitismo into surreallsmo, cubismo, 

realismo magico, and existentialismo, he properly then lists 
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Arreola and Rulfo as cosmopolita vriters by his definition. 

Rulfo's technique, if not his themes, places him among the 

cosmopolitas . or as Menton further qualifies him as **uno 

de varies autores translclonales (hacla un neerreallsme) 

en cuyas obras se recencillan les temas naclenales y la 

tecnica experimental. **9 Menton enters the debate en the 

placement of Arreola and Rulfo, defending his evn judgment 

in this vay: 

Actualmente, la actitud cosmopolita de Arreola ha 
provecado muchas polemicas entre los mexicanes. 
Muchas veces le penen frente a Juan Rulfo cuya 
tematlca cae mas dentro de la tradlcion de la 
literatura revolucionaria. No es la primera vez 
que se ha plantado en Mexico la cuestion de los 
valores relatives de la literatura cosmopolita 
y la crlollista. En efecto, esta dicotomla carac
teriza la prosa mexicana del siglo actual. Aunque 
la Revolucion ha side el tema constante de la mayo-
rla de los escritores, siempre ha habido un pequeno 
grupe de herejes cosmopolitas. Entre los atenelstas 
colonialistas y contemporaneos, han figurado autores 
de la estlrpe de Alfonso Reyes, Artemie de Valle-
Arizpe y Jaime Torres Bodet, cuyos cuentos revelan 
un escape total de los grandes problemas sociales de 
este siglo. Arreola ha side identiflcado con este 
grupe, un poco injustamente. Si es cierto que les 
pertenece por un intelectualismo y por su cultura 
enclclopedica, no es menos cierto que en **E1 
guardagujas" y etros cuentos revela que esta con-
stantemente preocupado por el verdadero sentlde del 
mundo en que vive.-^^ 

It appears that ve have come nearly full circle. 

Realists can be Interested in nev techniques and cosmopolitas 

can be as concerned with their immediate social milieu as 

realists. Critics are hesitant to label an author a rea-

lista of crlollista because of the connotations of being 

merely picturesque, regional, or even doctrinaire. Simi

larly, cosmopolita or fantastice might suggest a disinterest 
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in local social conditions (Arreola's predicament as stated 

by Menton) or perhaps even of being of serious purpose. 

Yulan Washburn makes this last observation in his study of 

12 
cosmepelitisme. However, it is interesting to note that, 

although Washburn adopted Menten's definition of cosmopoli

tismo for his study, he yielded themes or subject matter to 

technique and did net include the stories of Juan Rulfo 

vhom he considers a neereallst. 

This rather facile branching of the short story vas 

complicated in 195^ vlth the appearance of the first stories 

by Carlos Fuentes. Leal accomodates the intrusion of the 

younger author in this vay: 

Despues de Arreola y Rulfo, el narrador que mas se 
ha distinguido es Carlos Fuentes. En su primer 
libro, Los dlas enmascarados (le5^), logro com-
blnar elementos ya presentes en ambos cuentistas 
y forjar un relate diferente que no es ni arre-
olesco (fantastlco e satlrlco) ni rulfesco (neo-
rreallsta o de realismo magico); es, mas blen, 
una slntesis de ambas tendencias, un verdadero 
cuento nacional en el sentlde de que por primera 
vez en la narrative mexicana encontramos una ebra 
que borra las fronteras entre lo regional y le 
cosmopolita. No menos importante en la narra-
tlva de Fuentes es el hecho de que legra incer-
perar una Ideolegla nacional, una Ideelogla que 
expresa el descontento con los resultados de la 
Revolucion.^^ 

As early as I963, Carballo also recognized a group 

of gifted cuentistas vho did not fellev in the paths of 

either Arreola or Rulfo. Among the six he mentioned--one 

obviously vas Carles Fuentes--three are Included in this 

study (Mojarro, Zepeda, and De la Colina).^5 

Revolving as it dees around three major figures. 
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the preceding discussion tends to oversimplify the current 

status of the genre in Mexico. Perhaps the eld divisions 

are no longer operative; they are certainly net as distinct 

as they once may have been. Bertie Acker's dissertation on 

Arreola, Rulfo, and Fuentes conspicuously and admittedly 

avoids comparison of the three. She candidly admits that 

each offers valid contributions, both aesthetic and social, 

to the Mexican narrative, but chooses net to label them. 

It vould seem that one of the major problems confronting 

the critic today is the careful selection, definition, and 

application of terms. I have, therefore, included some 

rather long discussions in order to present the critics' 

viewpoints. Although labeling is undoubtedly a convenient 

mnemonic device for the student of any literature, terms 

are by no means mutually exclusive or inclusive as the case 

may be. To be sure, the semantic difficulties involved in 

critical terminology have been vith us since Aristotle, 

yet today a vide array of themes, subject matter, and tech

niques can be artfully intermingled to suit the author's 

fancy and/or intent, to enhance his effect and/or effective

ness. The techniques have been mastered and the influences 

have been assimilated. 

Critical evaluation becomes increasingly serviceable 

to the appreciation of this nev literature vhich, as seen 

by Manuel Dur£n, "en el mejor de los cases, es una fusi6n, 

una slntesis , en que lo viejo y lo nuevo quedan fundides y 

armonizados.** ' The critic, therefore, may have to become 
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as iconoclastic as the vriter. The critic is challenged to 

tear down old viewpoints and frame new ones, Duran expands 

upon his view of the relationship between the complexity of 

the new Mexican literature and the critics' task: 

La multiplicidad de pianos narratives, la reversibili-
dad de tiempo, el use de stiabelos, de dobles, etc., 
tienden a esfumar las llneas de la accion, es decir, 
el esqueleto mismo del relate. Ahl es donde el c.rl-
tico puede ayudar. Sobre todo si concibe la crltica 
como una operaci6n de anSlisis—estetico, fenomene-
logico, ordenador—al servicio del lector. Para que 
el lector frente a la obra sean mas fuertes, duren mas. 
La literatura de hoy es sumamente cemplicada; nunca 
ha sido mas urgente el trabajo del crltico que se 
propone a explicarla,^8 

Along these same lines Fernando Arbelaez sees an urgent need 

for overhauling critical studies in Latin America. As he 

states it, 

Uno de los problemas que debera afrontar la crltica 
en Hispanoam^rica, sera el de la comprensiSn del 
mundo contempor^neo, en el que hasta las mas hondas 
experiencias humanas estSn conectadas con la revolu-
ci6n tecnologica y los avances industriales. Hasta 
ahora, la mayor dificultad ha radicado en que los 
practicantes de la crltica, aplican las concepcio-
nes y las relaciones de epocas pasadas, a lo que 
sucede en el mundo o lo que sospecha por venir.^ 

He continues to clarify his point by mentioning how even the 

most common technological advances affect our everyday life. 

Customs, music, clothing, politics, poetry, and even religion 

have been altered significantly, but, he contends, criticism 

has not kept pace. Although he applies the following ideas 

to poetry, they seem consistent with any critical studies: 

"La crltica es, en alguna forma, colaboracion con la obra 

creadora, porqu-^ en ella esta tambien el misterio de la 

humana confrontacl6n con la pal-ihra, con el verbo que esta 
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20 siempre al principio." 

Hovever, since this Investigation addresses itself 

to the works of young authors, other factors must be con-

sidereded in addition to the problems and needs stated above. 

Labeling, as has already been mentioned, presents a diffi

culty, a difficulty that is magnified vhen dealing vith 

authors that are still producing because vhat applies today 

may not tomorrow. The study of literary influences has 

alvays caught the critics' attention. Although it is an 

engaging study, it seems to be less significant than it 

once may have been. On this point Gustavo Sainz states: 

En nuestros dlas el escritor jeven, confuse a veces, 
se enfrenta a la tradici6n con doble esplritu crl
tico, apoyade en dectrinas y consideraciones met6-
dicas, Cuando finalmente se decide a trabajar, a 
crear o recrear, a diferencia de la mayorla de los 
escritores que peinan canas , se abstrae deliberada-
mente de influencias. Ya no quiere escribir come 
Faulkner, o le que es peer, come Giraudoux. La 
sola idea le atemoriza. MSS que nunca quiere ser 
el mismo. Situado fuera de su tema y personajes, 
los enfeca, les juzea, desde una posici6n personal-
mente responsable. 

It seems to me that Sainz* assertion is true. The authors 

that are included in this investigation are veil-read, but 

eclectic. By assimilating their reading, they may then pro

duce vorks that incorporate many techniques and philosophies. 

The last factor concerns maturity. Ostensibly an author 

in his late tventies or early thirties has not formulated 

the personal philosophies and values that vill guide his 

later years. Nor has he encountered the range of experience 

that may later be expressed mere fully in the novel. If 
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these factors indeed are problems, they may also be recog

nized as challenges that, for the purposes of this study, 

make the short story an ideal genre to observe. The cuento 

serves veil as a sampler of current interests even if these 

may not have congealed into a trend. Since in many instances 

the improvement of the author can be noticed from ene collec

tion to another and in seme cases from story to story, the 

genre provides an exercise in the craft of short-story vrit-

ing. It is a genre as eminently suited to the intense, lyri

cal gifts of these artists as it is to the quick, nervous 

apprehension of experience in a modern world. In the follev-

ing three chapters , the short story vill be used as artistic 

and individual expressions of contemporary Mexico. 



CHAPTER 3 

CIRCUMSTANCE: THE BOUNDARIES OF SOCIETY 

The present chapter deals with the widest perimeter 

in which an author can situate his characters: the entire 

social environment. The cuentos that include this expanded 

setting introduce the study because they resemble mere 

closely time-honored literary attitudes. 

For the purpose of this Investigation I have chosen 

to label this perimeter of experience as circumstance by 

vhlch I Intend to imply the aggregate of factors that make 

up man*8 experience. The term presupposes identification 

vlth the morm; ̂ therefore, geographical locale is as conse

quent as personal or historical events, mutual ideology as 

concemmitant as personal integrity because the individual is 

measured by social values. As a result, identification vlth 

the community is paramount to the Individual*s success. 

Three authors are included in this chapter: Eraclio 

Zepeda, Tomas Mojarro, and Sergio Pitol. They examine the 

circumstances in the lives of individuals of three distinct 

social divisions. Zepeda concerns himself vlth the indige

nous population of the state of Chiapas, Mojarro vlth modern 

provincial life in Zacatecas, and Pitol vith the displaced 

landholder of Veracruz, 

26 
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Eraclio Zepeda 

Eraclio Zepeda (1937) vas born in Tuxtla Gutierrez, 

Chiapas. Biographical and bibliographical information on 

Zepeda has been difficult to obtain, but, according to 

Emmanuel Carballo, he has vritten seme poetry and ene 

collection of short stories, Benzulul,^ 

Zepeda limits both the geographical setting and the 

ideological context of the eight stories that comprise the 

collection. The stories are confined geographically to 

the state of Chiapas; ideologically, they reflect the pro

blems of the individual in a bicultural environment. He 

thus joins vith ether recent Mexican authors (Rlcardo Pozas, 

Ramon Rubin, Carlo Antonio Castro, and Resarle Castellanos) 

in interpreting artistically the conditions of the indigen

ous population of this rather unique state, A possible link 

vith indigenlsmo implied in the subject matter of their 

vorks vould place Zepeda*s stories among the more tradi

tional of those examined herein, Hovever, in an evaluation 

of Zepeda*s verk along vlth that of the above-mentioned 

authors, Joseph Sommers sees a break vlth the Indigenlsmo of 

L6pez y Fuentes, Bruno Traven, and Mauricio Magdalene. As 

Sommers states: 

Los nuevos escritores que toman por tema a les indl-
genas de Chiapas escegen un punto de partida dlstlnta: 
el Indio mismo en su propie contexbo cultural. Esta 
serie de novelas y cuentos presenta per primera vez 
personajes indlgenas convlncentes retratades en su 
ambiente especlflce con personalidades autenticas, 
Tema constante es la angustla representada en vldas 
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particulares que se desarrellan en medio de las 
asperas circunstanclas flsicas y sociales baje 
las cuales les indlgenas de Chiapas luchan por 
sobrevivir, Estos autores mas jovenes que tratan 
ahora de penetrar en la pslcologla y la cesme-
logla Indlgenas revelan una conciencia antes 
inexlstente al novelar temando en cuenta crite-
rios culturales,^ 

Zepeda excels in depicting the psychology and cosmo

logy of the native population. In this respect, the state 

of Chiapas provides the author with a particularly inter

esting area. As Sommers points out, the high percentage 

of indigenous population found in the state makes it better 

known to students of anthropology and history than to the 
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average Mexican, In this type of surrounding, autoch

thonous beliefs can easily come into conflict with those 

of the opposing culture. The conflicts are not viewed as 

a social protest of a subculture but as the anguish of the 

individual who lives under these circumstances. It is, 

therefore, imperative that the characters be Interpreted as 

autonomous beings rather than merely as stereotypes or sym

bols of a cultural minority. The conflicts are viewed on 

a personal level, each man defining his own place within 

the culture to which he belongs as an Individual and within 

the larger culture to which his region belongs. 

Zepeda's first story, the one from which the collec

tion takes its title, sets the mood of unjustified and un

called for violence that permeates all eight stories,^ The 

protagonist, Benzulul, an Indian, attempts to establish his 

identity in the bicultural environment in which he lives. 
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His main preecupatien is his lack of a name, for, because, 

of the social and economic connotations he attaches to 

Spanish names, he considers his indigenous name invalid. 

Having a Spanish name would allow him privileges which he 

considers denied him. Told in the omniscient third person 

alternated with Benzulul*s interior monologue and a scant 

bit of dialogue, the story contains enough foreshadowing to 

make the brutal ending believable, Zepeda Introduces an 

ingredient found in several other stories: the passing of 

simple beliefs from generation to generation by the elder 

members. In this case, Benzulul*s nana has taught him that 

one's name reflects one's reputation in this life and also 

that a good name assures a soul at rest in afterlife. This 

magical quality is expressed by Benzulul on the concrete 

level characteristic of primitive cultures: 

--E1 nombre no sole es el ruido. No s6lo es un cuere 
de vaca que te escuende. El nombre es como un cofre-
clto, Guarda mucho, TS lleno. Son esplritus que te 
cuidan. Da juerzas. Da sangre. Segun el nombre es 
el chulel que te culda. (p, 26) 

The attraction of a name such as Encarnacion Salvatierra 

te the simple man is obvious. As Pages Larraya points out 

the name is both allegoric and ironic. It suggests to the 

reader the self-appointed role of the Spanish heritage in 

Mexico, However, to the protagonist the name represents a 

chance at recognition within his community: "El que tiene 

buen nombre de ladino, nombre de razon, ese ta segure, 

Ese hace lo que quiere y siempre ta contente" (p» l6). 

Benzulul's choice of here leaves something to be desired for 
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the real Encarnacion Salvatierra "hace malda y es respetade, 

Mata gente y nadie lo agarra, Roba muchacha y no le corre-

tean, Tema trage, echa bala y nomas se rlen y todos se cen-

tentan" (p, 17). Nevertheless, the scoundrel has a Spanish 

name, Benzulul submits to the simple surgical procedure 

that Nana Porfiria assures him will change his name and for 

part of a day,the new EncarnaciSn is able to feel alive, te 

express himself as his tecaye would. However, he does so 

vith fatal results, for the price of his nev name is the 

loss of his tongue to the retaliatory knife of the other 

Encarnacion. In this stark tale, vhlch Pages Larraya com

pares to Camus' "Le R^negat," Zepeda denies Benzulul tve 

of the most Important means of self-expression, his name 

and his vord, 

"El Caguamo" depicts the effect of the social envi

ronment on the life of Primitive Barragan, Beginning as a 

tender story of love at first sight, it might veil have been 

vritten during Romanticism, One can recognize some resem

blances te El Zarce, even though the hero is not the dash

ing villain of Altamirano's verk. Instead "el Caguamo 

Barragan era hombre estlmado, Se le reconocla su empeSo en 

las labores, su hombrla y su gran honradez" (p, 38), But 

Primitive had a veakness for vomen that had earned him the 

epithet of "El Caguamo." Malicious gossip spread by the 

community hinder his chance for a happy, productive life. 

He kills his father-ln-lav in self-defense and, finally, 

vhen Eugenia purposely aborts their child in revenge of 
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her father's death, he kills his ovn vife in a desperate 

rage against the injustices he and his unborn child have 

suffered. Zepeda's effective manner of depicting his char

acter and presaging the events of the story causes the 

reader to accept inevitably the tragic results. Pages 

Larraya's statement that "la cemunidad es a la vez reposl-

torie e instrumento para cambiar la eflcacia e Ineflcacla 

de un hombre" sums up the theme of the story,' The inter

ference of society into the course of the protagonist's 

life might be interpreted as naturalistic determinism, but 

Primitive's reactions seem existentlallstic. He recognizes 

his participation in the tragic events and understands that 

his only recourse is te isolate himself from the community 

and become a fugitive "de su hljo, de la Eugenia, de Jltojol, 

de ^1 mismo" (p. 55). 

"Patrecinle Tipa" places the protagonist in similar 

circumstances; hovever, in this story, nature causes the 

tragedy. Told by a third-person narrator in the manner of 

a folk tale, "Patrocinio Tipa" stresses the totemic beliefs 

of the indigenous population. The protagonist is portrayed 

as a hard-verklng, kind man who is so entrapped by his 

strange admixture of Catholic and pagan beliefs that he is 

unable te cope with the disastrous events that befall him. 

And se, as his name suggests, Patrocinio yields to his 

ancestral beliefs and withdraws himself from the world he 

does net understand. 

The indigenous cosmology and its pervasive control 
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over the individual's life forms the central theme of 

"Vienteoe," the best known of Zepeda's stories. Told in 

static time, the story spans the day of the death of the 

old Indian, Matlas, a free soul who will not resign him

self to the ways of the Spanish population. Matlas sym

bolizes the psychological and spiritual condition of the 

characters of the entire collection. He refuses to accept 

the social improvements planned by the government for his 

region, for he is wary of the consequences: 

|Pa que diablo quiero camino ye] Nomas pa que venga 
el soldado, el gobierno que pide paga, Y el ingenero 
se queda aqul, Va a querer el rancho, va a querer 
el casa, |Lo que no va a querer es un machetaze 
que va a llevar,' (p. 6 T ) 

Nor will he agree te scientific explanations offered by 

the civil engineer: 

—Les Contra-alisios se forman por corriente de aire 
caliente venlda desde el Golfo de Mexico ,,, 
(pp, 68-69) 

for Matlas knows that 

ese que sepia es el Sur ,,, que nace en el beca del 
culebra madre ,,, desde alia es que lo mete en su 
cola y lo vlene a sacar por el beca cuando ye lo 
estey queriende, cuando yo le grito a mi nana, 
Ese es el viento, burro, ingenero pendeje, (p, 69) 

Neither will Matlas replace his old, dependable, animistic 

beliefs with a veneer of Roman Catholic tenets. The idea 

of supplicating intervention in natural phenomena from a 

mere saint strikes him as completely absurd: 

El San Isidro caso es que puede sacar el Norte; 
case lo puede correr al chipi chipi. El San 
Isidro no es slqulera su dueno de el mismo; no 
se manda solo. Su mozo de Dies es que es el 
San Isidro. (p, 62) 
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Matlas' belief that the snake is its own master, that the 

wind is the snake, and that the snake is his nagual explains 

Ills calm, almost ceremonious acceptance of death by snake

bite. By calling for the good South Wind, he has irrevoc

ably summoned his ovn death, Zepeda adroitly evades a 

tragic ending to the story: 

Matlas se fue cayendo del lado derecho, del lade del 
Sur, del lade de la luz, del lado de la mane buena, 
del lado del perejll que le dejo su mujer para que 
lo ayudara, (p. 6l) 

The protagonist's death thus fits into the natural vorld 

of vhich he felt himself an integral part. Ironically, it 

also represents an end to the old vay of life, a rejection 

of the encroaching ladino civilization. 

"E1 Mudo" shares the theme of death unresisted by 

the protagonist, Hovever, death is not met vith the stoic 

endurance of old Matlas, for the death of El Mudo is pathe

tic and absurd. Careful structuring creates a ludicrous 

situation that the reader must accept as reluctantly as 

the protagonist, Vaquerize has been condemned to death dur

ing the Revolution for not supplying information he does net 

knev. His situation is doubly ironical: he Is Innocent 

but he cannot speak. His executioner vill be a childhood 

friend, the only person that could interpret his aphasia 

(caused by an accident) as a prank., Castulo believes his 

friend's behavior is a supreme Instance of machismo. The 

most noteverthy element in the story is the unavoidable 

complicity the reader feels as a result of the deftly con-

tolled static narrative, Zepeda cempromises the reader's 
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reaction te the story through his use of flashbacks. In 

addition, empathy for the protagonist is negated by the 

reader's response to the black humor of the bizarre 

situation. As a result, only the recalcitrant boot and 

the squealing pig balk at the injustice of his death. 

In contrast to Vaquerlze's mute acceptance of 

death, the unnamed protagonist of "No se asembre, sargento" 

meets his death very articulately. The majority of the 

story is the protagonist's monologue, an accounting of the 

death of his father. Just as his father had told his son 

about his life as he lay dying, the son nov tells the ser

geant vhat this understanding has taught him about life, 

A calm, stoic attitude tovard life and death permeates the 

story and lends an air of simple dignity. The reader is 

startled by the final vords, three, short, matter-of-fact 

sentences that inform him that the monologue vas spoken 

as the protagonist vas digging his ovn grave before being 

shot. 

"Qulen dice verdad" makes use of the traditional 

honor theme of Spanish literature in order to express the 

hopelessness of the confrontation betveen Indian and ladino, 

Sebastian Perez Tul had killed Lorenzo Castillo, "ladino, 

gordo, comerclante en aguardientes," for having seduced 

Sebastian's daughter (p. 108), The message of this tragic 

story is summed up in this terse observation by Sebastian's 

old friend: "El Lorenzo era ladino. Ves sos indie, 

Correte" (p, 112), Sebastian refuses to flee because he 
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believes the maxims he had been taught, that truth is good. 

He is prepared to accept the judgment of the courts; instead, 

he is shot in the back vithout benefit of a trial. The para

dox is that, although Sebastian folleved time-honored dic

tates of both his evn and the opposing culture, he is denied 

the chance to justify his act or even to be punished for it. 

Another type of confrontation appears in "La Canada 

del Principio," Although the Revolution appears obliquely 

in several stories, "La Canada del Principle" is the only 

one in vhlch the Revolution is the backdrop for the action. 

During a nervous period preceding an ambush in the canyon, 

young Ne8fite Guerra, who has joined the revolutionary 

forces te avenge the death of his father, is apprised of the 

horrid facts of war by the old veteran, Augurlo Paz, As 

the fighting begins, all the eld man's counsels prove te 

have been in vain and, out of fear, the young man seeks te 

escape only to be shot by his mentor. PagSs Larraya com

mented on the ironic Implication of the names, on the ab-

8 

stract concept of securing peace through war. In addi

tion , I sense a feelings of negation of this concept by the 

boy who -is unable to fir« even though he has the officer 

within the sights of his rifle: 

Se die cuenta de que estaba solo. El mismo tendrla 
que esceger entre ponerse a llorar y revolcarse de 
miede y luego hulr de su puesto en medio de pujldes 
de angustla, e quedarse ahl y apretar fuerte la 
rama que tenia mordida para calmarse y poder cole-
car la muerte en les cuerpos verdes de les soldados 
para vengar al padre, y para lograr todas aquellas 
cosas de que el viejo le habla hablado. (p. 128) 
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The title refers to a beginning. Perhaps it refers to the 

beginning of a period in vhich more value is placed on life 

than on death. 

We can see that the stories in Benzulul have been 

united into a veil-integrated vhole by means of the limited 

setting, Othervise, the reader is offered a variety of 

plots, characters, and moods. Although consistency has 

never been an absolute requirement of a collection of short 

stories, one must assume that Zepeda planned a total impact 

from the volume, for, like panels in a mural, the individual 

stories provide a composite socio-psychological viev of the 

state of Chiapas, Therefore, in order to appreciate the 

unified intent of the collection, it is necessary to find 

some common denominators among the stories, 

Zepeda reveals the Chiapanecan region as a passion

ate area that knows all manners of behavior: love and mur

der, self-esteem and prejudice, honor and licentiousness. 

Within this setting, the author draws the Indian and the 

ladino with bold, selective strokes. He achieves thereby 

an effect akin te primitivism in the visual arts. 

Zepeda's ability to make his characters live comes 

from the unity of thematic view and artistic development. 

In each story the protagonist is confronted with the ambi

guous facts of existence. In most, the beliefs of his 

native culture come into conflict with the superimposed 

ideologies of the ladines. The author carefully stresses 

oral tradition and the inherent respect for elders common 
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to more primitive cultures. Elements of the cosmology of 

the Chiapanecan Indian are witnessed in his totemic beliefs. 

The fact that these beliefs and traditions are no longer 

operative in the world of the ladino is essential to sto

ries such as "Benzulul," and "Vienteoe." On the ether hand, 

Patrocinio Tipa's ambitions te establish himself in the 

ladino community are thwarted net by society but by the ele

ments of nature, thereby confirming his totemic beliefs. 

The simplicity of Zepeda*s Indian characters lends 

them a Reusseauan quality which might be misleading, for 

they are net Romantic stereotypes who react predictably. 

For this reason, the social comment in the stories seems 

te be a by-product rather than an end. The noble savage 

of Romanticism worked well te make known societal flaws 

because society was being judged. Zepeda's stories, how

ever, show characters with a need for recognition as indi

viduals rather than judgment by a priori standards. The 

conflicting enrironment in which they live forces them 

to make a choice, to confirm their identities, even though 

this confirmation may lead to failure, isolation, or death. 

I interpret the characters* conviction te fellow the dic

tates of their consciences te be the element that incorpor

ates the stories into the current of existentialism. Even 

vhen the author treats characters that are net of the indig

enous population, he gives them the existentialist's choice. 

In **La Cafiada del Principio," NeSfito elects to negate the 

premises of the Revolution, Similarly, in "El Mudo," 
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Vaquerlze's passivity and inability te communicate indicts 

the absurdity of friend executing friend. In contrast, 

the protagonist of "No se asembre, sargento," by accepting 

his fate, turns his executioner into confessor and compounds 

the sense of guilt. 

Zepeda's artistic interpretation of these grim 

cuentos is consistent vlth their themes. Treating humble 

people and the baser passions, he employs suggestive, often 

poetic prose. The physical settings stress in many instances 

the close relationship betveen man and nature. Nature 

becomes vitalized in "Benzulul," "Vienteoe," and "Patrocinio 

Tipa," On the other hand, "El Caguamo" and "El Mudo" por

tray the dispassionate beauty of nature at the point of 

human horror and death. In all the stories the scenes are 

equipped vith the simple, typically Mexican appurtenances 

of a rustic society, 

A technical aspect vhlch should be considered is 

Zepeda's ability to capture the colloquial. The dialogue 

is short and vivid, studded vith similes appropriate to 

the thought processes of the speaker. By maintaining this 

same colloquial articulation for the third-person narra

tive, he achieves a remarkably honest, convincing prose. 

Phrases are repeated throughout a story in much the same 

vay as a lelt motif is used in music. Coupled vlth the 

use of similes and metaphors relating te the physical 

vorld, this mode is reminiscent of the rhythm and symbelogy 

of pre-Columbian poetry. 
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In a discussion of the problems that confront the 

creator of indigenous characters, Juan A, Haslcr cites 

examples of authors (namely Carlo Antonio Castro) vho have 

intercalated into their vorks portions of the animlctlc, 

poetic prose of the Indian dialects. With tongue in cheek, 

he advises the artist to learn te think in the dialect of 

his characters and facetiously indicates that carrying this 

premise to the extreme precludes artistic interpretation in 

any language except the mother tongue, Hasler admits that 

Zepeda's talent "le permite captar las netas Intlmas del 

lenguaje cenfidencial de los mudos restros petrees que se 

dlafragman en les catalejes de les demas escritores, 

Zepeda's concern for language relates to his preecupatien 

vlth the Identity of his characters. Aphasia and mutilation 

deny tve characters their means of expression. In other 

stories, the identity of the character is confirmed by cap

turing his speech pattern vithout slipping into condescen

sion or caricature. 

Another technical aspect of Benzulul deserves men

tion, the author's use of time. Although it may not be 

daring or innovative, it is, nevertheless, consistent vith 

the fundamental simplicity of the stories. In four of the 

eight stories, time is static. Events on the temporal level 

are thus recounted by a third-person narrator, vhlle the 

details of the plot are suggested in the interior monologue 

of the protagonist and in snatches of dialogue. This 

technique is consistent vith indigenous cosmology since it 
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gives time dimension and makes past time become part of the 

personality of the character. 

Carballo incorporates Zepeda's collection into the 

mainstream of the Mexican short narrative vith these vords: 

Posee el den de idlema: con unas cuantas palabras 
caracteriza a un personaje, crea una atmosfera, da 
vida a una situacion dramatica. Sus imagenes y 
sus metaferas no desmerecen ante las de Revueltas 
o las de Rulfo, dos de nuestros grandes poetas en 
prosa,^^ 

A total evaluation of Benzulul should stress the 

thematic and artistic unity that has been pointed out, for 

it is through this unity that Zepeda has penetrated the 

minds and personalities of his characters, 
• 

Temas Mojarro 

Tomas Mojarro (1932) vas born in Jalpa, Zacatecas, 

He is self-educated and had verked in a variety of jobs In 

Guadalajara until his stories vere noticed by Carballo and 

he vas able to begin his literary career. On a scholarship 

from the Centro Mexlcano de Escritores from 1958 te I960, 

he vas honored by the Life en espafiol award for his short 

story "El arpa" in 1960,^*^ He collaborated with Carballo 

on La Gaceta of the Fondo de Cultura Economica,"̂ '̂  The 

volume of short stories that will be examined herein was 

published in I960, Since that time Mojarro's efforts have 

been in the novel, 

TomS,B Mojarro examines a different Mexico from that 

seen in Zepeda's stories, Hovever, the shift is only in 
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area and topic, for the identification vith a particular 

locale continues vlthin these nev perimeters, 

Mojarro's volume of short stories is appropriately 

entitled Cafion de Juchlpila since the stories concentrate 

on that particular region of the state of Zacatecas,^^ 

(it is interesting te note that Mariano Azuela and Agustln 

YfiKez have also used the canyon as backdrop for scenes in 

Les de abaje and Al file del agua.^ ) In 1962, Mojarro 

summed up the artistic Intent of the volume in this way: 

Facing up te the problems of my time and my location, 
I draw characters whose way of thinking and acting is 
representative of the interior of Mexico, and who 
have their own common economic, religious, and poli
tical problems. In this way, I aspire to achieve 
accord with aesthetics and with the human side, 
I strive for literary creation, not for empty 
journalistic documents; I want to fill my stories 
with life, rather than vith an empty play of rhetoric 
vith vapid Ivory-tever virtuosity,^^ 

On the basis of this statement, Mojarro might be placed 

among the followers of realismo costumbrista. But Mojarro's 

realism differs from that of older generations, Carballo 

points out the nearly tangible evidence of Mojarro's read

ing of Rulfo and Faulkner, But, although themes and tech

nique might disclose Faulknerian or Rulfian ancestry, he 

is net merely reproducing the old intact, A freshness can 

be noticed. The younger author seems te have taken the 

role of revisionist or adapter, improvising an aesthetic 

reality to which readers of his generation can relate. 

We shall pursue this further in the discussion of the cuen

tos. For now let it suffice te point out that Mojarro has. 
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by his ovn admission, set the limitations for his short 

stories vithln the geographical, sociological, and ideo

logical boundaries of a specific area. 

The characters of Cag$n de Juchlpila include rural 

and small-tevn types in a harsh, economically and socially 

depressed area. No quaint, picturesque tevns and no happy 

peasants adorn the pages of the book. Occasional humorous 

episodes are overridden by the intensity of the aftermath; 

tenderness and love, almost nonexistent, are smothered by 

the baser passions. Instead, like Rulfo, Mojarro offers 

stories of violence, suffering, and death. His themes are 

expressed in Old-Testament messages of responsibility, guilt, 

retribution and sacrifice. Hopelessness—perhaps original 

sin--is inescapable and omnipresent. 

The topics vhlch Mojarro chooses to represent these 

harsh themes are of necessity tortuous. In most cases, the 

plot is quite simple, but the structure distorts the story 

into a tangled, highly individual concept of reality. In

terior monologue and counterpoint are the tve principal 

vehicles used for this subjective treatment. 

The deaths of young boys are included in three of 

the stories, "Sahumerio" is by far the best of the three. 

This poignant story recreates the feelings of guilt the 

young protagonist endures for the accidental drovning of 

his brother, Juaquln. Willing to accept the blame for the 

accident, the young boy receives neither punishment nor 

pardon. He must suffer instead the relentless burden of 
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his father's vrath and his mother's indifference. Each 

parent turns to a particular form of escape, the father to 

drink and the mother to the Virgin. Although the child's 

age is not disclosed, he is old enough to understand that 

his father*s vengeance derives as much from his mother*s 

infidelity, of vhich he is the product, as from the death 

of his brother. The author has applied several inter

related symbols to express the theme of guilt and retri

bution. Plovers and heat relate te the title and te the 

adultery. Later, eyes and vater are interveven as symbols 

of adultery and death. The bey can only deliriously dream 

that he tee has drovned: "Estey ahogado para que mi padre 

no me vuelva a golpear con la coyunda. S6le con varas de 

hozote come me cerresponde" (p. 86), This final symbol of 

the coyunda to represent marriage becomes the most appro

priate utensil the father can use to punish the boy who is 

not his son. Theme, subject matter, and symbolism enmesh 

in the boy's mind. Mojarro has achieved an easy transition 

from one level of meaning to another; as a result, the 

reader*s reaction changes from compassion for the bey's 

guilt te doubt as te his blame. Is net Juaquln as respon

sible for his brother's death? The reader is, therefore, 

confronted with the same ambiguity that appears in Abel 

SUnchez. in vhich Unamuno also used the name Joaquin for 

the Spanish rendition of Cain. 

In *'Cruenta alegrla, cenzentle," interior mono

logue is used exclusively to relate the young bey*s death. 
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The simple plot—comic if it vere net for the tragic conse

quences—is expressed in childlike candldness: 

Hasta la madrugada de este dla mi padre y ye Srames 
ixtleros, Ahora ya some dlfuntes. El mas que yo 
pero dlfuntes les dos, Dlfuntes desbarrancades 
entre los peSascales de Callagua, (p. k2) 

Through the disconnected ramblings of the child's mind, the 

reader learns that the fall resulted from the father's 

reaction to his son's accidental burning of the father's 

trousers. The bey, carefully reared en the idea of punish

ment of sins, quite naturally accepts his guilt and, there

fore, his fate. In spite of all the admonitions and ear-

pullings he has received, he has not lost his Innocence or 

his sense of humor. As a result, he must accept the punish

ment from vhat he believes to be a just God: 

Yo crel que el estiron de orejas me habla lavade la 
culpa; pero lo cierto es que estey tirade aca, tan 
lejes del agua, Y es que Dies mlraba el castigo y 
mis lagrimas, pero asomSndose tantito miro que por 
dentro yo estaba muerte de risa, Asl soy yo, SeSor; 
perd6name, pero yo nunca puede aguantar la risa 
cuando algo me hace relr, (p, lU5) 

Taken en a symbolic level, the paradise lost theme could be 

one of existential despair, but Mojarro allows the boy's 

Innocence to save him, by seeing a bloody happiness in the 

harshness of his death. The child's lyrical outbursts con

trast sharply with the tragedy. Perhaps Mojarro is saying 

that innocence will vanquish sin. The social and economic 

implications of the story are expressed obliquely in all of 

Mojarro's cuentos, 

"Caflon de Juchinila" sets in motion the retelling 
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of the death of another young boy. The events have taken 

place ten years earlier and are revealed through the inte-

tlor monologue and dialogue of three adult characters. In 

spite of the length of the story, the plot is quite simple, 

A child had been born from the adulterous union of Justa and 

her former sweetheart, Arlstee, At the age of ten, the 

young boy went to work en Arlsteo's farm. During a fight 

between Justa and Arlstee, the young boy stabbed Arlstee and 

ran away. Thinking that his mother was dead and that he had 

killed a man, young Cobian ran away. Ten years later, none 

of the characters know the fate of the others, (Young 

CoblUn had died in the canyon; Justa had left town and be

come a prostitute; Aristee had gone to California as a bra-

fiLfiXfl.; and Cobian senior had somehow become crippled and 

continued to live in Jalpa,) The three lives are thus knit 

together only by the emotional connotation of the Day of the 

Dead, Of the three portions, Arlsteo's is the most touching. 

The other two are more tragic, but perhaps toe contrived. 

The Old Testament theme of suffering is handled in a Mexican 

context. Although the reader sees the author's intent of 

relating three lives through the child's death, the story 

suffers from too much plot. Digressions such as the inci

dent of the abortion at the brothel could nearly be cuentos 

in themselves. Of all the stories of the collection, 

"CaKon de Juchlpila" contains the most explicit social com

ment. If a general theme can be found in the story, I 

feel it would be hopelessness. 
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The two Cortes sisters that appear in "CaSon de 

Juchlpila" become the central characters of "Oscura flema 

hundiendose," Mojarro has restricted the amount of plot in 

this cuento and has thereby achieved a mere Intense narra

tive. Te express a theme of less of hope, the two eld maids 

are shewn in one last desperate attempt to recover some money 

their father had hidden. The money represents a chance te 

cure the blindness that binds them togetheer. However, all 

that is received is a snakebite by the sighted sister. The 

author thus ironically connects the two usages of the word 

vlbora. The horrid economic conditions in which the sisters 

live and the suspicion that Raudel Gomez has kept their 

money are Important to the story, but, even more so, is the 

total lack of caring for one's fellow man. They receive no 

Christian charity from the community that is "de rodlllas 

frente a Nuestre SeSor" (p. 171); however, they expect none. 

The suggestion is that, in an area in which each Individual 

has his own unbearable problems, human charity is abandoned 

to be replaced by blind faith. In the case of these two 

characters, the brightness of this faith is flickering. 

The paragraph which opens and closes the story underlines 

the futility of hope: 

Alguien sube alto, muy alto, para de pronto sentir 
lo dure del suelo, Se agarra a plense y piense 
hasta perder la razon o ve el sol de frente para 
quedarse a escuras, Yo querla vivir; le querla 
con todas mis fuerzas. Solo ese querla ,.. (p, 159) 

The effect of this circular structure emphasizes the hope

lessness of the situation and the stoic persistence of the 
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two characters to live in the most dismal of situations. 

Two cuentos of the collection deal vith sacrifice 

for personal gain, "Filtrarse oscuramente" is a Mexican 

version of the Abraham and Isaac story that restilts in a 

complicated flev of motives for hate, murder, deceit, and 

political trickery. Briefly stated, the plot concerns the 

involvement of Abraham and Isaac Frauste in the murder of 

Sldronio Mojarro. Isaac had in fact committed the murder 

after a severe beating by his father had convinced him of 

"la virtud que vlene slendo la virtud de la ebediencia" 

(p* 96). Apelonie Munez, the president of the tovn council, 

becomes involved to an attempt to get possession of 

five thousand pesos. The entire story pits vill against 

vill. As each character grasps the significance of his 

part in the series of events, he tries to profit either 

personally or materially by sacrificing someone else. The 

irony of the story is that Abraham's scheme is detected by 

the shrevd Apelonie, 

"Desde latldos ecos" has several Ingredients in 

common vlth "Filtrarse oscuramente," the most important of 

vhlch is the hypocrisy of the people, Delfine Guaracha, 

a simple shoemaker, had gone after Rosalinda la muda, 

thinking that she had been abducted. When he finds out 

that she had villingly run off vith the man, Delfine kills 

him and beats her. Apolonio again takes the lav into his 

ovn hands: Delfine vill be killed vithout benefit of a 

trial. In spite of the fact that Chavefio says he is tak-
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ing Delfine to Juchlpila to stand trial, the reader and the 

character sense that he vill be killed instead of being 

left te die, Delfine is finally granted his tve last 

vishes: to be released and to be remembered as a brave man. 

The structure of the story is the tightest in the volume. 

The extraneous material has been deleted, yet all the proper 

clues are included for understanding a story told mostly in 

Interior monologue. Acts of devotion of the cofradla con

trast effectively both vlth the crime and vith the people's 

bloodthirsty curiosity and demand for revenge. This con

trast is also shovn in the counterpointed dialogue betveen 

Delfine and Chavene as they ride tovard Juchlpila, The 

reader feels a grovlng sympathy for Delfine's plight. He 

may be guilty of the crime he has committed, but the 

seriousness of the crime pales beside the total lack of 

compassion he receives from his fellev cofrades, 

Tve of the stories in Cafion de Juchlpila differ 

considerably from the others. They are "A Baudelie, ml 

otro hermane" and "El drama." Neither shovs the pervasive 

Influence of Rulfo that can be inferred from the other 

stories. The first of these tells of the problems of tve 

brothers, Temas and Salvador Mojarro, vho have gone te 

the United States in order to find verk. The conditions 

and people they encounter are by nov veil known. The 

American farmer who had employed, underpaid, and insulted^Kj^ 

them, the condescending Mexican consul, the stay in^^Vl, 

and, finally, their deportation te Mexico can̂ ^̂ .̂"*" • ily be 
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imagined by the reader; but the story is more than an epi

sode in two men's lives. The most noticeable element of 

the cuento is the naturalistic determinism, Mojarro 

includes seme harsh social criticism in the rhetorical 

outburst of Tomas: 

Pues, si, Salva, has de saber que Tom nacio en 
Jalpa Mineral, en el Canon de Juchlpila, Per 
ese, precisamente per eso fue seminarista pri-
mero y bracero despues, Esa es la costumbre 
de Jalpa, ,,, iper que TemSs dejo el seminario? 
Porque fue el hermano mayor, y el hermane mayor 
trabaja, iOkey, Salvador? Y luego a Texas, 
hermane, ipor que? Porque el hermane mayor tra
baja en donde quiera que le apronten trabajo. 
(p. 36) 

The story is riddled by similar references. Therefore, if 

we carry Temas' reasoning te absurdity, we can say that 

Temas did not kill his brother te protect him from a un

interested world but because it is the custom of Jalpa, 

The Cain and Abel theme is then complete, "Asl que Cain es 

mi nombre ,,, pero han de saber que ml amige Salvador iba a 

llorar mafiana, De hambre, de frlo; de caler iba a soltarse 

llorando. ,,, MaSana Salvador llorarla, y despues de que 

nadie lo consolarla volverla a llorar" (p. 53). 

The major flaw in "A Baudelie, mi otro hermane" 

is its length. Although Mojarro is trying to create a 

meed in Temas' lyrical interior monologue, its excessive 

length causes reader interest to lag. Otherwise, the 

dialogue, injected with border regionalisms, convincingly 

depicts the youthful characters, Mojarro's tendency to 

overextend the limits of his cuentos and his ability te 
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depict character through dialogue seem te announce the bud

ding novelist. Both of these tendencies many be noticed 

in El drama," a story which bears no resemblance whatsoever 

to the rest of the collection. Characters, setting, and 

tone have been changed; "El drama" is a tender story, told 

with humorous nostalgia. It portrays the only mother who 

is net an adulteress and the only father vho is not drunken 

and cruel in the volume. The cuento is divided into two 

parts. The first sets the scene, a parade for the Sixteenth 

of September. One wonders if the author intends to tell a 

story or present local color because the many descriptions 

and comments, although they are amusing, are totally unre

lated to the plot. However, it does afford a microcosmic 

view of the town of Jalpa. The story line tells of a young 

boy's indecisiveness about going away to seminary and re

lates his indecision to his feelings of first love. The 

author's narration of this cuento leaves the reader equally 

indecisive because the story fails in many ways. It is 

disconnected and digressive but is, nonetheless, appealing. 

The characters are alive and the story convincing. If there 

is unity of concept, it would be that "El drama" represents 

Cire*s last look at his town before social custom obliges 

him to leave. 

The essence of Mojarro*s Caflon de Juchlpila is the 

tragic conditions of the lives of the people who inhabit the 

region. As Rosarlo Castellanos said, the stories involve 

"semlnarlstas y braceres que estaran aprlslonades por el 
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fatallsmo y la mlserla," In order to escape these harsh 

realities, they turn te marijuana, violent passions, crime, 

exile, or death. For this reason, one can agree with 

Castellane*s assertion that "de los cuentos de Tomas 

Mojarro parece desprenderse la nocion de que el hombre es 

una cesa aplastada per las fatalidades. "^^ Edmiindo Valades 

concurs that fatalism "es el camino inevitable de sus vldas 

17 y sus muertes," ' 

For themes, one first thinks of death for it appears 

in six of the eight stories, but more pervasive is the 

feeling of guilt and sacrific, what I have called Old-

Testament messages. The deaths of two brothers and one 

father along with the attempted murder of another father 

pose the question: Am I my brother*s keeper? The apparent 

answer is no, but the guilt felt by the characters provides 

an inescapable affirmation. 

The motifs Mojarro utilizes to carry out these 

themes are expressive of the austere provincial towns of 

the interior of Mexico. The geographical setting is painted 

as both majestic and hostile, awe-inspiring either vay. In 

"Sahumerio," "Cruenta alegrla, cenzentle," and "Canon de 

Juchlpila" nature causes the deaths. In "A Baudelie, mi 

otro hermane," the harshness of nature is ene of the ration

alizations Tomas uses for killing his brother. The aridity 

of the canyon provided ,Mojarro with a symbol (thirst) for 

the helplessness of the characters in "Desde latldos ecos," 

Cruenta alegrla, cenzentle ," "Oscura flama hundiendose," 
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and "Sahumerio." 

Several recurrent motifs portray the social environ

ment of the area. Since characters pass from ene story to 

another, even miner personages (Apelonie MuSoz or Raudel 

GSmez) become well known to the reader. The style of life 

is consistent in all the stories and stresses the religious, 

economic, and political factors of the community, Mojarro 

demonstrates the importance of the Church by using hymns 

as counterpoint and contrasting the services of lay socie

ties to the oppresion of the individuals* lives. The 

importance of each member to the support of the family 

underlines the economic depression of the region. As a 

result, several stories include a bracero who, like the 

indlane of Spanish literature, returns to the valley as 

a symbol of envy. Oblique references to the Cristere 

Rebellion demonstrate that its effect is still present in 

the minds of the people of the region. 

The style Mojarro employs te express the conditions 

in the lives of his characters may be linked to the unity 

of concept of the volume. It is as though he were seeking 

a mental or emotional state expressed in variations en a 

theme- Of this first literary effort Mojarro later said: 

Los reventaderes donde pase ninez y adolescencla se 
me echaban encima y me sacaban en exuberancia meta
feras y toda clase de gires y reterclmientos idiomS-
tlces, Hablaba de ml, ya con ml nombre, ya con nom
bre postlzo, Hablaba de mis hermanos, de mi padre, 
de mis creencias religiesas, del sexe reprimido y de 
la mlserla zacatecana. Repress que se revienta, la 
corriente me llevo entre bandazes hasta parar en 
Can6n de Juchlpila,l8 
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Although what Mojarro refers te here occasionally mars a 

story, the collection did seem te signal a promising liter

ary career. The author*s overexhuberance, what Carballo 

has called "frondosity" (el tremendlsme, el culto a la 

imagen y la metafera, la adjetlvacion innecesaria, la cru-

deza gratulta"^^) would probably be curtailed with maturity. 

However, the potential of a good author is there. Mojarro 

has since published novels and I feel perhaps the novel is 

more suited te the scope of his vision and range of his 

voice. In the meantime, ene can recognize what he did 

excel in, notably the use of dialogue. It is alive and con

vincing and, when used in counterpoint, shows a detachment 

which borders on the absurdists* treatment. It is the most 

authentic testimony of the people of the Caflon de Juchlpila. 

Sergio Pitol 

Sergio Pitol (1933) vas born in Puebla and raised 

in Cordoba, Veracruz. He studied lav and literature at the 

Unlversidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico and later lived in 

Rome, Peking, and Warsav, vhere he served as a translator 

en a scholarship from the Polish Ministry of Culture and 

Arts. Pitel's literary criticism, translations, and short 

stories have appeared in many of the major journals in 

Mexico and abroad. He has also been an instructor at the 

Unlversidad Veracruzana.^ Tiempo cercade, his first col

lection vas published in 1959. Other collections that 

fall vlthin the limitations of this investigation are 
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Infierne de todos (I96U), Les climas (1966), and No hay 

tal lugar (I967). 

Sergio Pitol offers an entirely different socio

logical viev of Mexico and Mexicans. Although his stories 

ultimately share a definite geographical setting—Mexico 

in general and the state of Veracruz in particular—in 

many of the stories this setting exists only in the minds 

of the protagonists. Pitel's stories focus on the land-

ovners displaced by the Revolution and on their disillu

sioned progeny. The ethical and moral problems thus pre

sented, center around a life style and economic system 

that vere deemed te failure. Therefore, Pitol probes the 

psychological readjustment of the individual vho has been 

stripped of his sense of security by circumstances he con

siders beyond his control. 

Pitel's first collection deals vith the socially 

prominent families from Veracruz. As the title, Tiempo 

cercade implies, the stories offer a constant reassessment 

of a particular era: the end of the nineteenth and begin-

21 ning of the tventieth centuries. This period spans the 

establishment of the dynasty till the Revolution and for 

a period thereafter. The most noticeable common ingredient 

in the stories is a sort of naturalistic determinism. Even 

though I do net feel that Pitel's intent parallels that of 

the authors of Naturalism, the reader senses a tragic flav 

and an obsessive determination in the characters vhich are 

sociologically plausible for the time in Mexico. 
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The collection opens vlth "En familla," a tragic 

tale vritten on the Agamemnon-Clytemnestra theme. This 

veil-structured story, one of the best of the volume, tells 

of the love affair betveen Lorenza, "vleja loba al acecho 

de la tragedia!" (p. 9), and her nephev, Leepeldo. He is 

young, full-ef-life, idealistic. Lorenza, on the ether 

hand, had lest the only joy in her life, her young daughter 

Iflgenia, many years before. In a strange reversal of 

roles, Leepeldo stays vlth her vhen she is abandoned by her 

husband during the Revolution: 

Le menos que puede decirse de mi sebrlno es que ha 
tenido un noble gesto al elvldarse de encones y 
rencillas pollticas y venir a permanecer a nuestre 
lade hasta la rendlclon de la vlolencia, hasta que 
les desmanes del populache ensoberbecido ante nuestra 
derreta no sean totalmente reprimldos. Ramon, en 
los mementos del derrumbe no tuve eportunldad para 
pensar en la familla. Ni slqulera pudo regresar a la 
cuidad cuando las trepas cuyo mando detentaba fueron 
abatldas por la derreta. Dlas y dlas pasaron sin 
que tuvieramos la menor netlcia de su paradero; mas 
tarde suplmos que estaba a salvo en San Antonio. (p,12) 

Although the plot and sequencing of the cuento lead inescap

ably to the adultery and murder, these actions are almost 

superfluous te the meaning. The figure of Ramon represents 

all that is bad in the system he ostensibly supported, that 

of Leopolde, the idealism of the Revolution. Hovever, Pitol 

seems to be using the sociological story merely as a topic 

for developing the theme of loneliness. In this sense, 

Lorenza is truly a tragic figure. She is completely iso

lated from each of the characters: from Ramon by his domi

neering, cruel, and arrogant manner; from Arture, her sen, 

vho loves her, but lacks the vill to stand up to his father 
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or sister; from Adriana, by her jealousy of her mother's 

love affair vlth Leepeldo; and finally, from Leepeldo by 

their complicity in the murder of Ramon. 

The story of adultery is repeated in "Amelia Otero." 

Curiously enough the plots of this and the preceding story 

are almost identical. Hovever, the author has achieved 

an entirely different effect by treating the story in 

another vay. While "En familla" utilized the interior 

monologue of the major characters in order te produce highly 

emotional reactions, "Amelia Otero" is narrated by an ob

server of the protagonists's life. What results is a 

detached, matter-of-fact examination of the loss of an age 

and a social structure. The contrast betveen Amelia's life 

as a young leader of the social and cultural activities of 

the community before the Revolution and her solitary exis

tence aftervard suffices to point out the sociological 

symbolism of the story. Nevertheless, the reader naturally 

becomes caught up in the personal events of her life. The 

story is somevhat disappointing in the structure of the 

plot and in the characterization. The paradoxes of her life 

are visible te the young man. Amelia therefore, might 

symbolize the good and bad of the period she represents: 

Parecla absurdo suponer que aquella estrambotlca 
criatura, rldlcula y gretesca, hublera pedide preta-
gonlzar un drama pasienal tan intense, pero cuando se 
acerco mas y pude centemplar sus ojos quede sebre-
cogido. En elles estaba flja una mlrada salvaje y 
tlerna que se paseaba per todos les registros de la 
paslon, y que de Impreslenante mode podia trasluclrlos 
todos a la vez, de la ferecidad mas acendrada a la 
mas pladosa de las ternuras, desde el arrojo mas decl-
dido al mas cenmevedor de les temores. (p. 120) 
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loneliness. It differs from the ether stories in the volume 

in that it is contemporary. Hovever, the fixation for 

roots, for the determinism of a region upon the personality 

of the individual continues "la tlerra en la que habla 

nacldo le hublese inoculado algo de su esencial seledad, 

de su m&s aut^ntica desolaciSn" (p. 79). Although at first 

It might appear te be Dora's story, the ending ironically 

shovs that Leonor, "impenetrable, dura come el granite" 

(p* 77), becomes the one te suffer from her evn scheme. 

The story concerns jealousy vhlch had been repressed for 

thirty years and ultimately causes Leonor te attempt to 

rob Dora of her memories of Emilio. Dora's suicide, there

fore, leaves her vith "ese vacle, peer aun que la muerte, 

per el que desde ese memento reptarla su existencia** 

(p. 90). The story is an excellent example of the impos

sibility of communication. Oddly enough, although Pitol 

depicts Leonor and Dora as distinct individuals, I have the 

feeling that they represent tve sides of one personality. 

The four remaining stories of Tlenpo cercade deal 

vith the Ferri family, ovners of the coffee plantation 

called El Refugio. The reader is introduced to the family 

in "Los Ferri," a third-person narrative that is told from 

the point of rlev of Jesusa, the old servant "que era en 

realidad uno de los pilares que sostenlan la casa de los 

Ferri," (p. U8) This approach, reminiscent of nineteenth-

century novels, allovs a somevhat objective viev of the 
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family. The disjointed narrative follevs Jesusa'e thoughts 

about the family as she is dying. Since, many years before, 

she had foreseen the death of ene of the children, Jesusa 

nov envisions herself as a prophesler of the fall of the 

Ferri family. She senses it is God's vill that she is te 

outlive all of them and dreams of a long rev of coffins of 

all sizes. But she is denied her prophecy and dies full 

of hatred for the family and for the God that deceived her. 

Again, Pitol comments on the paradoxes of the age: 

El tel8n habla calde sobre sels generaclones de hem-
bres que durante mas de un siglo hablan promovide el 
terror, la admiracion, el edio, el amor, suscitado 
todas las paslenes, llevado a los llmites la ternura 
y la vlolencia; vivldo siempre en los extremes, y 
deparado los geces y dolores mas prefundes al corazSn 
de la que ahora, con mlstlca deveclon, encomendaba 
su alma al SeHor, (p, 52) 

"La palabra en el viento" relates another side of 

the life of Pablo Ferri, the opportunitistic founder of the 

dynasty. It is also told by an outsider. In "Les Ferri," 

Jesusa relates that he arrived in the area penniless, but, 

managing te marry one of the daughters of Aristarco 

Rebles, he thus became master of El Refugio, Once married, 

"ebtenlde las tierras que su ambiciSn le exigla, cenvertido 

en una bestla, en un demenie, en un reciplente de torturas, 

castigo, maldad y soberbia? (p, U2), he caused the suicide 

of his bride, Elolsa, vlthin months of their vedding. In 

Jesusa's mind, Virginia's Insanity vas caused by her feeling 

of loneliness and her hatred of the man vho caused her sis

ter's death, Hovever, in "La palabra en el viento," ve 

learn Virginia's side of the story. The emotions vhlch 
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Jesusa believed caused Virginia's insanity are complicated 

by their oppesltes: jealousy and hate tovard Elolsa and 

an animal attraction tovard Pablo Ferri, After her sister's 

death, Virginia's seduction by her brether-in-lav represents 

both a fulfillment and a premise. As she recalls: 

Y este cuerpe yerme que pesee, esta vlrginldad mar-
tlrlzada, perdiS su dureza y su temor y su vlolen
cia, sumergiendose, sumisa, en un mundo de llspera 
y desconoclda ternura, baje el braze de aquel hom
bre que sole con acariciarme el cabello y permane
cer junto a ml, durante un rate, sin hablar, sin 
moverse, resplrande honda y acempasadamente a mi lado, 
creyS dar por saldada la deuda que conmigo tenia, 
(p. 60) 

She knovs that he vill return "a martlrlzar este cuerpe que 

no tiene otro fin que el de su espera" (p, 6l), Virginia 

might symbolize the receptive land vhich vas violated by 

landlords like Pablo Ferri, 

From this first-person account by Virginia Rebles 

about the first Ferri, ve turn te another first-person 

narrative. The title of the story is "Victerlo Ferri cuenta 

un cuento," It also deals vlth mixed emotions and vith a 

young boy's misdirected efforts at securing the love he 

feels is denied him. Victerlo is the son of Francisco Ferri 

(grandson of Pablo). The story begins after the child's 

health and mind have broken. It is through his interior 

monologue that ve see the moral degradation of the Ferri 

family revealed. These falsely unemotional first lines 

Introduce us te the boy's solitude: 

S$ que me llame Victerlo. Se que creen que estey 
loco (version cuya insensatez algunas veces me enfu-
rece, etras tan s6lo me dlvierte). Se que soy dife
rente a les demSs, pero tambl€n ml padre, ml hermana. 
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mi prime Jose y hasta Jesusa, en distintos, y a 
nadie se le ocurre pensar que estan locos: cosas 
mucho peores se dicen de elles. Se que en nada nos 
parecemos al reste de la gente y que ni slqulera 
entre nosotros existe la menor semejanza. He eldo 
cementar que mi padre es el demenie y aunque hasta 
ahora jamas haya llegado a descubrirle ningun signe 
externo que le identifique come tal, mi conviccion 
de que lo es se ha vuelto indestructible. No ob
stante que en ocasiones me enorgullece, en general 
ni me place ni me amedrenta el hecho de formar parte 
de la progenie del maligno. (p. 63) 

This introduction may represent a creed, a creed by the 

son of the Devil, a sort of Antichrist vho portends the 

end of the Ferri dynasty. As a symbol, Victerlo may repre

sent the recognition of the good and the bad in the socio

economic system shich engendered him, a system vhich vould 

be disrupted by the Revolution. 

"Semejante a los dieses" does not specify that it 

deals vith the Ferri family, but the events and setting 

of the story make one believe that it does. The action 

takes place around San Rafael, the nearest town to the Ferri 

plantation. The events of the story cover a brief period 

during the Mexican Revolution and are told from the point of 

view of a young bey. A yellowed photograph in an eld news

paper brings back intricate memories of how the demented 

bey had caused the destruction of his heme and the death of 

his family. Through twisted syntax and extremely long sen

tences (ene is ever a page long), the reader dimly perceives 

the mixed feelings of hate and love that caused his loneli

ness and finally produced the tragic aftermath. Religious 

persecution became a weapon for the bey who saw himself as 

an instrument of God, "su f6rmula de castigo, su flamlgera 
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espada, el Ungel portader de su venganza" (p. 31). The 

story makes use of the repetition of key phrases te un

tangle the twisted narrative. As in the preceding story, 

the boy symbolizes the end of the dynasty. However, in 

Semejante a los dieses," which takes place a generation 

later, the young boy actively participates in the down

fall. 

Undoubtedly, solitude, the need for love and under

standing, form the nucleus of the stories. In the absence 

of love, ene finds disinterest, hate, sadism, and death. In 

an unsigned review which Carballo attributes te Jose Emilio 

Pacheco, the author of the review said that Pitol told the 

story of the Ferri family "con lenguaje dense, acerbo, 

obsesionante, trabajado con habllldad pero muy poco apto 

para la narraciSn," He adds, however, "con todo Pitol de-

muestra en su primer libro que tiene un sitie mSs que des-

tacado entre les nuevos escritores, Tiempo cercade 

is net easy reading but Pitol is net merely telling stories. 

The barrage of words and difficult semantic structures 

emphasize his concern for a personal reality and subjective 

Interpretations of that reality. Therefore, the reader is 

obliged to enter the tormented vorld of the characters and 

is alloved no mere advantage than they. 

In 1965 Pitol published his second volume of short 

23 

stories. Entitled Infierne de todos , the collection con

tained four cuentos (Victerlo Ferri cuenta un cuento," 

"En familla," "Semejante a los dieses," and "Los Ferri") 
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which had previously appeared in Tiempo cercade. The four 

nev stories shov that Pitol had expanded his topics, 

"Tiempo cercade" makes use of the title of the first 

volume and bears a striking similarity to Carpentier's 

El acose. Time is used to shov the conflict betveen affec

tive and cognitive states. The protagonist is a young poli

tical activist vho has come te Mexico from Cuba during the 

time of the Bautlsta regime. When she notices from her 

apartment vindev that she is being vatched by tve men (pre

sumably the secret police), she feels the need to plan her 

action, Te varn Julio, her lever and ce-verker, could save 

his life but might jeopardize their relationship since she 

suspects he is Interested in another girl. Although Julio 

is not introduced, the reader learns that the personalities 

of the tve are diametrically opposed and their approach te 

the cause differs significantly. The girl is careful and 

meditative, Julio, impetuous and Immature. Her decision te 

valt calmly for the tvo men to come after her is in keeping 

vlth the character Pitol has dravn. Although the story is 

deliberately cold and intellectual, it is engrossing. 

Political passages might mar the narration for some. Hov

ever, they serve to emphasize the mental processes of the 

protagonist and allov an ironic tension to escape from the 

story. For, in spite of her attempts to evaluate her situa

tion intellectually, dlalectically, one is avare of her emo

tional reactions. The story, therefore, becomes vhat she 

had tried to capture in her ovn vrlting: "un Instante, come 
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lo aprendlera en Engels, en que todo fuera y a la vez no 

fuera; un lapse en el tiempo que al fluir dejara no s6lo de 

ser le que era en el memento anterior, sino que se hublese 

ya cenvertido en su contrarie" (p, 63), 

In many vays "Cuerpe presente" may be thought of as 

a continuation of "Tiempo cercade," The cuento traces an 

evening of drunken memories for Daniel Guarneros, a rich 

Mexican businessman vho is vacationing in Italy vith his 

vife and stepson, Rome brings back disquieting memories of 

his life: 

y alll, mlentras centemplaba una pintura al fresco— 
qulzas el primer mural visto en Roma unos treinta 
aSos atras--volvi6 la cara, mire a su mujer y no pudo 
centener una marejada de asco que se extendio a Juan 
Felipe, a los pocos turistas y feligreses que a estas 
horas deambulaban por el temple y que retorno a el come 
un bumerang macabre, Supe en ese instante hasta que 
punto se detestaba y de que manera su acontecer se 
habla vuelto esttipido e Innoble, (p,150) 

I agree vlth Lucy Bonilla's statement that the figure of 

Elolsa Martinez, his ex-vlfe and former political cohort, 

stands in his memory as a judge. In her discussion of the 

story Miss Bonilla stated this about Daniel's feeling tovard 

Elolsa: 

ll quiere ver en ella la representacion de un dogma 
vacle. La vida, que centinua dentro de una noche sin 
centenidos, con heches incoherentes, obliga a Daniel 
Guarneros al dialogo con el pasado, con Elolsa, qulen, 
pese al acopio de argumento con que el trata de des-
truir su verdad, ha de ganar la batalla para el per-
dlda,2^ 

He is uncomfortable vith her memory, because she represents 

ambitions and convictions vhich they ence shared but vhlch, 

through the years, he tvlsted and finally abandoned. Thus 
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the story to me is an apologia of the man vho, having taken 

advantage of a position he originally secured for idealis

tic purposes, finds an empty satisfaction in the social and 

material gains he obtained. In a strange vay, in his mem

ory, Elolsa Martinez is merely the reflection of the Daniel 

Guarneros that ence had been. "Cuerpe presente," therefore, 

shovs the empty inheritance of the Revolution. 

The last tvo cuentos of the volume reproduce tvo 

decisive days in the life of Ismael Laze Rebolledo. The 

first is "La casa del abuelo." Ismael, eight years old at 

the time, is being sent to his grandfather's house to live. 

His father had committed suicide and his mother drowned. 

It is not known whether her death was an accident or sui

cide. The story relates the ambiguous and incomplete rumors 

and rationalizations offered in explanation of the strange 

actions of the family. Although he senses that something is 

wrong,.the boy is forced te intuit the meaning of the ten

sion he sees around him. To the child, the adult's way of 

shielding him from the truth is deceitful and, therefore, 

cruel. However, the conflict between the past and the pre

sent is obliterated ene day in the attic of his grandfather's 

house as Ismael looks through some old photographs and feels 

united with his heritage in a tangible way: 

Le producla un placer casi flsico el saber que per 
sus venas cerrla la misma sangre que habla latide en 
las de esos hembres y mujeres que un dla, por azar 
o manifestacion expresa de su voluntad, se celecaren 
frente a la cSmara fetografica, le que le permitla 
a ll muchos a£ios despues manejarlos come si fueran 
naipes. (p. 89) 
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Hidden among the photographs is clarification of the enigma 

of his family: an affair between his Aunt Rita and his 

own father. The author seems te be stating that, by parti

cipating vicariously in the past, Ismael becomes an accom

plice te the deception he abhors. 

When Ismael's story is continued in "Pequefia cr6nica 

de 19^3." he is fully integrated into the family. The narra

tive style in my opinion is the best seen in Pitel's stories 

thus far. The story flows smoothly; the characterization 

is exceptional. The contrast between the hypocrisies of 

the townspeople who attend the velorie in order te gossip 

about the family and Ismael's own ambivalent feelings toward 

his grandfather accentuates the theme of the story, really 

the same as in all the others: an assessment of the past 

in order to understand the future. Even though Ismael admits 

that perhaps he had not known his grandfather well enough to 

appreciate him thoroughly, he realizes that his death will 

change his own life. And although the possible loss of 

material things bothers him, the prospect that he will lose 

his identity is terrifying. He would like to explain these 

fears to his friend Gast6n: 

En esta ocasiSn hubiera necesitado hablarle del. temor 
a la pobreza, de su aprension por que las cosas ocurrie-
ran de tal mode que no le fuese pesible terminar sus 
estudios, y mUs que nada del secrete horror de que las 
jerarquias, en las que per etra parte no crela, pero 
que pedlan, hasta donde alcanzaba a ver, censtituir 
su (inica salvaci6n mlentras se hacla con las armas 
para enfrentarse a su destine, se derrubaran y fuese 
no ya uno de les Rebolledo de la casa junto al portal, 
sine Ismael Laze Rebolledo, a secas, tal cual rezaba 
su credencial de estudiante, (p. 119) 
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The story, however, ends en an optimistic note as Ismael 

realizes that many things would happen in the future "con-

cediendoles , a ll, a Octavio, atin a Rita, la pesibilidad 

de asumir compromises ml.s reales , mSs ciertes" (p. 123). 

The inference I draw is that the less of security of such 

a dubious nature can represent a chance for a meaningful 

freedom, I feel, however, that Pitol has conveyed the idea 

too easily te be convincing. I am not sure that the author 

himself is convinced. 

As a collection, Infierne de todos represents a 

step forward for Pitol as a writer. The eight stories basi

cally share the same theme of appraisal of the past for the 

purpose of identifying with the present or future. But his 

topics have been broadened. He no longer concentrates on 

anathematizing the prominent families, therefore, the natu

ralistic determinism has been omitted. Instead, the charac

ters are seen floundering te understand their own identities. 

Gustavo Sainz' review of Infierne de todos stated that 

Pitol es un escritor de dotes excepcienales y sin 
duda el mejor y mSs maduro de les escritores mexi
canes jovenes. Iluminado por una concepci6n general 
del mundo que le permite establecer relaciones entre 
los objetos y sentlde a les acentecimientos. 

Pitel's concern for relating objects te emotions may be 

observed repeatedly in Infierne de todos. Buildings (a 

church in Rome, a grandfather's house), photographs (in 

"Semejante a los dieses" and "La casa del abuelo") cast 

a nearly magical spell over the characters. As fictional 

devices, material things can offer the characters a clue to 
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understand the past. This concern for an equivocal meaning, 

emotional and intellectual, of reality was expressed by 

Pitol in a letter te Emmanuel Carballo in I965, Pitol 

explained: 

Creo que en mis cuentos se da una constante: el 
encuentre de dos mundos, uno gris, cetldlano, mez-
quine, siempre segure, y otro, cruel, macabre, a 
veces, pellgreso, donde puede encontrarse la liber-
tad, la tentaci6n, el desorden, el riesgo. Tome 
partide, Invarlablemente, por este ultimo. Hay etras 
constantes: la imperfectlbilidad de toda autentica 
relacion amorosa, el cheque y el desgaste de los 
seres al encontrarse, el tema de los nifios (la infancia 
come una carcel donde las situaclones se imponen desde 
lo alto y por etros ),2o 

His insistence upon examining both sides of reality (affec

tive and cognitive, past and present, subjective and objec

tive) produces the dialectical tension of a constantly 

changing perception of that reality. The dynamics of this 

reassessment deprives the characters of security and sub

stitutes alienation. Therefore, a desperate, apprehensive 

loneliness becomes the most pervasive element in the collec

tion. And loneliness^as Pitol would say, is everyone*s hell, 

Pltel*s third volume, Los climas, a collection of 

seven cuentos. was published in 1966,^^ One, "Cuerpo pre

sente," had appeared in the preceding volume, Lucy 

Bonilla's review stated that, although the stories were 

written In Europe and Asia, Pitol "slgue llgado a Mexico 

por el cordSn unbillcal."2° in my eplnien, Les climas does 

not meet the standards Pitol himself had set in his two 

previous collections. Two of the stories take place in 

Mexico. The first, "Un hllo entre les hembres," deals with 
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the intellectual development of a university student who 

is disappointed by his grandfather's static philosophies. 

The grandfather seems te symbolize the intellectual heritage 

of modern Mexico, The two characters become separated by 

political beliefs typical of their respective generations 

until finally each one relents and accepts the other for 

what he is. The bookstore as symbol of the meeting place 

of ideas becomes the obvious neutral ground. The somewhat 

trite story recalls Baroja's El lirbel de la ciencia, although 

Pitel's story is optimistic by comparison. 

In "La noche," a chance meeting with an old girl

friend causes the protagonist to examine the sterility of 

his life. The story implies that the imagined, the unknown, 

is always more enticing, more real, than reality. The theme 

is, therefore, basically the same as that developed in 

"Cuerpo presente," although in "La noche" the less of "los 

proyectos de aquella edad de ore, triste, irremediablemente 

perdides" (p, kk) is more romantic than political. 

A young Mexican narrator en a visit to China meets 

an American expatriot in "Los nombres no olvidados." One 

assumes Norman Cooper, the American, represents the brain

washed prisoners of the Korean war. His complete rejection 

of his past has brought about a loss of self-concept with 

which he must reckon. When the narrator casually mentions 

the name of Cooper's heme town, a reservoir of memories 

was opened for the American. Cooper's reference to Lord Jim 

and his concern for his brother's opinion of his decision 
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may suggest that his loss of Identity stems in part from 

atonement for cowardice, "las ralces de su desesperacion, 

los motives que a nadie habla dicho y que ahora ningiin sen-

tide tenia ya cementar" (p. 81»). Although Pitol overuses 

the theme of a haunting past, this story is unique. The 

idea of total repression of one's Identity is engrossing. 

Pitol considers "Hacla Varsovia," along vlth 

"Victerlo Ferri cuenta un cuento," te be the closest te 

his aspirations as a cuentlsta since "en ambos se confunden 

y entreveran ciertes elementos reales con etros reales tam-

blln, pero que responden a una realidad menos definida, mSs 

desdlbujada," Undoubtedly, "Hacla Varsovia" is a chilling 

penetration into the past, A young Mexican student travels 

te Warsav to seek the explanation of his grandfather's 

actions of years before. The planning of the story forces 

the reader's curiosity te match that of the young man, Lucy 

Bonilla made the statement that "la confromtaciSn con la 

realidad es demaslade fuerte, la comprenslon no adviene y, 

al estrellarse centra esa historla ajena que tanto le cen-

mueve, sobreviene el anonadamiento,"^9 I might add that 

like in "La noche" there is the suggestion that one is more 

secure vlthin his fantasies than vlthin reality. 

The time-space relationship is studied from a dif

ferent angle in "Hera de N^peles," a brief impression of a 

ship's sailing pictured in nearly cinematographic Images, 

Life, reality, the present, and the future are synonymous. 

The story, almost a prose poem, ranks vlth Pitel's best 
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because of Its nev symbolic images, 

"Via Mllan"effectlvely matches structure and theme. 

The body of the story takes place in the mind of the bey 

during the seconds that it takes him te vake his mother from 

her nap. It tells the problems of a Mexican bey, age 

thirteen, vho is caught in his mother's restless negation of 

time and space. He becomes a souvenir of a time she has 

lost; therefore, keeping him becomes an obsession. The 

unique element of "Via Milan" is the use of escapism (con

stant travel, drinking, sleeping) as a negative vay of deal

ing vlth time. 

The cuentos of Los climas presents the conflict 

of the Mexican vho has gene to Europe in search of roots 

and vas disillusioned by vhat he found. Although Pitel's 

themes have net changed^his technique has in "Hera de 

Napoles." This narrative approaches the direction his 

fourth volume vould take. 

The themes Pitol develops in No hay tal lugar. 

differ little from those of preceding volumes; hovever, it 

30 
shows a marked improvement. In his incessant appraisal of 

the past (four of the six new stories contain a direct 

reference te Mexico), the author has compressed the theme in 

this volume to the point of extracting its essence. There

fore, the title aptly describes the new zone of exploration. 

The past no longer only produces an inconsolable loneliness, 

but, by applying esoteric symbelogy, it can also engender 

terror. The complicated Images of his first stories have 
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evolved into inscrutable constructs. 

"La pantera" describes the trepidation, both seduc

tive and abominable, of a young boy's fantasies. He is 

attracted te the mysterious and the dreadful represented 

in his recurrent fantasies of a panther which for him takes 

on transcendental meaning. Beginning with childhood with 

its innate aptitude for fantasy, ene is reminded of Ray 

Bradbury's "The Veldt;" however, with the boy's maturity, the 

fantasy takes on Borges-llke tones. Pitol seems to be exa

mining the complexity of human minds that try to separate 

subjective and objective reality: "El fluje zigzagueante 

de elvidos y recuerdes que es el tiempo anula la voluntad 

de fijar para siempre una Bensaci6n en la memoria" (p. 32). 

"En qui lugar ha quedado mi nombre" repeats the 

theme> present time voided by an unforgettable yet terrify

ing past. In spite of the brief mention of riding a street

car, no setting exists except the memory which destroys the 

present. Although one is tempted te relate the story te 

Pitel's experiences in Communist countries (it was written 

in Warsaw), no physical reference corroborates this assump

tion. There are no clues whatsoever as to what the narrator 

is attempting to escape or to his relationship te the ether 

people he mentions. The story has much the same nostalgic 

tone as "Los nombres no olvidados," although the protagonist 

accepts his new situation less willingly than Norman Cooper 

apparently had. When he is faced with the possibility of 

escaping, he is still plagued by indecision: "APedrS el 
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regreso salvarle de les recuerdes? iPedrS la locura sal-

varle de la locura?" (p. U5). The dialogue between the 

man and the woman in the first half of the story recalls 

absurdist drama. For all the perplexities it presents, 

the story is engrossing because the reader is obliged te 

enter into the enigma. 

The rambling narrative of "La mane en la nuca" 

suggests that through art the individual can effect an 

understanding of himself and give a meaning to life: 

... y en tus escritos y en les mlos y en sus cuadros 
se nos escapa la vida, luchamos contra nuestras 
ataduras , deseamos sentirnes libres y en el fondo 
nada; en la forma, nada; en la superficle, tampoco 
nada. 

Sabemos sole que tras nuestre cuelle pende la 
mane y que ... (p. 75) 

The open ending causes the reader to want to fill in the 

Incomplete sentence with "nos lleverla a la nada." 

"Hacla eccidente," in my opinion the best cuento 

of No hay tal lugar, concerns the return of a young Mexican 

businessman from a trip to an Industrial fair in China. 

Frustrated by the interminable protocol, bored by the 

attempts to entertain him, but especially disappionted that 

China was not what he had dreamed, he anxiously awaits going 

home. Happenstance reveals a new reality te the young man 

as he reads a book at random en the train. The tale he 

reads concerns a young Chinese student who increasingly 

doubted the reality that his senses perceived until he 

finally freed himself of objective existence. A solipsistic 

twist is thus given te the story. Pitol again portrays a 
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character who reacts negatively te his environment. To 

the protagonist of "Hacla Occldente," the revelation of the 

tale serves as a panacea and, alleviated from the trivial 

differences in culture that had Irritated him, he is able to 

rest. 

"El regreso" is a brief story that is comparable in 

many ways te "Hacla occldente." As the title implies, it 

also involves a return, in this case, not from a trip but 

from a way of life adopted as a substitute te one that was 

unfulfllling. The story takes place en a day when the pro

tagonist is ill with influenza. Illness, self-pity, and 

loneliness produce an overwhelming homesickness for Mexico. 

Finally, sedation releases him from his unbearable sensi

bilities. The story is constructed to follow the nearly 

delirious ramblings of the young character's thoughts. It 

is a sensitive portrayal of the struggle between emotion 

and Intellectual forces under stress. 

In the last story of the volume, "La pareja," Pitol 

turns to surrealism. The result is an orgiastic nightmare 

in which the reader is alternately drawn from one side of 

reality to the ether. Each act, image, and thought is 

qualified, presented with its opposite. This anarchic delv

ing into the horror fantasy of the young artist (the decapi

tation of his lover) strangely connects art, sex, and love. 

Pawel's rejection of the artist's aesthetic sensibilities, 

therefore, erupt in his psychotic destruction of her. Even 

though one suspects that the crime did net occur except in 
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the character's mind, the ambivalence of the story neither 

confirms nor denies the fact. It is a fascinating study of 

a tortured mind. 

In the trajectory of Pitel's short marrative there 

is a constancy of Intent: te examine the past from all 

possible perspectives. Obviously this analysis alms at 

self-realization, at discovering not only who the individual 

is but also why. His first stories stressed the heritage of 

the person expressed in deterministic symbolism. His major 

difficulty as a writer at this time was controlling his 

prose. In later stories, the massive sentences have been 

curtailed and his themes changed. The cuentos concentrate 

on the individual who is forced to rationalize his Ideals 

and convictions, often without success, Europe, therefore, 

offers the distance from which this can be accomplished. 

However, it can be noticed in the last volume that the 

attraction of Europe has begun te fade. Mexico with all its 

imperfections is at least home. Cognitive and affective 

factors, therefore, are in constant conflict. This cogni

tive dissonance creates the tension which Carballo has 

called alienation: 

Asl les personajes de estas narraclenes, y el propie 
autor, sufren una curiosa forma de enajenacion, aque
lla que supedlta el hey y aqul al ayer y alia o al 
qulen-sabe-donde-pere-manana, En el mundo narrativa 
de Sergio Pitol el minute presente es una calamidad, 
un error e una catastrofe, nunca el principle de la 
fellcldad e el paralso recebrado. En el todo vale, 
menos olvidar de d6nde se vlene e a donde se va. 
El presente, alll, equivale a la muerte.31 

Thus Sergio Pitol joins with TomSs Mojarro and Eraclio 
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Zepeda in portraying another facet of the Mexican reality. 

By restricting their vision te the soclelogical factors 

of human communication, these authors have given some per

ceptive Insights into the heterogeneous nature of man and 

art. 



CHAPTER k 

COMMUNICATION: THE LIMITS OF 

INTERACTION 

The rapid social changes of the period encompassed 

by this study were approached in a different manner by at 

least two authors. Disregarding the wide social and ideo

logical ambiance set by the authors of the previous chapter, 

they instead narrowed the perimeters of experience of their 

stories to the immediacy of interpersonal relationships, 

I have selected JesI de la Colina and Juan Garcia Ponce 

to demenstate this perspective. 

Historically our identity has been assigned te us. 

Age, sex, education, social and economic levels shape the 

individual's life and provide his self-cognition. But as 

preconceived images become modified due te social changes, 

identity must of necessity come from ether sources. The 

two authors chosen for this section employed subjective 

values—security, love, a sense of meaningfulness—te com

pensate for these that had been displaced. These new 

standards are derived from a scrutiny of the individual's 

relationship to ethers. Interpersonal relationships, 

therefore, allow the individual te build up his own per

sonal supply of identifiable values and self-concept 

76 
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results from the similarities and dissimilarities perceived 

through these relationships, 

A noticeable characteristic of the short stories of 

De la Colina and Garcia Ponce is a distrustful attitude 

toward the eld realities, an uneasy sense that familiar 

values could no longer be relied upon to give shape and 

meaning to life. Stripping their world of an artificiality 

they perceive, they substitute in its place a very personal 

response. Only human communication provides relevance and 

direction, the consciousness of a personal, subjective 

reality, 

Jose de la Colina 

JesI de la Colina (193U) is a Spaniard by birth. 

Emigrating from Spain with his family, he lived briefly 

in France, Belgium, Santo Domingo, and Cuba before settling 

in Mexico in 19^0. His professional activities include 

Journalism, translation, film criticism^ etc. His first 

collection appeared when he was twenty-two. Since then 

De la Colina has published two ether volumes of short 

stories. All three of these collections will be considered 

herein. By contrasting them, we may see the author achieve 

the careful fusing of meaning and expression required in 

the cuento. Creation as a learning process gees along with 

De la Colina's viewpoint expressed in Los narradores ante 

el pdblicoi 
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Para un escritor la imagen del mundo no existe antes 
de su acto de creaci6n y la va erigiendo a medida que 
escribe. Yo no tenge historias que contar, personajes 
que describir, porque esas historias, esos personajes 
los voy descubriendo a medida del acto de escribir. 
Antes de penerme a escribir no tenge certidumbres, 
mensajes, centenidos, sino unas cuantas imagenes, 
el sentimiento incensciente, pero compulsive, de 
un ritmo oscuro que lucha por hacerse palabra.^ 

De la Colina's first volume, Cuentos para veneer a 

la muerte, contains seven stories of varying technique and 

uneven quality,3 Wisdom, love, human interaction are his 

themes expressed in an immature style in rather guileless 

plots. Although the characters and their ambiance are some

times defined, they need net be, because De la Colina was 

obviously seeking universal application. As the title 

suggests, the stories offer symbolic messages of how and 

why to live. 

The communication of hope as a saving grace is 

illustrated in four of the stories. "El heredere del pez 

de plata" conveys this message in a simple parable struc

tured in the old tradition. However, from the prologue, 

which the author addresses to the reader, to the customary 

"Celorln, Colorado," the story has been given a new twist. 

Assuming he will be misunderstood, he resigns himself to 

being content if only one person believes his tale. When 

the old professor bequeaths his silver fish te a callow 

boy he meets in the street, the author warns the sophis

ticated reader against symbol searching: "No nos engaflemes: 

no era Jesiis. No era slqulera un ingel. Era un nifie des-

calze que vendla chicle" (p. 15). Although the moral les-
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son shows through as clearly as in a medieval apologue, 

the reader expects a parable that the author disallows. By 

denying the symbolism of the bey, we are urged to accept 

the story as true. As the author says: "Creo que ocurri6 

realmente aunque nunca tuve noticia de tal sucese. Pero 

el mundo es tan viejo que en uno de sus incentables memen

tos tuve que ecurrir algo asl" (p, l6). Therefore, in 

spite of the lack of maturity of the author, his sophistry 

is enticing. 

In "Homere entre los hielos," hope and determina

tion are exemplified in the person of Guide Tissen through 

lessons taught by the blind poet. The rejection of his 

circumstances by a man in a German concentration camp 

impel him te effect a hazardous escape because "mlentras 

el hombre viva, mlentras la inquietud viva y Telemaco nos 

busque, ique importa que el frlo, las aguas y los hielos 

vayan Rhin abaje?" (p..27)« And so, the restless will te 

live spans centuries and civilizations. This idea is 

conveyed less convincingly in "El latide," in which the 

despondency over the death of a friend is eased by a young 

blind girl who can see beauty in an ugly world. As in the 

preceding, the story suffers not from intent but from 

unequivocal symbolism. "El nifie bianco y el cazador negro" 

introduces characters and settings seen in subsequent 

stories: the relocated emmigrant. In this case, the 

setting takes place in Santo Domingo. Similar te the 

pantheistic theme of "El heredere del pez de plata," the 
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message of visdom and human kindness are entrusted te a 

young Spanish boy by a benevolent blackman, a hunter of 

truth. Although the hunter mentions his study of the Bible, 

Tolstoy, Saint Francis, and Unamuno, he declares that the 

harmony of the world, which transcends war, hate, poverty, 

and death, has only to be recognized. The moral is perhaps 

too easily conveyed, the story perhaps too sweet, yet the 

impact of the story suggests a sincerity on the part of 

the author that is difficult to challenge. One suspects 

that the story is at least partly autobiographical. 

The other stories of the collection treat love and 

its relating problems. In "El amor y las ruedas de la 

bicicleta," an incredibly romantic story, hate is vanquished 

by love. The interest lies not in the author's trite mes

sage but in the promise of two techniques that he vill 

master in later works: matching rhythm to meaning and 

creating character. The first technique reflects the views 

expressed by De la Colina in the prologue to the volume: 

Trato de escribir siguiendo un ritmo. El ritmo de 
mi corazon, el ritmo de mis pulmones y el ritmo de 
mis pases. A veces, como veras en uno de mis 
cuentos, sigo el ritmo de las ruedas de una bici
cleta. Ei ritmo es todo. (p. 7) 

The author is not entirely successful in this first attempt. 

because the reader is too aware of what he is attempting. 

However, the characters are the most convincing of any 

encountered thus far. The reader can recognize Juaa Jose's 

rivals, although they are sketchily dravn, as real typ^s , 

real threats from Juan Jose's point of view. The story also 
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initiates the love-triangle plot and the young man who is 

unable to communicate his love that will appear in many 

cuentos, In this story, Juan JesI sees in Lorenzo and 

Armando what he feels is lacking in himself, the ability 

te express himself, "sobre todo expresarse con ritmo, con 

mfisica, de acuerde con las reglas poeticas que sentara 

Garcilase" (p, 29), Although De la Colina promises te 

sing a lay en the power of love in the manner of an eld 

minstrel, the love that flows from the story is not merely 

the romantic type, but the infectious, impetuous love of 

life of a twenty-year old. 

The author changes te family love in the concluding 

story of the collection, "El hijo mayor." Except for this 

being narrated by the dead eldest son, the narrative remains 

completely within the realm of realistic fiction. A young 

man, killed during the Spanish Civil War, dares to dream 

from beyond the grave that he has returned heme. His ima

gination is so projected as to nearly enmesh life and death. 

When fabricating conversations and, therefore, momentarily 

leaving the conditional tense, it is as though he has made 

contact. The author has plotted a mood of serenity, of 

peaceful assurance and quiet hope vhich is ironically 

negated by the last phrase: "asl lo plense a veces" (p. 77). 

De la Colina's overt statement of the economic conditions 

("Si yo pudiera decirles cuHntos nifios en Espafia y en 

Europa no saben lo que es ese, tan senclllo, tan de todos 

los dlas: un taz6n de leche con mlgasl" p. 71) is com-
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pensated by only suggesting the factors vhich caused the 

son's death. 

In "Caricias a un enfermo," in my opinion the 

best narrative in the collection, De la Colina focuses on 

the imagination and on the relativity of the imagination 

in hiunan experience. Also implicit in the story is the 

individual's need for companionship, understanding, and 

affection. These vill be refined in his last collection 

into surrealistically expressed Freudian themes. Even 

though the chronology of the individual stories cannot be 

determined, it is interesting to note the improved tech

nique in paralleling rhythm and intonation accomplished in 

"Caricias a un enfermo," The author describes the lonely 

bed-ridden man in his bare room. Notice the rising and 

falling of intonation and the rhythmic flev in the felloving 

excerpt: 

El hombre s6le pedla pensar. Pensaba y ola su cora-
z6n: dum .,. dum ... dum ... Dum, y el ceraz6n se 
llenaba. Entraba la sangre y entraban las alegrlas, 
las dichas , las buenas sorpresas, las caras bonitas, 
los sCbades cuando era nifie, las playas seleadas, 
las meledlas fUciles de silbar, frases como: 
"Benito dla hace hey" .., Dum, y el coraz6n se 
vaciaba, Salla la sangre y quedaban las penas, 
las desgracias, las decepcienes, las caras llenas 
de dolor e de hambre, las tristes tardes de domingo 
cuando era adelescente, las calles sucias y cerradas, 
el ruido del agua cuando es vaciade el lavamanes, 
frases come: "En fin, hay que tener resignaciln". 
(p. kl) 

As in "Amor y las ruedas de la bicicleta," the effect may 

be too noticeable and the message too explicit; hovever, 

they indicate the direction De la Colina's prose vould 
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take. In addition, the shock ending adds a note of despera

tion and horror te the compassion produced by this veil-

planned story. 

Although the stories of Cuentos para veneer a la 

muerte do net vithstand close critical analysis, they, 

nonetheless, shov a promise. They vere published, after 

all, vhen the author vas only tventy-one years eld, Carlos 

Elizondo's reviev of the volume stressed the excellent 

use of symbolism vhich he considered the justification of 

the book. On the other hand, Elizondo considered the tales 

te be inadequate; he also objected to the philosophical 

considerations of certain passages of "El heredere del pez 

de plata."^ Curiously enough, these are precisely the para

graphs to vhich I referred, the ones in vhich I appreciate 

De la Celina*s sophistic attitude of dealing vith a modern 

reader*s reaction to overt symbolism. Hovever, in a sense, 

the candor and overexplicitness of the entire collection 

are charming, obliging the reader to accept De la Colina's 

apocalyptic message. Later the author had this te say 

about his maiden effort: 

En mis prlmeros relates, reunides en un libro de 
cuyo nombre no quiere acerdarme, querla combatir 
le cetldlano con la afirmaci6n de algo maravillose 
que intentaba ver en la vida.5 

Four years passed before De la Colina published 

his second collection of short stories , Ven, caballo gris. 

The author matured a great deal during the time. His atti

tude had narroved making the stories become mere personal. 
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Direct references give seme of the stories definite gee-

graphical or historical settings (Spain during the Reconquest 

or during the Civil War, Mexico of the Revolution, etc), but 

these are superflous to the narratives. They could take 

place anyvhere, at any time, for they focus upon perennial 

human problems. The collection contains a variety of tales 

and characters vith human responsibility, identity, and 

communication betveen individuals as the recurrent themes. 

Guilt and responsibility may be considered the theme 

of tve of the stories in Ven, caballo gris. De la Colina 

states that the first of these, "El tercere," vas vritten 

en a theme suggested by T.S. Eliot: "Who is the third who 
•7 

valks always beside you?" The story centers around an 

episode from the Spanish Civil War in which two soldiers 

become separated from their group during a march through 

the snow-covered Pyrenees. The memory of Evaristo Maldonado, 

a bilious radical with an unmitigated hatred of war, haunts, 

and encourages, JesI, Evaristo, a watchmaker by trade, per

haps symbolizes man*s collective conscience, his will te 

live, man's transitory condition. On a personal level, this 

is shewn vhen JosI, vounded and in need of his companion's 

assistance, is abandoned by Alberto. Guilt and responsibil

ity are, therefore, sharply contrasted vith instinctual 

self-preservation. The memory of Evaristo Maldonado guides 

Alberto, alive and veil, into France. The paused prose 

vhich alternates physical description of the bleak terri

tory vith snatches of conversation and interior monologue 
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captures a mood of restlessness. 

"El caballo en el silencio," on the other hand, is 

a different type of narrative in vhlch a simple childish 

adventure causes an avareness of responsibility and guilt 

to an eight-year-old bey. A surreptitious midnight ride en 

an old vorn-out horse becomes a horrid burden for the young 

protagonists. One suspects that the cuento contains seme 

elements that are autobiographical like "El nifie bianco y 

el cazador negro." De la Colina's talent for depicting 

the young and for capturing dialogue are evident; but, 

othervise, the melodrama of the story lessens the impact. 

It vould seem that deaths of animals must be delicately 

handled to avoid being maudlin, 

De la Colina develops the theme of identity in 

three unique cuentos, The first of these, "La cabalgata," 

opens the collection and apprises the reader of the 

improved technique he vould find. In the first paragraph, 

a commemorative plaque of a 1^79 battle revives the life 

and death of an unnamed knight during the time of the 

Catholic Monarchs. The rich prose, projected in a mood 

that evokes the excitement of its historical setting, 

skillfully and subtly disguises the interplay betveen the 

outvard and invard story. The outward situation, the 

physical attack en a castle serves only to induce the tell

ing of the real story, the mental conflict of the knight. 

One is reminded of an Lntra-historia by Unamuno as the 

tvo disturbing memories struggle vlthin the mind of the 
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knight. The first is the memory of his father vho had 

bravely fought against the Moors but vas denied the honor of 

dying on the battlefield: "Se hubiera dicho que s6le 

guerrear sabla, porque s6lo a guerrear nos ensefio" (p. 13). 

His other memory is the cold, blue-gray stare of the voman 

vho vounded his heart. The struggle is reduced te a ques

tion of identity and allegiance te the tve memories and 

vhat they represent in his evn personality: 

Yo tenge su sangre, pero estos dedos casi sen de 
mujer--ll lo decla--aunque mis manejaron el acero 
que la pluma, IQuI hubiera dicho al ver que 
aquella esquiva dama me hace flaquear en esta 
hora? iSimplemente hubiera vuelto el rostro 
cemido per la enfermedad, hubiera vuelto el 
rostro hacla ml para mostrarme s6le silencio? 
(p. 13) 

The structure of the story counterplays present action, 

interior monologue, and envisioned future action until they 

in fact become ene. The protagonist, thinking he is vit-

nessing his father's death, is actually vieving his evn 

imminent death. The exquisite irony of the story davns 

upon the reader about a third of the vay into the very 

brief story: the knight in question is none other than the 

man most famous for his homage for his father, Don Jorge 

Manrique, Then the supererogatory actions of the father, 

knovn during his evn life as "e^. segundo Cid," contrast 

vividly vith the personality of the knight-poet vho guilt

ily recalls "el rostro cemido por la enfermedad, Velviln-

dose hacla ml, mestrfindeme silencio. Guerreande. Conden-

findeme, iPero por qui? iEn que he traicionade a mi 
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estlrpe?** (p. 15). The author thus presents the inner tur

moil of fulfilling another*s expectations as opposed to 

satisfying one's individual needs. Who the lady vith the 

steel-grey eyes is remains a mystery. (According te a veil-

documented biography en Manrique by Antonio Serrano Hare, 

the poet may have had an unhappy marriage as the cuento 

a 

seems te suggest. ) A figurative use, such as a personi

fication of poetry, even though fitting, is ruled out, 

partly because of the physical references to the lady, 

but specifically because of a line in the next te the last 

paragraph ("el amige de mi padre, el maride, el duefie de 

la grisazul mlrada y el pase susurrante" Cp. 16!J). No mat

ter vhat implication she may convey, "La cabalgata" is a 

memorable story, reminiscent of the famous-life sketches 

by Arreola. 

A major improvement that is noticeable In Ven, 

caballo gris is the author's knack for Innuendo, for catch

ing the personal response to individual happenings. For 

example, in the title story, vhich also deals vlth identity, 

there is no true plot, but the demolishing of the eld build

ing In vhlch he lives becomes a crisis in the life of the 

old veteran of the Mexican Revolution. Since life had 

passed him by, the only years of genuine living he had 

knovn vere during the Revolution. The building along vith 

a sepia Pancho Villa and bathing beauties on outdated cal

endars represent his only tangible link vlth the present, 

and the building is to be razed. Therefore, by escaping 
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into dreams, he can recapture and reclaim the past or reality 

itself, "Ven, caballo gris" and "La cabalgata" announce a 

turn to fantasy and surrealism that vill prevail in De la 

Colina*s later vorks, 

"La cabalgata," "Ven, caballo gris," and "Los Malabe" 

are linked by the failure of the characters to achieve their 

identity because of interference of circumstances or people 

in their lives. The author states that "Los Malabe" vas 

vritten after "cierta anicdota obscena y chusca que me cont6 

Alvaro Mutis, ecurrida en Colombia." From that anecdote he 

vrote vhat he considers the most successful narrative of the 

volume and the ene vhich vould effect a change of direction 

in his narrative, as he explains: "TratI esa anecdota ase-

diindela por varias partes hasta hacer salir de ella su ver

dad eculta y revelar el misterio tal vez pequefie, pero sig

nificative para ml, de su personaje."^ "Los Malabe" gives 

a second-hand report of an incident that had occurred some 

time before on a lifeless coffee plantation and vhich had 

stigmatized one of the characters. The conduct of the manor, 

in fact, of the entire community is set by the tvo spinster 

sisters of Francisco Malabert, the effeminate owner of the 

plantation, A feeling of hostility comes from 

las dos sesentonas atrincheradas en un acre oler 
de santidad, en un silencioso aire de intransi-
gencia para ll, para su mundana elegancia, para 
su mirada, para sus gestes , e quizfi para algdn 
error cometido en un ayer no muy lejane. (p. k9) 

The sisters picture themselves as self-appointed defenders 

against their brother's Imperfections, a latent homosexuality 
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that had surfaced on one occasion and which they are deter

mined te suppress. The reader can affirm De la Colina's 

statement, for this story, although narrated in traditional 

realistic style, tends only to suggest, to Include the mini

mum words to convey a thought, a mannerism, or a personality. 

The use of a disinterested party as a narrator is an ingen

ious method of allowing an earthly humor to come out of 

an otherwise pathetic situation. As a result, the tone of 

the story is produced by the narrator's description of the 

fine contradiction between the voluptuous, tropical lan

guor of the surroundings and the demure, yet hostile, 

punctiliousness of the manor. 

Three of the cuentos in Ven, caballo gris concern 

interpersonal communication. "Excalibur" mingles fantasy 

with reality in an excellent story. Again, the plot is 

minimal: a young simple-minded boy goes to his tutor's 

house for his lessen and is informed by her that the lesson 

was to be canceled because her daughter was getting married 

that day. Stream-of-consciousness technique allows this 

simple reality to become an autistic adventure. De la 

Colina transcends reality and achieves a zone where objec

tive existence yields to personal receptivity; therefore, 

time and materiality can be obliterated. With his trusty 

sword (or metal ruler?) the young knight kills the evil 

vitch vho has imprisoned his love: 

... y nuevamente (o nunca) la luz silbante de acero 
de relUmpage la hiri6, la mat6 sin que ella le su-
piera, mlentras el cuerpo, el rostro de ventana 
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apedreada, ladeSndese repetidamente en la came fofa 
mil veces arrugada, decla: no habri lecci6n porque 
mi hija se casa, la bruja, la pelona, maldita bruja. 
(p. 77) 

The importance of the young voman as the only human vho 

cared for him as a person rather than as a retarded child 

is paramount to the child's reaction. Conversely, her 

mother, as relator of the nevs and as the perpetuator of 

others' concept of him, becomes a vitch. The courtly love 

suggested by the title is in keeping vith the bey's fan

tasy. In theme, topic, and technique "Excalibur" is the 

prototype of De la Colina's narrative in La lucha con la 

pantera. Hovever, in that volume, vhich deals exclusively 

vith adult characters, the metaphors are more mature. 

The other tvo stories that focus on interpersonal 

communication are similar in many respects. Aside from 

the musical allusions of the titles, the contemporary topics, 

the narrative technique, and the fixated guilt feelings of 

the protagonists also coincide. "Nocturne del viajere" 

confronts the protagonist's economic and moral problems. 

Alternating third-person narrative vith interior monologue 

and flashbacks effectively achieves the feeling of lack of 

communication and alienation that Rodrige feels in the drab 

routine of his everyday life. He recognizes and can ennum-

erate the causes of his failure. He does so in terms of 

material things: 

Y luego vine el tiempo, vine la edad en que se deja 
de ser un muchache, la muerte de la madre, los tra-
bajos pacientes y no hermesos, les estudios de medi-
cina que no terminarla, las tardes con Inis, el male-
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tin con muestras midicas, aquel casamiente 
absurdo, propiciade por una conspiraci6n de 
lluvla y mdsica tonta, y el otro maletln con 
los radios, las plumas, les relojes, los cristos 
irrompibles que hay que vender per ahl, per esos 
pueblos de Dies , porque hay que vivir de alguna 
manera, de a come nos toque, ... (p. 91) 

The feeling of being trapped by "things," by the unavoidable 

necessities of modern daily life is stifling to the protag

onist and is projected te the reader by the author's care

fully chosen listing. The narrative vhich describes his 

return bus ride home in a similar manner stresses the ano

nymity and routineness of his existence: 

"Ya llegames a Mixico", anunci6 una vez amodorrada 
en el fondo del cami6n. Hubo un rumoroso moverse 
de cuerpos, frases inconexas, un llanto infantil, 
y las luces interiores se encendieron, anemicas 
y titubeantes , revelando los rostros morenos de 
hembres, mujeres y nifios, sus blusas y pantalones 
de mezclilla, sus henchidos rebozos, los sombreros 
de palmas sombreando ojos oscuros e idlnticos. 
(p. 85) 

The lack of communication betveen Rodrige and Inls is tacitly 

implied in the scant amount of recalled dialogue in Rodrige's 

flev of consciousness ("y asl estaremos les dos, unidos sola-

mente per el hile de silencio vibrante entre nuestros labios" 

Cp. 823), The reader understands Rodrigo's disillusionment, 

his loneliness, and his sense of dejection and sympathizes 

vith his moral dilemma. That fateful decision aborted their 

marital happiness as certainly as it aborted the fetus of 

their child. Since the decision vas based on their lack of 

money, the morality is linked to the very same jiroblems 

vhich cause his feelings of alienation. De la Colina built 

a strong narrative vhich I feel is veakened by an ending 
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vhich is too contrived to be plausible. The dog is like a 

Deus ex machina that miraculously redirects his life. 

"La balada del jeven enfermo" suffers from the same 

defect. Although the inner vorld of the young man has been 

presented convincingly, the story is over-explicit. The 

title already has the reader vendering, but, vhen he reads 

"descubriS la lenta, blanca geta" in the tenth line, deduc

tion makes the rest of the story anticlimactic. I feel the 

self-diagnosis performed vith the aid of a library encyclo

pedia is not only probable, but really indispensable; hov

ever, it appears at the proper place in the narrative. Like 

the preceding story, "La balada del jeven enfermo" also con

tains a rather melodramatic ending. Death has been repeated 

80 many times that a suicide, I believe, vould have been 

accepted more readily than his sudden change of feeling. 

After all, he had not told his family vhat disease he had. 

The mixture of fear and overpovering guilt is persuasive, 

expressed in a personal objectivism similar te that of 

nouveau-roman technique, (I am thinking particularly of the 

veranda scene in Robbe-Grillet' s La Jalosie.) A third-person 

narrator, although limited to Alfredo's point of viev, 

directs itself to the protagonist in reproach and projects 

Alfredo's reactions upon the objects and experiences of 

his day. The classroom sequence is especially noteverthy: 

El profesor se acerc6 a su pupitre y empez6 a hablar, 
su amarillo rostro recortfindese contra el verde piza-
rr6n, la vez melifluyendo y las manes gesticulande 
atrasadas, mlentras la mirada recorrla las cabezas 
envolvildolas en le que la vez decla come en una 
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vacua eracion de cifras y letras, en una red de 
n^meres que pretendlan resumir el mundo, sinte-
tizar la realidad, esa misma realidad que ll estaba 
viviende ahora, detenido en sus dieciseis afios y 
sintiende el humear de su rencoreso coraz6n que 
nunca estalla, Apuntaba en las hojas cuadriculadas 
le que la vez dictaba, y su mane parecla seguir 
obedientemente a la vez, pero su pensamiento des-
ola, rechazaba las palabras, ,,, Las manes del pro
fesor actuaban en el pizarrin inscribiendo ndmeros, 
letras, signes, reduciende las palabras, las cosas 
les heches a los breves trazos blancos. No puede, 
nadie puede reducir a numero, letra, signe todo 
este que estamos viviende, ,,, (p, 102) 

Thus physical stimuli are perceived and receded through free 

association into personally meaningful responses. The 

aspect vhich I believe demonstrates nouveau-roman type 

objectivism in the preceding passage is the protagonist *s 

inability te separate himself from his physical surroundings. 

The most significant elements of "La balada del joven 

enfermo" and "Nocturne del viajere" vould be their opening 

of contemporary topics heretofore untouched in Mexican 

literature. 

As a collection, Ven, caballo gris is superior to 

Cuentos para veneer a la muerte. If imperfections still 

exist, they are remediable. The stories, especially "La 

cabalgata," "Excalibur," and "La balada del joven enfermo" 

offer keen insights into personality problems as veil as 

into the verking of the human mind. Although Ruben Salazar 

Mallln charged the collection vith being "inflado," he 

hastened to add that he could not exactly say in vhat vay, 

"se neta nada mfis, se siente que sebran elementos en la 

composici6n y palabras en el lenguaje ..." I disagree, 

as did Carles Valdls vhese reviev claimed that De la Colina 
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had reached maturity and that he shoved his mastery of 

the elements of literary creation, especially the use of 
11 

language. 

De la Colina has stated that the four years between 

the publication of his first and second volumes were spent 

partly in the avid discovery of "mis autores; Stendhal, 

12 Baroja, Conrad, Faulkner, Thomas Wolfe." In fact, the 

quotation from Conrad which he included as a prologue to 

Ven, caballo gris orients the reader to the author*s inten

tions in the collection: to examine a key situation in the 

life of the individual. Of course, this restriction of 

purpose provides a unity which gives De la Colina*s works 

the dramatic impact which is characteristic of the short-

story genre. De la Colina*s insistence on including an 

ending in the traditional mode stands out as the major flaw 

in the volume. However, in both of the stories ("Nocturne 

del viajere" and "La balada del joven enfermo") which 

include a "contrived" ending, the purpose of the ending 

was to make the character face his situation, and so, 

although the plausibility may suffer, the author was true 

to his objective. 

La lucha con la pantera appeared in 1962. 3 Carballo 

considers that the collection 

en la que ya no declara sus prepositos ni su amor a 
la humanldad, conslgue lo que antes era simplemente 
un programa de accion: expresar—comunlcar—sus 
experiencias de adelescente, de homore jeven, de ser 
que descubre, goza y sufre el amor y de agonista que 
emprende una lucha a muerte con el munde--con la 
pantera y sabe, desde antes de comenzarla, que es 
poslble que la pierda.^** 
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As Carballo states» the underlying themes that links the 

stories is an attitude which is mere or less a commitment 

to life. By this, I de net mean a romantic-hero idealism 

in the traditional sense, although there is a strong resem

blance en the psychological level. The love, adventure, 

and combat are intensely personal, significant only to the 

character. By penetrating the psyches of his creatures, 

De la Colina reveals the ambiguities of the human mind, 

for in this volume, the characters neither perceive nor 

attempt te interpret their own impulses and reactions. 

The preaching and clear moral imperatives seen in his ear

lier collections have disappeared te be replaced by an 

open, suggestive system of values. 

Five of the stories deal with adolescent love. The 

author shews his concern for interpersonal communication in 

two ways: first, in the character's suspicions of duplicity 

on the part of the other Individual, and, second, the char

acter's inability or hesitancy te express himself. The love 

triangle provides a unique situation for projecting this 

concern. In "Dulcemente," an innocent linnet becomes the 

sacrificial victim of a young man, the third party of a 

love triangle. Only Esteban, Leonor*s boyfriend fails 

to understand that unrequited love incited the murder in the 

film the three had seen. The vicarious experience of the 

film is transferred in the mind of the protagonist te his 

own circumstances. Well foreshadowed, though net overly 

explicit, this short story (three pages), leads to the 
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inevitable tragic ending. The oppresive tension of the 

story results from De la Colina's careful handling of 

technique and language. By repeating certain emotionally-

charged words in the consciousness of the first-person 

narrator, physical perceptions and psychological reactions 

become fused. Impressions such as the smothering slowness 

of "El el fondo del mar" and the detailed physical descrip

tions of Leonor and Esteban's goodnight kiss emphasize the 

transference from the film to his own reality. Therefore, 

the substitution of the protagonist for Esteban and for the 

murderer of the film is almost complete. All that is needed 

is a victim te replace the hereine-Leonor sequence. An 

obvious choice is a pet, already foreshadowed by the dog of 

the movie. Salazar Mallln criticized the killing of the 

jilguero > stating that it was redundant after the humming 

of the Japanese music from the film.15 However, I feel that 

it is consistent with the substitution process and with the 

tender cruelty projected throughout the story. Even the ele

ments of nature had been accomplices: 

El viento de la noche esti pegando suavemente centra 
el rostro de Leonor, y les cabellos de ella se arre-
molinan en torno a su cabeza, le azetan la frente, 
quieren metlrsele en los ojos ..." (p. l6) 

The ambiguity of emotions is conveyed through the use of 

opposites ('*manes de pianists e de Mage," "criminal, dulce

mente". Cp, 153). In addition te the subjectivity of the 

first-person narrative, an immediacy is given to the story 

by the consistent use of present, present progressive, and 

present perfect tenses. 
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The title story of the volume presents the dreadful 

hesitancy and exquisite fear of first love written in a 

style not employed in previous stories. Magical realism 

combines with objective realism to construct a surrealistic 

impression along the theme of love as a struggle between 

the sexes, "La lucha con la pantera." The narrative is 

told in the third person and alternates between the inner 

consciousness of .the young man and the objective reality of 

the episode. Plot is virtually nonexistent; sparse, inconse

quential dialogue informs the reader that a young man, wait

ing in a cafi for a young girl, is suffering from the con

fusion and indecisiveness of first love. These emotions 

surface in the cuento as the subconscious narrative. Even 

though I have called this fantasizing magical realism, I 

de se only for lack of a better accepted term, I believe 

De la Colina's usage here goes beyond that seen in recent 

fiction. Instead of fantasizing an exterior reality, the 

author presents the reality of the young man's imagination 

on the deepest psychological level. For this reason he 

can successfully employ symbolism of a Jungian character. 

One is reminded of the poems from Vicente Aleixandre's 

La destruccion o el amor, because, despite the terror ima

gined, the young man is compelled te enter the battle: 

,,, per un memento, antes de enfrentarse al abraze 
mortlfere de la fiera, a sus ojos ardientes y a las 
silbantes garras sin piedad, miro la senrisa inm6vil 
de la princess, hermosa y sonriente entra la pantera 
y ll, y algo le hlzo saber, cuando las garras certa-
ban ya su piel, que la lucha aquella no serla (inica 
y que etras luchas, igneraba cuantas, le esperaban a 
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travis de desiertos y selvas, de dlas y neches, en 
el interminable, siempre repetide y siempre nuevo, 
y desconcertante juego del perseguidor y perseguido. 
(pp. 28-29) 

"La lucha con la pantera" is technically and aesthetically 

well conceived. Seme readers may have difficulty accepting 

the exotic, almost savage, symbelogy. 

Similar symbolism is used less extensively in 

"Dancing in the Dark," A possible kinship between this and 

"El amor y las ruedas de la bicicleta" can be assumed. 

However, if this assumption is correct, the romantic ending 

is noticeably absent in "Dancing in the Dark." They do share 

a similar topic and theme: a young man feels threatened in 

his love, or at least infatuation, for Cristina by a Don Juan 

type name JosI Luis. The irony of the story is that the 

protagonist has never expressed his feelings te Cristina. 

Told by a third-person narrator but from the point of view 

of Fernando, the narrative is interspersed with his mental 

flow which wavers between the conscious and the subconsious. 

The most noteworthy portion of the story occurs as Fernando 

and Cristina dance te music from a portable radio in the 

old baroque cathedral. The juxtaposition of Cristina's 

questions about JesI Luis and Fernando's sustained fantasy 

(one long sentence) is counterbalanced by Fernando's ambi

guous feelings toward the girl. He alternately fancies 

that he will declare himself to her, that she will be 

seduced by JosI Luis, and that he will kiss her. As the 

dance ends, he continues to vacillate: 
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... recertande de una fotegrafla tu cabeza para pegarla 
en una postal pornegrafica, contar obscenidades de ti, 
ponerte un apedo, llamarte suavemente en mis paseos 
callejeros, poner Cristina en las pEginas de Becquer, 
en la corteza de un Urbel, en la arena de una playa, 
llamar Cristina a la prestituta en turno, clavar 
alfileres sobre tu retrato, pero mlentras eso sucede, 
mlentras eternamente bailamos , ahora que ll ni slqulera 
ha iniciade el gesto, la mirada, la frase y la insinua-
cion para invitarte a su sofa escarlata, y puesto que 
adn ninguna prenda Intima tuya ha Ingresado a su 
tesoro de ameres olvidados, oomo ll llama el caj6n 
inferior de su escritorie, pase le que pase, hundase 
le que se hunda, asl muera fulminado, voy a besarte ... 
(pp. U3-UU) 

The irony stems from his inability te act because when the 

dance ends so does his Illusion. For a story that starts out 

weakly, the author achieves a discerning insight into the 

paradoxical emotional and mental processes of the young pro

tagonist. It seems te reach the level of the id by express

ing thoughts which social meres normally repress ("la pres

tituta en turno") and contrasts them to artistic expression 

("las pSginas de Bicquer"). The incongrous setting empha

sizes this ambiguity thereby increasing the tension of the 

story. 

De la Colina again utilizes a love triangle plot 

for "La tumba India." It differs from the others in that 

it tells of the end of a love affair. The entire cuento 

consists of the dialogue between a young couple. However, 

only part of the exchange is verbalized; the young man's 

subvecallzed thoughts are shown in italics. Since the 

development of the cuento follows the man's reaction to 

the news, a remarkable penetration of character is achieved. 

The sequence seems very natural: first, feigned Indiffer-
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ence expressed in sarcastic comments, then rage accompanied 

by the expected obscenities, and finally, the fine line 

between love and hate, tenderness and sadism. Their arrange

ment of being "adult" about their relationship is the key 

factor. De la Colina indicates his character's awareness of 

duplicity and plays upon the semantic shadings of querer 

and amar. The woman is obviously thinking of her reputation, 

the man of her deception. The following passage is represen

tative of the whole story: 

--Sabes que te quiere—dijo ella, mirSndolo con 
una tiernt* senrisa, como a un nifie--. No soy una 
ramera. Imposible haber tenido una relacion asl 
contigo y no quererte. Pero ... 

--Pero no me amas, ese es todo. iY c6mo te 
atreves a decirle, c6mo te atreves si nos hemes 
acestado juntos, si conozco cada curva, cada rincon 
y cada lunar de tu cuerpe, ... 

--No se si te amo--dijo ella—. Si que te quiero. 
Y que agradezco profundamente haberte conocido-

--Ten cuidado con eso que dices, maldita puta 
vlbora venenosa, ten cuidado con eso que dices, porque 
ardo de deseos de abofetearte. No es nada, el agra-
decido soy yo. (pp. 75-76) 

The clever repartee of the young man's unspoken dialogue 

and the social criticism that it implies make "La tumba 

India" an imaginative, yet plausible, observation of human 

communication. By limiting the time that elapses in the 

cuento to the time required to read it, De la Colina effects 

a noteworthy sense of Immediacy. 

The theme of adolescent love is repeated in "Amor 

condusse nei," a poignant and sensitive contribution te 

De la Colina's works. The substance of the story is a sex 

crime which an old seasoned newspaperman must report. He 
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abhors the implications that his account will naturally 

entail. The reporter is one of De la Colina's most accom

plished characterizations, worldy-wlse yet idealistic, 

gruff yet tender. He is able te convince the photographer 

(and the reader) that the crime was net the frenzied act 

of a deranged person, but, rather, a sublime oblation te 

avoid the commonplace, the perfection of love, "la his

torla de amor completa, de principle a fin, con su desa

rrollo, nude y desenlace" (p, 101). Although the story 

offers another example of love as a theme (this ene appar

ently based on the line from Dante: "Amor condusse nei ad 

una merte"^^) , a major element in the story is the percep

tion of reality. The photographer's viewing of the photo

graph provides and excellent blending of objective reality 

and personal receptivity of that reality: 

La abarquillada fotegrafla sobre papel brillante en 
la que estaba fijada la escena, detenida por el 
frlo, implacable relimpago del flash y recogida 
por la emulsion come por una memeria no humana 
y sin conciencia, todo gris y sin relieve, irreal 
pero vulgar, fugaz e instantaneo y al mismo tiempo 
con un aura intolerable de inmortalidad, de pre
sente perpetue obsesivo: el cuerpe delgado de la 
muchacha, impuber casi, ... con la mancha (negra 
en la fotegrafla, roja en el recuerdo) que nacla 
del costado izquierdo, ... y luego (pero no luego 
puesto que todo aquelle era en el mismo tiempo o 
no tiempo e congelada eternidad) a un lado ae la 
cama, de pie y come aplastado contra la pared per 
alguna terrible fuerza vindicativa del flash, el 
hombre en mangas de camisa, ... con les brazes 
cruzados sobre el pecho, come un sante en un 
viejo cuadre e como un sacerdete eficiando un 
rite, exactamente—pens6 el periodista—come un 
sacerdete eficiando un rite. (p. 97) 

Three of the cuentos of La lucha con la pantera 
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deal vith the coming of age, not the process of maturation 

so much as the increasing avareness of self. In the first, 

"Baje la lluvia," a horrid crime causes the young teenage 

girl to grov up, te confront her ovn sexuality.. The routin-

ism of her life suddenly changes vhen she hears the news of 

the rape and murder of an American girl, Jacqueline. Her 

two schoolmates quickly forgot about the crime, but the pro

tagonist identified se strongly with the crime that she 

began to fantasize that she was Jacqueline and that she toe 

was dead. In three short pages the author depicts the 

change from disarming innocence to libidinous fantasy. 

The story, therefore, takes on a mystic, pantheistic sen

suality. It may be inferred that her maturity, vicariously 

thrust upon her, unites her with the world yet somehow also 

alienates her from it because by being avare of her self 

she becomes aware of her loneliness, 

"Una muchacha sin nombre" exemplifies De la Colina's 

aptitude for suiting style to meed. In this case, he has 

captured a mood of youthful exuberance and irreverence. 

Briefly stated, the cuento tells of a trip to Veracruz made 

by two young students to visit a classmate, Julio Rivero. 

Several moods are apparent in the story and the tone changes 

accordingly. The first section is directed to the girl they 

can see in the house across the street. The boys' fantasies 

about who she is and what she does inform the reader of what 

is on their minds. The second section takes place in the 

Rivere's living room as the beys sit in self-conscious 
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boredom and politely chat with Julio's parents: 

... y Julie puse la etra cara del disco de Chopin, 
pero su padre le pidi6 que quitara a ese cursi, 
de mode que escuchamos durante una hora Rigolette, 
mlentras la seflera dormitaba en el sofa, el sefior 
Rivero silbaba bajito los temas principales y 
Julio, Mario y yo nos aburrlamos. (p. 53) 

Another change of tone comes with the beach scene as they 

unleash their frustrations en the world: 

—iQuI pasa?—le pregunt6 Mario—, iQue quieres? 
--No quiero nada ,,, Solo quiere que quites a ese 

cursi de Chopin,., iComprendes?... No quiero nada... 
No quiero estudiar nada, ni trabajar en nada... Ni 
ser nada,,. Sole quiero gritar,.. Solo eso—y volvi6 
a gritar hacla el mar—: IMundo de mierdaaaaaal 
(p. 57) 

The last paragraph is again addressed te the girl as they 

ride back to Mexico City on the bus. The story is a strange 

mixture of humor and seriousness because the boys' problems 

are serious ones, the same ones that youth has been rebelling 

against for years. Per this reason, although Salazar Mallln 

objected to the "cursi de Chopin" which recurs like a motif 

throughout the story, the phrase is much more than "pinte-

resca," in my opinion, it is indispensable te the story.17 

Chopin, as the essence of romantic idealism, would seem to 

represent all the things the beys are rebelling against: 

parental authority, meaningless status seeking, complacent 

hypocrisy. The girl, ironing in the window, aside from the 

sensuality she represents, also personifies the qualities 

of life they are seeking. Therefore, like Holden Caulfield, 

the two young Mexican beys react against the pheniness of 

the world they are to inherit. The theme and style of 
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"Una muchacha sin nombre" will become the hallmark of the 

writers of "La Onda." 

De la Colina excels in suiting theme and style in 

"Barcarola," another story that explores the process of 

maturing. It concerns a young girl who enters her brother's 

room at night while be is net there, puts en a record, and 

remembers an occurrence of a few nights before when she 

had scuffled with her brother and, as she let him free, 

kissed him. The incestuous overtones of the story are 

minimized by De la Colina's careful handling of foreshadow

ing. Although the kiss is entirely acceptable in the struc

ture of the story, other elements make one believe that the 

girl is net attracted to her brother except as the personi

fication of her own nascent sexuality, A restless need for 

love, identification, and hero-worship form the basis for 

her ambiguous emotions. Again, as in "La tumba India," the 

author shows a keen talent for flowing from one level of 

narration to another. 

La lucha con la pantera received good reviews. All 

praised his lyrical style. Although Salazar Mallen commented 

that "le faltan cuentos que sean tan buenes como el idioma 

de que ya dispone el autor para contarlos,"l8 it is precisely 

this freedom from conventional story-telling that attracts 

me. De la Colina himself said of the collection that "la 

anicdota llega a diluirse tanto en el ritmo verbal, que a 

veces se esfuma y el cuento pierde su llnea.' 

Carlos Valdls offered a perceptive critique of the 
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volume: 

El mundo de JesI de la Colina esta llenO de amor; 
pero de un amer que es lucha, es locura, y esta 
refiido con la realidad que redea a los amantes; 
la crueldad y la ternura se mezclan, y tambiln 
el idealisme romantice y el sadismo; los instintes 
siempre luchan con la realidad deprimente. En 
una palabra: Freud, pero un freudianismo llevado 
a SUB ultimas consecuencias artlsticas, Este es 
uno de les mejores libres de cuentos que se han 
escrlto en varies afios.^^ 

La lucha con la pantera is a major accomplishment 

in the Mexican short story. The eight stories offer pene

trating studies of love (Eros and agape) in its bittersweet 

battle with egoism (rejection, indifference, alienation). 

The inability or hesitancy of the character to enter the 

battle, however ambiguous that may seem, is essential, for 

the failure to communicate pervades each story. Thus, the 

author juxtaposes enslaving passivity with liberating fan

tasy, the incisive instrument for releasing the desires and 

frustrations of the subconscious. In the two cases that 

lack fantasy ("Dulcemente" and "Amer condusse nei"), emo

tional energy is discharged through death, 

De la Colina's tendency to present life uncriti

cally is the major difference between La lucha con la pantera 

and his previous collections. (I have already mentioned 

the emergence of this tendency in Ven, caballo gris,) 

Although the attitude does not preclude moral observations, 

it does place the stories within a situational or contex

tual framework. Two stylistic devices were utilized in 

order te effect his objective. One deals with structure, 

the other with style. Beth are exemplary. 
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The first is the selection of point of view. Three 

of the stories are told in third person from the point of 

view of the protagonist and include his stream-of-conscious

ness. The advantage of this dual perspective is obvious 

because without sacrificing the subjective interpretation of 

that reality, it allows an objective depiction of external 

reality necessary in stories like "La lucha con la pantera," 

"Dancing in the Dark," and "Baje la lluvia." First person 

seems to be the only logical point of view for "Dulcemente" 

since emotional intimacy is more essential than objectivity. 

The same may be said of "Una muchacha sin nombre," One may 

think of the ether protagonist as the alter ego of the narra

tor, thereby bifurcating reality while still providing coher

ence to an episodic story. In "La tumba India," the vocalized 

and subvecallzed dialogue produces a cinematic effect of 

immediacy. (The epigraph states that the story was written 

"al margen de Fritz Lang" (p. 69). Dialogue is also used 

extensively in "Amer condusse nei." This has to be the only 

possible technique, for the proselytizing, often casuistically, 

of the photographer is the essence of the story. By convincing 

him, the author has in fact convinced the reader. 

Along with the careful selection of point of view goes 

De la Colina's diction and phraseology. One can easily 

agree with Huberto Batis: 

Una literatura come Ista estH al borde del formalismo 
preciesista, y sin embargo De la Colina fuerza al lec
tor, una vez que al final ha perdide el interls de la 
anicdota, de la aventura, a releer para degustar el mode 
come ha llevado su historla,^^ 
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The subjective perception of reality may be seen in the 

description of time: 

"las sinndmero celdas de tiempo en espera." (p. 22) 

"durante un segundo o dos o nlnguno." (p. 39) 

or of the effects of time: 

"mis dedos van a rozar sole el recuerdo de tu cuerpo, 
s6le el recuerdo, que es el primer tiempo del olvido, 
nada mas que un fantasma escurecido y berreso, cada 
vez mSs nada ,.," (p, 78) 

or of time in relation to ether phenomena: 

la meledla aleteaba perezosamente, siesta de piano 
y de baterla, intentando llenar con una calida, 
espesa miel oscura, las mil y mil minusculas e insa-
ciables celdillas de tiempo," (p, 22) 

Sound is equally as evasive: 

"la mdsica iba a renacer, que empezaba ya a remontarse 
hacla la superficle del silencio ..." (p. 89) 

"riende sin sonido, como si hubiera agua en lugar 

de aire y esa aguas no dejase eir su risa ..." (p, I6) 

Conversely, the most abstract fantasizing is expressed very 

concretely: 
"quedarme vestido sobre el leche, pensSndome muerte 
y sintiendo el paulatino derrumbarse de mi cuerpo, 
de la carne y los huesos, el diluirse de mi materia 
en les humus de la tierra ,,." (p, k3) 

I consider De la Colina's cuentos to be a signif

icant contribution te the Mexican genre. His experiments in 

form and exploration of material cover a wider range than 

any of the seven authors whose works are examined herein with 

the possible exception of Salvador Elizondo. De la Colina's 

versatile prose can be austere or extravagant depending upon 

the topic of the story. A gift for capturing inner experi

ences enables De la Colina te describe the crisis of adoles-
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cence. This concern for sensueusness and immediacy may 

be the most important element to shew up in later genera

tions . 

Juan Garcia Ponce 

Emmanuel Carballo considers Juan Garcia Ponce 

(1932) to be the spiritual leader of his "promocion, la 

que comprende escritores nacides en los afios treinta, come 

Juan Vicente Mele y JosI de la Colina, escritores un tanto 

rezagades como Inls Arredondo y escritores tan hipotlticos 

come Ulises Carri6n,"^^ A native of Mirida, Yucatan, the 

author began his literary career as a playwright, but prose 

seems te be a more effective medium for him. The position 

which Carballo ascribes te him comes partly from his 

positions as editor of the defunct Revista de la Unlversidad 

de Mlxlce and as director of the Revista Mexicana de Litera

tura, His works include critical essays in both world 

literature and art, novels, short stories, and plays. He 

received a scholarship from the Centro Mexlcano de Escritores 

in 1957-1958 and again in I963-I96U, In I96O-I96I he was 

under scholarship with the Rockefeller Foundation in.New 

York,^^ His collections Imagen primera (1963) and La 

noche (1963) are analyzed in this study. 

The interaction between individuals is the major 

concern of Juan Garcia Ponce. Unlike De la Colina, Garcia 

Ponce restricts himself to realism in the traditional sense 

of the word. He presents the dualism of reality without 
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relying on surrealism or magical realism. But perhaps his 

realism is misleading since it is mere apparent chan 

palpable. As one attempts te analyze his anecdotes, it 

becomes plain that the appearance of objective reality 

masks an underlying truth. The author recognizes the two 

planes and approaches them with an awareness of their 

reciprocity: 

El escritor, y en especial el escritor contemporSneo, 
sabe que busca y se interroga sin mayores esperanzas 
de encontrar la respuesta, de recuperar ese absolute 
que parece haberse alejado para siempre. La sinceri-
dad de su busqueda es la unica que puede hacer legl-
tima su vocacion y conducirlo a la forma dentro de 
la que debe expresarse. Al no ser duefio del sentlde 
total de las acciones que recrea, solo puede dejarlas 
abiertas. Esta actitud es la que determina, para ml 
la ambiguedad como un elemento narrativo indispensable. 
He tratade de mantener y hacer pesible esa ambiguedad 
mediante la elecciSn de una forma que permite la exis
tencia de una distancia entre el creador y los heches 
que presenta. Entre ll y elles se interpone siempre 
un narrador e un determinado punto de vista, de tal 
mode que la mirada no pretende ser total, sino que 

tH condicionada por sus propias circunstanclas 
rticulares.^ 

es 
par 

Garcia Pence published two volumes of short stories 

in 1963. Imagen primera will be discussed first since it 

contains some of his first stories that had appeared earlier 

2 5 in literary journals. The volume treats themes of personal 

identity with love and loneliness as the subject matter. 

"Feria al anochecer" opens the collection. It deals 

vith the universal theme of an adolescent's self-discovery 

and grovth into maturity. The ever-protective monotony and 

tender rigidity of living vith his grandmother and aunt cause 

Andrls to observe rather than participate in life. He is 

frightened by the mature vorld he does net comprehend since 
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the questions he asks are never fully ansvered. The author 

has attempted to present the ambiguity the bey senses in 

life by structuring complex sentences that present and 

qualify each thought and action. Hovever, the story seems 

too shallov to support his philosophy and credibility is lost. 

The reader finds himself observing the author's technique 

rather than participating in the narrative. The reader 

intuits that the reminiscences might be experiences of a 

self-effaced author. Garcia Pence admits that some of his 

childhood experiences are captured in the story.'̂ ^ 

The next tve stories treat the theme of loneliness 

of urban life. Both are those types of stories in vhich 

virtually nothing happens and for precisely this reason 

they are pathetic. Both are good examples of slov time and 

the effect is nerve vracking. In "El cafI," the rain, the 

voman, the children, and the everyday sounds of the restaurant 

are maddening, but they are the truth of Consuelo's existence. 

As the title suggests, the cafI itself could be considered a 

character in the story. Having saved in order to sublet it 

before her husband's death, it has become another reminder 

of Consuele*s loneliness. She is trapped by its inescapable 

drudgery and time seems te stand still: 

iOul slgnificaba el tiempo? Las medias horas se suce-
dlan unas a etras y, sin embargo, todo parecla estatico, 
inmlvil. Habla sol y luego frlo, Llovla. Sus hijes 
eran cada vez mils grandes. Ahora iban a la escuela, ly 
despuls? Su suegra morirla y durante algdn tiempo los 
nifios preguntarlan per ella. Las jacarandas se pondrian 
nuevamente verdes y luego moradas; despues, perderlan 
las flores y el viento harla correr papeles por la calle 
mlentras ella segula alll. acedada sobre la barra, eyende 
a los clientes, mirande a les novies, sintilndose cada 
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vez mils sola , ., (p. 33) 

Again, as this passage shovs, the author seems to tend tovard 

a nouveau-roman objectivism by alleving his description te 

move, like a movie camera, from Censuele te the objects in 

her environment and back te her. The tragic irony of "El 

cafe" is that Consuelo's brief respite of hope is in vain. 

"Despuls de la cita" also lacks a plot but, like the 

previous story, recounts in detail the insignificant events 

of a fev hours of the young girl's life. In contrast te the 

claustrophobic confinement of "El cafI," this story takes 

place en the city streets, yet the effect is similar. In both 

stories there is a minimal explanation of the character's 

predicament as though it vere irrelevant te their states of 

mind. Except for ene short paragraph explaining that her 

boyfriend had not kept their appointment, the entire 

narrative (five pages) follevs the young girl's aimless 

valk and bus ride through the city and chance observations 

of common scenes reflect the anonymity of urban life. 

Detachment is gained through the third-person narrator. 

The protagonist is unnamed and indistinguishable: 

Pedla tener quince o veinticince afios. Baje la 
amplia gabardina sus formas se perdlan berrosamente. 
Sus cabellos, cortos , despeinados, enmarcaban una cara 
misteriesamente vieja e infantil. No estaba pintada 
y el frlo le habla enrojecido la nariz, que era chica, 
pero blen dibujada, Una bolsa grande y deteriorada 
colgaba desmafiadamente de su hombre izquierdo. (p. Ul) 

But, in spite of the psychological escape she gains by losing 

herself in the city, time inexorably requires her te face 

her situation: "Pens! en su casa, en las preguntas y repre-
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ches y en las mentiras que tendrla que inventar" (p. 1*5). 

Garcia Ponce changes style and point-ef-viev in 

"CariStides," The point-ef-viev he adepts is basic to his 

theory of literary creation. Since he chooses te represent a 

dual reality, a first-person disinterested character allows 

him to achieve aesthetic distance. In "Cariltides," this 

type of narrator seems te be the only possible perspective 

from which to relate an odd tale. The story is then recalled 

by the narrator which affords a temporal distancing also. 

The story tells of an unusual family: a pseudo-artistic 

behemian father, a conventional mother, their son, and three 

daughters. Two of the elder girls have had unhappy marriages 

and the youngest is still in school. When the narrator 

meets his friend two years after his last aseociation with 

the family, he is informed that Gabriela has been committed 

to a sanatorium because of her incestuous desires for her 

father. Gabriela's Electra complex is clearly foreshadowed 

Her father's insistence upon sculpturing his daughters' 

lives as he would his clay finally redounds upon him in 

Gabriela's aberrant behavior. As the title implies, Pablo 

receives his self-realization through his daughters' 

admiration. They are the pedestals which support him, 

yet they in turn become reliant upon him as an image by 

which to judge ether men. Another element in "Cariatides" 

which may be seen in Garcia Pence's ether stories is a 

shift of interest. In this instance, "Cariltides" should 

be Gabriela's story since the emphasis seems te be placed 
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on her. Instead, the underlying story concerns the narra

tor's romantic Interest in Gabrlela*s younger sister. 

Therefore, when the narrator hears about the complications 

that have arisen in the Riviere family's life, he is con

cerned about what might have happened te him. In spite of 

these recognizable shifts of interest, Pablo Riviere, in 

my opinion, becomes the focal point of the story. Even 

though he is a miner character from the narrator's point-

of-view, he is clearly depicted and cleverly drawn. Aside 

from the disquieting surface story and its implications of 

Freudian psychology, Pablo as a symbol could represent oh 

other levels the schism between dream and reality, the 

artist and the bourgeoisie, and, perhaps, even the individ

ual and society. 

The fifth story of the collection is a delightful 

change of pace. The tone and style have been altered to 

reflect an attitude of carefree adolescence. In "Reuni6n 

de familia," a young university student, Juan, serves as 

tour guide to a gathering of strange people. The family 

referred to in the title is related not by blood but by 

the eccentricities of the individuals. Except for two 

characters—his girlfriend, Lucila, and Armando, the hest--

the reader meets the characters as Juan does since the 

reunion is, in fact, a cocktail party. The major portion 

of the cuento describes the party. As it begins, Juan's 

concern is to appear clever and sophisticated in front of 

Lucila; his objective is seduction. He is the camera 
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that records the conversations and actions of a menagerie of 

egoists: 

versar implicaba dejar pasar la opertunidad de mos-
trarse alegre y mundane imitando los saltos de Ar
mando. La ubicuidad era el don divine mSs envidiado. 
(p. 75) 

The guests' manner of forgetting their sorrows sets the 

theme for the story for, from the snatches of conversations 

that Juan overhears, communication between individuals 

thinly masks self-indulgent egoism. Literary, artistic, 

and philosophical discussions contrast with blatent sexual

ity. The author has captured the irony of the prostitution 

of self for narcissistic gratification. The entire story is 

a display of intellectual one-upmanship and flamboyant self-

aggrandizement which must be appreciated by others to be 

meaningful. The cost of this gratification is reciprocation. 

The story ends with this painful moment of awareness for 

Juan. Disillusioned and disgusted, he sees drunken oblivion 

as his only alternative. In my opinion, "Reuniln de familia" 

is Garcia Ponce's most accomplished story. Although it is 

topical, the theme is universal. It would seem to be another 

precursor of "La Onda." The use of social custom, conver

sations, clothing, and music as symbols of the society the 

story ridicules lends an air of intimacy and immediacy that 

is refreshing and compelling. 

A disinterested third-person narrator again sets in 

motion the telling of the story in "Imagen primera." The 
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author considers it to be his best story, "una historla 

ejemplar, que se aclara per si misma y se sale de si 

27 
misma," It deals with the incestuous relationship of 

a young girl, Inls, and her brother, Fernando, The author 

has employed a direct, realistic narration te develop a 

theme of innocence and loneliness which seems to hinge on 

Freudian concepts of personality development. The detailed 

descriptions of the protagonist's house as an impenetrable 

sanctuary, the hint of feelings closely akin to ancestor 

worship, and the two character's need for mutual reinforce

ment create a closed world. Thus the incest represents 

isolation from a frightening world and a return to a world 

of innocence and security. Ines' identity is reconfirmed 

through her brother, Fernando. There are, however, several 

elements that fail te make the reader accept all the author's 

premises. ' Aside from the description of the house, Ines' 

vague memories of her father's death and of her sheltered 

life intend te foreshadow the climax. Although she is 

shown to be insecure in her new social freedom, she does 

not seem te reject totally the outside world; in fact, the 

reader senses that she feels comfortable in her relationship 

with her boyfriend. On the other hand, it is Fernando's 

jealousy of her boyfriend that ultimately cause her to turn 

te him. One can sense that perhaps the theme could have 

been more convincingly executed in a longer work. The 

author's most accomplished technique in the story is the 

tone he has presented in the beginning paragraphs. This 
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tone seems reminiscent of the southern Gothic tradition as 

adapted by Truman Capote and Carson McCullers. 

The reviewers of Imagen primera concurred in 

pointing out the directness and honesty of Garcia Ponce's 

prose. Even though the psychology of the characters is 

the principal element in all the stories, it is obvious 

that he has successfully suited his style and manner of 

presentation te the theme or content of the individual 

stories. Despite their very different approaches, "Feria al 

anochecer" and "Reunion de familia" both seem to show the 

heritage of the slice-ef-life tradition. (Curiously, in 

"ReuniSn de familia" Eva repeatedly compares her revelation 

to that of the young woman of "Bliss" by Katherine Mansfield.) 

"El cafI" and "Despues de la cita," en the other hand, are 

written in the impersonal manner of the existentialist 

narrative dealing with the alienated urbanite. However, 

I must add that in spite of this attitude in these two 

stories, but especially in "El cafI," I agree with Angel 

Rama who says: "Es el autor donde mas visible es la 

rebeldla contra el regimen de presentaciones que fatalmente 

impone la sociedad industrial del siglo XX." This is 

effected by ignoring social conditions, by selecting 

characters who live outside the establishment and causes 

Angel Rama to view Garcia Pence as the exact opposite of 

Mario Benedetti,^^ Finally, "Cariltides" and "Imagen 

primera" include an additional distinction which seems te 

me essential: "a certain mythical quality which the author 
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discovers in everyday life."^^ I interpret this mythical 

quality to be the Freudian symbolism the author uses. It 

becomes a common denominator which unites mankind. It also 

seems to be the cause of the feeling of mortal despair which 

floats just below the surface. The author seems te pose the 

question of man's integration within and dissociation from 

the world in which he lives. "Feria al anochecer," the most 

romantic of the six stories, is the only ene which, by 

accepting the ambiguity of life, offers much hope. 

In an interview with Juan Vicente Mele, the author 

explains his concept of the function of literature. He 

states that since reality has not been defined and, there-

fere remains a mystery, literature is capable of making 

an order out of the chaos of reality "que nos revela algo 

sin destruir su ambiguedad por medio de una serie de ilu-

minaciones interiores de las que no tienen que ser conscien-

tes les personajes sino el lector."^^ Perhaps the author's 

explanation can clarify his insistence on achieving a dis

tance between the author and his creations. The characters 

are net fully aware of what is happening to them or, at 

least, not of the total meaning events and actions will 

have in their lives. 

When La noche, a collection of three long cuentos, 

appeared in 1963, it received favorable reviews.^^ An 

important element of the three stories is their complexity. 

Two of them especially approach the novel. Carballo suggests 

33 
all three might be short novels. 
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The resemblance te a novel is especially noticeable 

in "Amelia," which presents the story of the marriage of a 

young couple. Narrated by the husband, the reader learns 

his reaction to their relationship, the emotions he feels, 

and the changes he notices in their marriage in a long 

interior nonolegue. Ironically, however, only in retrospect 

have his actions taken on meaning. The circumstances of 

their lives are commonplace. Eight sections describe 

important periods of their courtship and marriage. Amelia 

regretted Jerge*s lack of purpose whereas Jorge objected to 

Amelia's planning his life. Therefore, it was an unfortunate 

marriage which finally ended with Amelia's suicide. In 

retrospect Jorge accepts the blame for her death since his 

inability te accept his responsibilities caused it. "Amelia" 

is an intense, well constructed story. The author's straight

forward prose builds a world only to destroy it before the 

reader*s eyes. One must be aware of a kind of complicity 

between author and reader in this story. Certain facts are 

mentioned about Amelia (principally her use of sex as a 

reward—or punishment—but also her planning of their life) 

which might cause the reader to agree with Jorge's desire to 

free himself from her, but the narrative of this "realistic" 

prose is deceptive because of its subjectivity. Garcia 

Pence states that "Amelia" was the first story in which he 

was able te project the distancing he deems indispensable 

^« X• 3 ^ 

to modern fiction.-* 
First-person narrative is continued in "Tajimara," 
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an odd cuento in which two tales are interwoven. Again, 

the narrator is actor-observer of the action. The main 

story tells of the end of a love affair between the narra

tor and Cecilia, a girl he has known since childhood. The 

action takes place en the day of an engagement party given 

for Julia, a mutual friend who lives with her brother, Carlos, 

in an eld house in Tajimara. The ether story tells of the 

Incestuous love between Carles and Julia. Their story 

becomes the symbol by which the narrator can judge his love 

for Cecilia, This is the third story in which Garcia Ponce 

has used incest; in each, it appears as a symbol. It seems 

to represent a turning inward, "hermandad de la carne, 

refleje de nestros mlsmos en el etro,"^^ which is a sort of 

alienation from contemporary life. Although I believe 

Garcia Ponce is basing his symbolism on Freudian psychology, 

it is interesting te note that Sartre used the same symbo-

logy te represent sequestration or bad faith. 

The title story of the volume achieves an even 

greater distancing than any of the other stories. A narrator-

observer again tells the story. There is a similarity in 

the manner of learning about the circumstances in the story 

that links "La noche" te Hitchcock's film. Rear window. 

Obviously, Garcia Ponce would not deal with murder, but the 

results are as tragic. At first by chance and later by 

design, the narrator observes from his apartment window the 

moral degradation of a young woman after her marriage is 

destroyed. The effect of this vicarious participation 
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causes the narrator te recognize the same weaknesses within 

himself. Therefore, although the narrator is not personally 

involved in the action, it affects him. The distancing that 

the author has accomplished, even though it aims at objec

tivity, nevertheless, recognizes that objectivity is impos

sible. 

It is difficult for me to evaluate Garcia Ponce's 

contribution to the Mexican short story. His prose is 

smooth and easily read. Although his stories capture the 

reader's interest, it seems that perhaps his themes are 

more substantial than the stories in which they appear. 

As a result, credibility suffers. This fact is ironic since 

his concern for distancing is based on achieving credibility. 

The author's selection of point-of-view on which his theory 

of aesthetic distance is based is, in fact, well-conceived. 

He excels at recording natural, spontaneous conversation 

("Reunion de familia" and "Tajimara") but, oddly enough, 

includes very little of it. 

Perhaps one of the major contributions of Garcia 

Ponce and De la Colina is a breaking free from a sort of 

self-imposed bewdlerization. Marge Glantz has stated that 

Garcia Pence*s collection La noche was the precursor of 

the "fiestas de Zona Rosa" of the writers of "La Onda."37 

No matter whether sex is used as a symbol for social 

comment or as a statement on the alienation of the indivi

dual or as a revolt against the "establishment," it seems 

important that it be there. 



CHAPTER 5 

CONSCIOUSNESS: THE ISOLATION 

OF THE MIND 

The incontrovertible fact of human existence is that 

each man must live his life. He may withdraw from society, 

he may shun interpersonal relationships, but for as long as 

he lives, he cannot escape himself. In the doubts and lone

liness of his existence, at times neither the rationale of 

the social structure nor communication with his fellow man 

can console him. He must provide his own solace. Ironi

cally man*s reason and imagination—the very same attributes 

that cause his sense of loneliness and security—can become 

his means of comfort. 

This chapter will deal with the narrowest perimeter 

of man*s experience. I have chosen to call it conscious

ness: man within himself. Two authors vill exemplify this 

literary perspective: Jose Emilio Pacheco and S&lvador 

Elizondo, Magic and fantasy are their tools. Thus they 

fellow the tradition of the oldest literary artists, the 

mythmakers, in allowing their imaginations to explicate the 

Incomprehensible and their reason to confound the intelli

gible. Fantasy and sophistry afford an escape, a solace or 

a panacea. 

121 
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Jose Emilio Pacheco 

JesI Emilio Pacheco was born in Mexico City in 1939. 

He also has led a varied literary career since he graduated 

from the Unlversidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico, He has 

engaged in literary criticism in association with the 

Revista de la Unlversidad de Mexico, the "Mexico en la 

cultura" supplement of Novedades, and Cine-Verdad and has 

been editor of the "La Cultura en Mexico" supplement of 

Siempre!, Pacheco is known equally well for his poetry as 

for his short stories. "En el cuento slgue cerca a Jorge 

Luis Borges, y en la poesla a Octavio Paz, con un sentido 

de mesura y rigor," according to the Diccionario de 

escritores mexicanes. 1 La sangre de Medusa (1959) and 

El viento distante (1963) will be considered here. 

The first cuentos of Jose Emilio Pacheco were 

published in Juan JosI Arreola*s series, "Cuadernos del 

Unicornio," The two very short stories were strongly 

Influenced by Borges, as Pacheco says: "Mi deveclon respeto 

a Borges fue tan fervorosa como torpe. Cometl la ingenuidad 

de querer imitarlo,"^ No disrespect is intended for the 

Argentine master, instead, the young author seems to realize 

his ingenuousness in setting his sights so high, Salvador 

Reyes Nevares called the stories a "muestra de una literatura 

lujesa, iniitil, retorlca,"^ Upon the advice of Emilio 

Carballldo, Pacheco then turned te poetry, "para ablandar 

ml lenguaje, para domefiarlo,"^ His first book of poems, 

Los elementos de la noche (1963), vas se well received that 
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Carles Monsivais said "el rigor, la emecion disciplinada 

y el vasto oficio de su primer libro de versos, Los Elementos 

de la Noche, se le habla cenfinado prematuramente al solo 

ejerclclo de la poesla."^ However, El viento distante made 

the reviewers and critics reevaluate Pacheco*s contribution 

te Mexican literature. Of this duality of artistic prefer

ence, Pacheco has this te say: 

Hasta hoy publiqui nada mas dos llbrltos: uno de 
peemas , Los elementos de la noche; otro de relates, 
El viento distante, Ambos, sobre todo el primero, 
han sido generosamente juzgados (lo que a nadie sor-
prendlo tanto como a su autor) y representan solidos 
fracases de librerla—lo cual en mode alguno garantiza 
su calidad, Los elementos de la noche no me disgusta 
aun. El viento distante es un ejercicio a veces blen 
escrlto; pero ejercicio simplemente. Indica, como me 
sefialaba Ruben Benlfaz Nufio, una inmadurez que los 
peemas disimulan. Es lastima. Siempre he queride 
escribir cuentos. La novela me parece Inalcanzable, 
y me conformo con leer, a menudo admirar, las que etros 
hacen, Algunos me han reprochedo que escriba cosas 
tan diversas, que no me "centre" en un solo genero. 
Yo dlrla que los generos no son Incompatlbles, un 
cuento es le mas cercane a un poema (no en terminos 
de "prosa poetica", sino de concentracion e Inten-
sldad), y con frecuencla se me ocurren historias que, 
segiin creo, pueden Interesar, En mi caso, la poesla 
no basta; el relate es un complenento necesario. Hay 
grandes perlodos de esterilidad: la llrica no puede 
nacer voluntariamente, Entonces vuelve el deseo de 
escribir narraclenes quiza porque, antiguas y moder-
nas, las lee, releo en todo mor-ento: de Herodoto a 
Pu Song Lin, de Maupassant a Pierre de Mandiargues, 
de Chesterton a Bradbury, de Poe a Hemingway y Flannery 
O'Connor, de Lugones a Manuel Mujica Lalnez, 

7 
El viento distante contains six paired stories. 

4 ^ 8 

As Gustavo Sainz says, children are the common denominator. 
H9 

Carballo calls them "cuentos de ni2os y no para nifios. 

As such they recall Ana Maria Matute, although Pacheco's 

method is quite different* children symbolise the adult world. 

Pacheco laments that his stories (as well as his poems) 
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have been misinterpreted by the critics, that El viento 

distante, "condena y alegate de destruccion contra los 

valores que me formaren, pareclera a etros una serie de 

cuentos llmpldes , candorosos, que expresaban con llrismo 

la magla y la pureza de la infancia," However, he magnani

mously continues: "Pere no me quejo nl me extrana si cada 

palabra es una botella al mar, qulen la recoja tiene libertad 

de Interpretarla, Su epinl6n me parecera siempre respetable. 

Nada puede azorarme despues que Los vlajes de Gulliver, 

el ataque mas cruel que se haya escrlto sobre la condicion 

humana, se trasformo en lectura Infantil, He makes his 

point nonetheless. It is interesting that, although Gustavo 

Sainz praised the collection and called Pacheco the best 

prose writer of the younger generation, he went on to say: 

Desgracladamente enmienda con palabras los compromises 
que evade, el de la realidad, el del nucleo social en 
que Vive, el de su pals, el de su tiempo. El viento 
distante, con sus historias transparentes, elegantes y 
Frlas, sus cenflictos unicamente llterarios, no alcanza 
categorla de testimonlo, nl de documento, no refleja 
vlda,^^ 

I see neither "cuentos llmpldes, candorosos" nor "historias 

elegantes y frlas," They seem to me to be scathing 

Invectives against contemporary life. 

In "El parque hondo," Pacheco examines an Incident in 

the life of a love-starved boy who lives with his Aunt 

Flerencia and her cat, Arture senses that Flerencla loves 

her cat mere than she loves him. However, Flerencia is quite 

complacent about the good care she gives the boy " lo estey 

formande como fermi a ml hermane" (p. 15). The reader can 
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perceive that the care Arture receives is physical (eating 

and sleeping en schedule), mental (doing his homework), and 

spiritual (praying). Otherwise, the two are alienated. In 

this way the aloofness of the cat, "que no se deja 

acarlclar y que devora a sus gatltos recien nacides" (p, ik), 

may be interpreted as a reflection of the aunt's indiffer

ence. When the cat becomes ill, Arture is sent to the 

veterinarian to have the cat put to sleep. Instead, Artur. 

and a friend attempt to kill the cat themselves in order t̂  

keep the twenty pesos intended for the injection. Since the 

memory of his deed haunts the boy, he tears up the twenty-

peso bill and throws the pieces out the window. Several 

elements of the story are disturbing because the implications 

of the story are much richer than its simplicity denotes. 

An Important element is social in nature, the lack of love 

shown by a substitute parent who will pay to have a pet 

killed but complains of the cost of keeping the boy. Another 

element is the moral question of Arturo's motives. Did he 

only attempt te kill the cat in order not to appear a coward? 

Or did the cat symbolize his aunt in his mind? The cuento 

only suggests these questions; the answers are concealed. 

The reader will never know how the boy would have reacted if 

he had been successful, if his sense of guilt stems from his 

actions or from fear of his attempt being detected. By only 

making suggestions, Pacheco puts into conflict the amorality 

of the child's world with the immorality of the adult's. The 

superstitious beliefs (the nine-lived cat and the fortune-
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telling cards) and the description of the park give the story 

an eerie, mysterious quality which emphasizes the loneliness 

of the lives of the characters, 

"El parque hondo" is paired with "Tarde de agosto." 

The two stories are similar in having the young protagonists' 

lives frustrated by an animal, "Tarde de agosto," told in 

third person and directed to an unnamed "tu," tells of an 

afternoon in the life of a young bey who is to chaperon 

his older cousin on an outing with her boyfriend. The 

young boy full of ideas of World War II heroism, hates 

Pedro because he is a threat to the boy's relationship with 

his cousin. At a park the boy, "el soldado capaz de toda 

accion guerrera, porque sabe que una mujer va a celebrar 

su hazafia y el enemlge va a perder, a ceder, a morir" (p. 26), 

climbs a tree in a futile attempt to capture a squirrel for 

his cousin. The boy is humiliated because his plans are 

thwarted by the arrival of a park attendant. He must accept 

defeat. Pacheco achieves an excellent blending of content, 

style and matches the intonation and rhythm to the boy's 

emotional dilemma. The tragedy of this simple event is that 

it ruins two relationships since Julia becomes angry with 

Pedro for allowing her cousin to be embarrassed and the young 

boy is alienated from Julia because of his humiliation. It 

is doubly tragic since Julia was the only person who had ever 

shewn any affection for him. The fantasizing of heroic deeds 

and the intrusion of another person between a young boy and 

his "love" recalls De la Colina's "Excalibur," Beth cuento^ 
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are cleverly executed. 

The next two stories explore the make-believe world 

of the amusement park and carnival as symbols of the real 

vorld they represent, "El viento distante" is a strange 

mixture of real and supernatural elements, A young couple 

decide to spend an afternoon at a carnival, "un mundo primi

tive que cencedla la dlcha y la Inocencla" (p. 32); Instead 

they uncover a tale of horror. At ene of the slde-shovs 

they are attracted by the vords of the barker: 

"Pasen, senores: vean a Madreselva, la Infeliz nlna 
que un castigo del cielo convirtio en tortuga por des-
ebedecer a sus mayores, por no asistir a misa los 
domingos, Vean a Madreselva, escuchen de su boca 
la narracion de su tragedia." (p. 32) 

Adriana is disgusted by the spectacle and her boyfriend 

offers logical explanations of the effect (ventriloquism and 

optical illusions). To prove his point, he suggests they 

peek into the shanty. They are horrified to find that it 

is net an illusion but reality. This revelation is perhaps 

the theme of the story, that behind the appearance of 

reality lies another ugly, uncommunicative reality. As in 

the tvo preceding stories, the feeling of solitude is 

complete. However, in "El viento distante," the anxiety 

is compounded by being beyond the man's control. Pacheco 

seems te be condemning man to a life of Isolation. 

"Parque de dlversiones" is not a short story in the 

traditional sense of the word, but rather six interrelated 

glimpses of absurdity in an amusement park and zee. The 

first scene describes the birth of an elephant which suddenly 
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breaks in two te reveal a Jester, The tone of mocking ir

reverence as well as several words which have biblical 

connotations (advenimiento, multitud, admirar) suggest te 

me a ludicrous nativity scene in which absurdity is borne 

into the world. The next scene takes place in an imitation 

Jungle where a school teacher feeds two miscreants to a 

carnivorous plant as a botany lesson for her class. The 

absurd irony of the situation is that, although the lesson is 

te compare the digestive action of the plant to that of a 

boa constrictor,one student Ingenously asks "al tiempo que 

mlra distraldamente el tallo en que ya ningtin movimiento 

puede notarse, pregunta a la maestra que es una boa constric

tor." (p. 38) The third section is one rambling, child

like sentence in first person which tells of the child's 

fascination en viewing the animals in the zoo. As the sen

tence ends the child has become a tiger that is being 

fearfully observed by a crowd of people although the tiger 

in turn is looking at the people with pity. In section four 

a family is devoured by dogs and ants at a picnic in the 

park. Scene five is a very short paragraph that tells the 

story of the train that never returns "-y cuando lo hace, 

los nines que una vez subleron a ll son ahora hombres que, 

como tales, estan llenos de miede y de resentimiento" 

(p. U2). The last section explains the physical layout 

of the park within a park vlthin a park "de una cadena 

infinitesimal de parques que contienen m^s parques y que 

son centenidos en parques dentro de parques donde nadie ve a 
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nadie sin que a su vez sea mirado, Juzgado y condenado" 

(p. kk). As an example of applying the Chinese-box theory 

to the plan of the park, the architect gives the felloving 

example: "Miren: la gente se ha congregado alrededor 

del sitie que ecupan los elefantes" (p, kk), Thus the sixth 

story repeats the first sentences of the first and the 

Incessant circular motion begins. Humanity is, therefore, 

trapped in a vorld of absurdity devoid of kindness and 

compassion. The author's use of stark, matter-of-fact prose 

and bold, uncompromising symbols emphasize the bitter satire. 

The last two cuentos are both realistic in presenta

tion. They also share a similar plot element: the acciden

tal uncovering of a secret that changes the protagonist's 

conception of himself or of his reality. In "La cautiva," 

the eld convent after an earthquake causes the narrator many 

years later to question the perception of reality. Having 

discovered a mummified woman that disintegrated at his touch 

leaves him with an indelible memory of having given final 

death to death. The conflict centers on the narrator*s 

apprehension of the incident. Superstition, science, and 

religion clash in their interpretations. Therefore, the 

story seems to communicate that rationality is as futile 

as Illusion, The author has aptly combined the two in 

his description of the mysterious old convent. 

An identity crisis in the life of an eleven-year old 

bey forms the nucleus of "El castllle en la aguja." Pablo, 

the illegitimate son of the daughter of caretakers of a 
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wealthy family*s country house, has been allowed to believe 

that it was his. Out of charity, the mistress had been send

ing Pablo to boarding school. On a Sunday afternoon outing 

with a classmate and his family, Pablo is revealed as the 

servant*s son. And se happenstance demolished Pablo*s sense 

of identity, which, if artificial, was nonetheless true to 

him. 

The preceding stories demonstrate that Pacheco*s 

themes are virtually identical to those of the ether authors 

of the investigation: the search for Identity and loss of 

communication in an anguished world. But Pacheco's imagi

native use of the world of children as topic confers the 

themes alternately plaintive, absurd, and irreverent treat

ments . 

Carlos Monsivais fitted the collection into universal 

literature concerning the world of children by comparing 

Pachece*s work to that of William Gelding, Richard Hughes, 

Henry James, and Ray Bradbury. He asserts that Pacheco added 

two more dimensions te the theme of childhood: 

En la primera, semes testlgos del drama del nine, que 
atisba, por entre la impotencia y la humillacion, la 
superloridad de los adultos. ... Per la segunda dimen
sion, se nos introduce a un palsaje onlrico de la nifiez, 
desolado y angustiose,10 

Monsivais himself adapts Pacheco*s attitude in his review to 

make this clever, yet perceptive, comment: 

Baje la capa superficial de los Juegos y los geces 
Infantlles, se ocultan contlnentes monstruosos y cir-
culares. En ultima Instancla, peslblemente la nlSez 
no sea etra cesa que una suerte de zeologico, en donde 
penetramos con la petulancia y la ciencia arrogante 
del adulte, sin saber que somes observados sin fatiga 
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por unos encernlzades espectadores, que a su vez son 
contemplades con malevolencla pes seres vigilantes 
que a su vez . . . H 

According te Monsivais, in Mexican literature children have 

always been victimized by "la puerlldad calumnlosa o per 

un aire de pretecclon que les deforma. Jose Emilio Pacheco 

rescata ese universe para darnos de el una vision compleja, 

matlzada, abselutamente contemperanea." ̂ 2 Although I agree 

with Monsivais, it should be pointed out that El viento 

distante may also be Interpreted on another level in which 

the world of children merely symbolizes the human condition. 

Two characteristics distinguish the collection: 

the brevity and conciseness of the prose and a determination 

on the part of the author not te repeat himself. Although 

they are paired, each story is unique, Hovever, many of the 

stories repeat certain motifs or circumstances which make 

the consideration of the collection as a unit imperative. 

The most obvious of these is the separation of children 

from their parents that may be found in four of the six 

stories. The most tragic of these is undoubtedly "Tarde de 

agosto" in which the grotesque turtle symbolizes the total 

lack of communication. One is not quite certain if Pacheco 

Intends for the symbolism to take en Sartrean existentlal

lstic tones; however, the symbols which represent the separa

tion of God and man (the Convent ruins in "Tarde de agosto" 

and "La cautiva" and Madreselva*s punishment, in "El viento 

distante") seem te affirm this position. The superstitious 

beliefs expressed in three of the stories might also 
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substantiate this interpretation. Therefore, the wind, 

silent, invisible, and impersonal, becomes a most effective 

symbol of the destruction of traditional concepts of life 

and the meaning of life. 

In the expression of these severe themes, the 

author's suggestive prose allows Pacheco, the poet, to show 

through. In addition to his careful harmony of topic and 

style, his economy and employment of poetic devices Increases 

the tension of the brief cuentos. In my opinion. El viento 

distante should assure Jose Emilio Pacheco a unique position 

in the contemporary Mexican short story, 

Salvador Elizondo 

Salvador Elizondo was born in Mexico City in 1932. 

He has studied at major universities in Canada, Italy, 

France, and England. His credits Include critical essays 

and translations in addition te poetry, short stories, and 

novels,•'•̂  Unquestionably he is currently considered one of 

the most promising literary artists in Mexico. He received 

scholarships from the Centro Mexlcano de Escritores in the 

years I962-I963 and 1966-1967.^^ Narda o el verano (1966) 

and El retrato de Zee (1969) are evaluaded in this study. 

From Pacheco's convoluted world of childhood we pass 

te an equally distorted world of adults in the stories of 

Salvador Elizondo, Perhaps the most characteristic element 

I can notice in Elizonde's stories is a sophisticated air 

of casuistry. The premises do net lead te the expected 
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conclusion. Elizonde's Illusions are not visual like 

Pacheco's but mental-as though the optic nerve functioned 

in reverse. Physical reality is, therefore, a manifestation 

of psychic activity, 

Elizondo recognizes three types of writers of 

fiction: first, the phenomenologist that describes the a 

appearance of reality; second, the creator of characters 

(from Flaubert onward) who registers the image of reality 

as he supposes it to be produced in the minds of his 

creations: and third, the creator of reality "constitulda 

unicamente de esos etros personajes ineluctables de toda 

activldad creadora: las palabras,"15 Of course, he situates 

himself in the last group, 

Elizondo perceives a multi-layered reality and 

asserts that it is the obligation of the author consciously 

to choose the course he will pursue from these possible 

planes: 

Si opta por el de la realidad e 
sera parte de esa realidad en 1 
gldo. Si, por el contrarie, op 
dera de vista el mundo que lo r 
aspiracion que se cumple casi e 
embargo, se realiza tambien en 
del sueSo, Porque si blen la 1 
la descrlpcion de un suefio, es 
realista, la literatura es tamb 
la contemplaclon de una verdad 
Incluye a la realidad como idea 
es el suefio que suena la verdad 

1 suefio le sera ajeno; 
a que se encuentra sumer-
ta por la verdad, per-
odea en aras de una 
n SI misma y que, sin 
el arabito impermeable 
iteratura puede ser 
decir: que puede ser 
ien el producto de 
que a su vez y asinismo 

Porque la literatura 
16 

The choice is imperative since Elizondo considers that the 

author "es qulen cencreta mediante un signe unlveco, no solo 

la Imagen de su Ipeca, sine tambiln el ambito espiritual 

en el que esa Imagen alienta o se produce,"^i 
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Elizondo published Narda o el verano in 1966."'"̂  

Carballo called the collection "un libro casi magnlflco." 

He continues 

No encuentre en la prosa mexicana de hoy ningun ante-
cedente que explique su obra: en nuestre medio, 
Elizondo es un punto de partida, un escritor insolito 
que abre al cuento—como antes a la novela—nuevas 
pesibilidades en sus distintos aspectos.l9 

The collection opens with "Puente de piedra," 

the site chosen for a carefully planned Sunday afternoon 

picnic by a young couple. Told in third person, the narra

tive alternately offers each of the unnamed protagonists* 

feelings about the outing. Although the girl vas reluctant, 

she felt she was obliged to go and trusted her intuitive 

sense that the day would be of no Importance. The young man, 

on the other hand, placed all his hopes on the success of 

the picnic feeling that "de la perfeccion de un instante 

dependla la realizacion de un suefio" (p. 12), As if by some 

Inexplicable prescience, the outing had taken on a mutual 

significance which becomes Incarnate in the figure of a 

deformed, demented albino who comes upon them at the moment 

of their first kiss. The interruption of this sequence 

changes the direction of the narrative. Communication is, 

therefore, impossible and the two ride home in silence. As 

a symbol of the sterility of their relationship, the albino 

is exceptional. Elizondo*s masterful handling of language 

allows an easy transition from the traditional narration of 

the plot to the horrid deformity of the climax. 

"En la playa" is a strange story for it is alL action 
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and scenery. A fat man, simply referred te as , ^ ^ , 0 ^ , , 

a White linen suit, arrives at a tropical island In a rowboat 

pursued by a man named Van Guld and four mulatto rowers. 

Much Of the description of the fat man and his actions comes 

to the reader as seen through the telescopic sight of Van 

Guld*s Purdey, "una arma para matar elefantes a menos de 

cincuenta metres" (p. 27). Consequently, it takes on a 

grotesquely comic tone, like a Sidney Greenstreet film in 

vhlch the actor vould be involved in a chase sequence, such as 

in this scene in vhich the man decides to take off his shoe 

since his obesity prohibits his retying it: 

Trat6 entonces de quitarse el zapr.to, pero tampoco lo 
conslgulo ya que sus brazes arqueados sobre el vientre 
voluminoso no^eran lo suficientemente largos para ejer-
cer una presion efectiva sobre el zapato. Se echo 
boca arriba y, ayudandose con el otro pie, trato de 
sacar el zapato haciendo presion sobre el con el tacon. 
Al fin logro sacar el talon. Levanto la pierna en 
el aire y agitando el pie violentamente al cabo de un 
memento hlzo caer el zapato en la arena, ,.. Ese pie, 
enfundado en un diminuto zapato puntiagudo de cuero 
bianco y negro primero y en un grueso calcetin de lana 
despues, con la punta y el talon luldos y manchados 
por el sudor y el contacto amarlllento del cuero, 
agitandose temblorosamente, doblando y distendiendo 
coquetaraente los dedos regordetes dentro del calcetin, 
producla una sensacion grotesca, ridicula, comica, 
cruzado como estaba por los dos hilos de arana mili-
metricamente graduados de la mlra del Purdey, 
(pp. 31-32) 

The author depicts Van Guld as a relentless pursuer 

vho makes the pursuit into a cruel game. The death of the 

fat man is Inevitable and absurd. As the time for the execu

tion finally arrives. Van Guld*s calm premeditated sadism is 

shovn in sharp contrast te the indifference of the natural 

setting. It is strange that a story in vhich no reasons are 
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given for the pursuit and killing of a human being can be 

as pathetic as this ene is. Carballo compared it te Rulfo's 

"El hombre," also a story of pursuit. But in Rulfo's tale 

flashbacks acquaint the reader vlth the reasons. Carballo 

states that "Rulfo se acerca a la ebra maestra; Elizondo, 

mas medeste, se aproxlma al cuento macabre y gratulto.'^O 

It seems to me that, by not bothering vlth causes for the 

killing, Elizondo precludes social value Judgments of Justi

fication or blame. The character's helplessness is at once 

absurd, comic, and pitiable; therefore, I consider it to be 

an excellent example of existentlallstic fiction. 

Elizondo changes style in the title story, "Narda o 

el verano," a potpourri of delightful dialogue, bizarre 

scenes, and veird events. The first person narrative catches 

the hyperbole of youthful speech. The story concerns a 

summer in vhlch tvo young boys decide out of curiosity and 

economy to share a villa on the Riviera, a car, and a woman. 

When a young Swiss girl agrees to live with them, the narra

tive, told realistically, in the style of a memoir, begins. 

The reader becomes caught up in the events which culminate in 

the murder of Narda by her ex-lover, a black owner of a bar. 

The suggestion of witchcraft and voodoo has partly prepared 

the reader for the climax of the story, but it remains, never

theless, a mystery te protagonists and reader alike. Narda, 

vhese image vill not appear in photographs, vas later seen 

by ene of the young men. The problem of reality is thus 

duplicated, for it is net revealed if she ever did exist 
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except in the minds of the characters. "Narda, e el verano" 

is a rich story, a mlna^e a tĵ ols ef sophisticated black 

humor, literary judgments, and the mystery of reality. The 

limited point-ef-viev of the first-person narrative compels 

the reader to participate in the enigma. 

An identity crisis has caused the mental breakdovn ef 

a voman in "La puerta," Told in third person, the story 

projects the formlessness of life and blankness of memory 

produced by her Illness and aggravated by the shock treat

ments. Only one image is ever present in her mind, that of 

a doer in the asylum. The mystery vhich it closes off is 

impelling yet repulsive to her. When she finally musters 

the courage te open it, she is confronted vith her ovn image 

reflected in a small mirror, Carballo states that the open 

ending of the story shows Elizonde's artistic genius,'^l I 

agree. It seems that although the intent of the stories 

differs greatly, Elizondo has given a literary nod to 

Stockton's "The Lady or the Tiger?", Toward the end of the 

story, the protagonist feels that the door represents her 

only hope of a transcendental encounter, "el encuentre consigo 

misma, con un tigre o con un asesine, con su propie cadaver 

entregade para siempre, desnude a la etra ella que con una 

mane tembloresa abrlrla la puerta" (p. 100), George McMurry 

considers "La puerta" possibji' to be the best cuento of the 

volume because of the depiction of the woman's inner 

consciousness and because the author's "malicia literaria 

compels the reader te draw his own conclusion."22 
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"La historla suglin Pao Cheng" le one of the Chinese-

box type Of stories as seen In Borges and in Pacheco's 

Parque de dlversiones," It t^iic ,N4» -
It tells of a contemporary man who 

is writing a story entitled "La history segun Pao Cheng." It 

deals with a Chinese philosopher who lived 3500 years ago. 

As the man writes he comes to the part in which Pao Cheng, 

in prophesying his destiny and the future history of the 

world, envisions a man 3500 years later who is writing a 

story entitled "La historla segdn Pao Cheng." The circle 

is complete: 

Cemprendio, en ese memento, que se habia condenado 
a si mismo, para toda la eternidad, a seguir escri-
blendo la historla de Pao Cheng, pues si su per
sonaje era olvidado y morla, el, que no era mas que 
un pensamiento de Pao Cheng, tambien desparecerla, 
(p. 106) 

Carballo says that the story shows the basic premise behind 

all of Elizonde's fiction: "La realidad es variable y con-

tradicterla, susceptible de Interpretacienes polares y que 

no per ese se Invalidan unas a etras." -̂  

I believe that George McMurray very perceptively sums 

up the author and his collection: 

Elizondo portrays man as frivolous, heartless, singu
larly uncommunicative, and devoid of reason. As a 
cuentlsta this young Mexican writer demonstrates 
superior technique, freshness of style, and a striking 
ability to delineate character. It is te be hoped 
that he will continue in this genre,^^ 

Salvador Elizondo has two talents that are especially suitable 

to the cuento: conciseness and ingenuity. These qualities 

could be seen in Narda, o el verano and will be even mere 

notable in his second volume. 
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^^^"°°^°*^ El retrato de Zee y etras m.nt^.no vas 

published in 1969.^^ His themes have not changed, but the 

author surprises us with his versatility. A wide selection of 

topics is matched by the style and tone in each piece, for 

in some Instances they resemble prose poems and in others 

essays. Manual Duran, whose Trlptico mexlcano is based on 

the works ef Rulfo, Fuentes, and Elizondo, has this to say 

of Ellzendo's cuentos, 

Muchos de los cuentos de Elizondo—en Zee CsicD, o 
esa tensa nouvelle que es Narda o el verano, de 1966 
Incluyen escenas de agonla, escenas en que el tiempo— 
gracias a un esfuerzo de la lucldez o a una sorpresa 
emocional, o al artificio fotografico, o a las tres 
cosas a la vez--se paraliza. En lugar de luchar con 
lo infinite, como lo hace Borges, Elizondo prefiere 
Insertarse en este otro infinite, negative, que es la 
paralizacion del tiempo: la eternidad en la palma de 
la mane, o en la punta de un cuchillo.26 

I believe that Duran has caught the essence of Elizonde's 

fiction: it is this world that Elizondo is trying to analyze. 

This explains a curious thought that had occurred to me 

when the study was still in the planning stages, that is, 

that notwithstanding Elizondo*s intellectual themes, his 

prose (along with De la Colina*s) is the most sensual of 

the seven authors considered here. Sounds, and sights, and 

smells are projected in brilliant Images, To this should be 

added his clever humor. Although he is definitely a hermetic, 

esoteric writer, these qualities afford a lightness which is 

refreshing and unexpected. 

The themes ef the collection fall into two large 

categories: the meaning of life and reality and the loneli

ness and alienation ef the individual. The themes are 
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subdividable and overln-n-n-f».«. T ,̂̂  . 
overlapping. in addition, Elizondo includes 

a few stories which are pure whimsy, 

Tve very brief cuentos, or perhaps they should be 

called cuento-ens^aj^, question the meaning of life, "La 

mariposa," subtitled "Cemposici6n escolar," expresses the 

theme ef the ephemeral quality ef life. The composition con

tinues te state that the butterfly is "un animal instantaneo 

inventado per los chinos" (p, 9). In fact, the scholars 

say that they vere invented by "el Emperador Amarillo que 

vivl6 en la epoca legendaria del Finix y a qulen tambien 

se debe la invencion de la escritura, de las mujeres y del 

mundo" '(p. 10). The sophistry is flavless: the Chinese 

Invented the vorld, vomen, and V.utterflies, but the butter

flies are not real (even though they die); therefore, are we 

real (even though we die)? Manuel Duran compares the facts 

of the story with the apocryphal notes in Borges and similar 

passages in Arreola,27 "A. H," is similar to "La mariposa," 

although the ideas are more esoteric. "A,H." is a Borges-llke 

Interrogation mark which seems to be an imaginative inquiry 

into the meaning and interrelationship of life, love, and 

art, Platonic idealism ("pasmara los etros gestos y congelara 

esas miradas que siempre estan alll, en la memoria de las 

vldas que hemes vivldo en los libres" p, 59) and Socratic 

technique suggest the existence of a preconceived Idea vhich, 

although hidden, may emerge if the cabalistic cede can be 

deciphered. The cyclical nature ef this query is expressed in 

exquisite poetic prose. 
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A subdivision of the theme of life «̂ ̂ >, 
îiic OI j.ire Is the concept 

Of the lndivldual*s identity which the author develops in five 

stories. The first ef these **Teorla del disfraz" is sub

titled **Una investigaciln acerca de la naturaleza interior 

de la realidad," It is structured as a philosophical problem 

vlth prolegomena, thesis, corollaries, etc., which is posed 

by the receipt of an invitation to a masquerade ball. The 

author then sets the thesis te be proved, i,e,, "Nadie se 

dlsfraza de algo peer que si mismo" (p, 27). Then the casu

istry begins. Considering: 

Un balle de disfraces es un encuentre evidente, y 
sin embargo furtive, de ideales, porque la mascara 
de nuestras aspiraciones encubre, ostentosamente, el 
rostro desolado de nuestras realizaciones, (p, 28) 

Obviously then, a masquerade is the ideal place for learning 

men*s true identities. The game continues, building ration

alized absurdity upon rationalized absurdity leading 

to the final conclusion: "La realidad y la conciencia 

que la sabe son la misma cesa" (p, 30). Elizondo thus 

extends the contemporary preecupatien ef identity to absurdity 

through his meticulous and sophistic use of solipsism. 

Einsteln*s theory of relativity seems to be the basis 

of "Grunewalda, o una fabula del infinite." It differs from 

the preceding story in that the characters have been given 

life since Elizondo cleverly opposes his literature of ideas 

to his unique ability te delineate character. The story 

explores the reality or unreality ef mathematical surgery in 

a solipsistic world where the Impossible and the infinite 

unite, GrGnewalda had submitted te the surgery but, in spite 
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of the advances of surgical mathematics, she dies. The author 

pits real and fictional scientists and discipline against 

discipline. 

"La fundaciln de Roma" continues the investigation of 

reality. The story is based en the assumption that our uni

verse is surrounded by another. Invisible universe in which 

time gees backward. The auther*s listing of curiosities 

Includes some incisive aesthetic, philosophical, cultural, 

and social remarks. 

Solipsism forms the basis of two of the stories. 

Both point out Elizonde*s unique capacity of seeing relation

ships between seemingly unrelated concepts. In "identldad de 

Cirlla, o de que Cirila es como el rlo heraclltico," the 

narrator ponders whether the servant who brings him his 

breakfast is the same servant who brings him his coffee in 

the afternoon. The curious fact that Cirila has worked in 

his house for many years seems of no consequence because by 

selecting the correct premises, the conclusion will come out 

as you wish. The story follows the narrator*s attempt at 

solving the dilemma. In addition te the Bergsonian consider

ations, the author treats linguistic and aesthetic possibil

ities, namely the question ef belief in fiction. The casual 

style makes the same ideas that have been presented in the 

preceding seem almost elementary and, therefore, the reader 

is easily persuaded. 

The first long cuento ef the volume, "El retrato de 

Zee," is a first-person narrative directed to the current love 
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ef the narrator. He talks te her about an eld love. Zee. 

Zee is already only a memory when the story begins. Whether 

she left him, or is dead, or even ever existed is not 

determined. Her physical existence can be ascertained only 

with difficulty, and at that, through the subjectivity ef the 

narrator. He refers to her sleeping late and to some of her 

likes and dislikes; but, otherwise, she seems te be a figment. 

He describes her presence in the most solipsistic manner: 

Queda de ella el hueco que un gesto tallaba en el 
espacio , , . un espacio que alguna vez estuvo ocupado 
por un hecho de existencia dudosa en el tiempo y 
que porque esta era tan dudosa no sirvieron para modi-
flcar nl el espacio ni el tiemno en el que discurrla. 
(pp. 22, 23) 

Conversely, her absence had a positive effect: 

Y es que la ausencia de esos clgarillos con boquilla 
dorada herlan los ceniceros, y la negrura de los ges
tes no realizados contra los cuadros que pendlan de 
los mures y que asl eran rccordados--como cosas que 
ya, en este entonces que lentamente desvanece como la 
sombra de un moribundo contra un mure encalado, solo 
Invecan aquel entonces de su presencia lucida y unl-
voca, como la sublta memoria de un suefio que nadie, sino 
ella, soflo, (pp, 23-2U) 

The reader wonders why the narrator has discussed Zoe*s 

specious presence in such detail. Surely, whether she ever 

existed or was only his dream vill never be known, but, in 

the meantime, the character wants te be sure that that uncer

tainty will never occur again. He wants to know his new love 

"come se conece una mentafia y no como se Ignora una caverna" 

(p, 25), The similarity between "Narda" and "Zee" is only 

superficial. First ef all, the styles are completely differ

ent. "Zee" is related in esoteric, baroque sentences which 
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suit the meed, anecdote, and setting ef the story. "Narda," 

en the other hand, is realistic and topical. Ironically, the 

reader is, therefore, convinced of Narda's physical existence 

only to be proven vrong, vhereas Zee seems like a dream but is, 

nonetheless, very real te the protagonist. If ene constant 

may be observed in Elizonde's cuentos, it vould probably be 

expressed in the themes ef these stories: the inability to 

give objective definitions to individuals or concepts. They 

flev and, as a result, must constantly be reinterpreted. 

Tvo stories deal specifically vith death, a negative 

interpretation ef reality. In "El Angel Azul," vhich is one 

of Elizonde's most perplexing stories, veird scenes, strange 

actions, and bird symbolism project a mysterious vorld. Even 

though the author begins his tale conventionally, he interrupts 

it as seen as the basic elements of plot have been given to 

direct himself to the reader and to give what might be con- . 

sidered his theory of literary creation: "Toda obra literaria 

es una apuesta que el escritor, en nombre de su vanidad, hace 

contra la continuidad y contra la 'historla de la literatura'" 

(p. 36). It is finished in the author's choice from among the 

many possibilities, a world of absinthe, hashish, mystery, and 

death. Although the theme of the story is the mystery of 

death, the author's literary observations, in my opinion, out

weigh the anecdote of the cuento. Similarly, "El Desencarnado" 

introduces the reader to a zone of perception vhich is as un

fathomable to the reader as it is to the protagonist. The 

story concerns the premonition and perpetualization of the 
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death of a professor. By completely breaking the temporal 

sequence of the story and by providing -a circular structure, 

Elizondo portrays a setting in which life and death and crime 

and sex become somehow simultaneous, synonymous, and perpetual, 

which shows a similarity to his novel Farabeuf. 

"La forma de la mane" is a weird story which links the 

theme ef the perception of reality te that of alienation. It 

also poses the literary question of realism. The style of 

the story is completely realistic, as compared to that of "El 

Angel Azul," for example. However, the author describes in 

detail a city that never existed. The plot concerns a man 

who arrives in a city where he comes upon a strange, deserted 

plaza. He witnesses the death of a man who had had three fin

gers amputated from his right hand so that "su mane parecla 

hacer la sefial del diablo" (p, kl). The protagonist quickly 

left and, in order to forget the incident, went to a prosti

tute. If I interpret the story correctly, he made love to 

the devil incarnate: "Antes de tomarla en mis brazes nueva

mente, note que le faltaban tres dedos de la mane derecha" 

(p. 57). The tone of the story resembles that of "La playa." 

The alienation created by the severe background and the ' . ; 

foreign words is excellent. When the narrator arrives at the 

plaza and thinks that he has passed the threshold of death, 

the realistic presentation of the cuento obliges the reader to 

ender with him. In many ways, the narration and setting is 

reminiscent of Burgess' A Clockwork Orange. 

Elizondo changes his theme to loneliness in tvo of 
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the cuentos, of the collection. In "All^," the author pene-

trates the consciousness of the character to project a mood-

of loneliness. Long, rambling sentences describe a woman's 

thoughts as she leeks out of her window at a park which recalls 

a park in her childhood. Since it is about te rain, the key 

sentence questions the path her life took and nullifies tem

poral spacing. "Los testlgos," on the other hand, is a long 

cuento in which Elizondo probes into a woman's loneliness. 

Told in third and first person, the story is a psychological 

penetration into the life of Irene Grijalvo and into the 

events that lead te the final tragedy. It alternates between 

the present and the past. Through flashbacks, the reader 

learns that' Irene had a brief affair with Diego Anttinez, a 

photographer, who had prepared a layout of Irene and her prize 

afghans for Kennel Club Magazine. Diego had died and Irene, 

in an attempt to revive his memory, reconstructs as closely as 

she can the actions, sounds, and scenes which will bring him 

back to her. The plan requires gathering a complicated group 

of props: a column moved by a servant to the center of the 

room to represent the treee in the photographs, a paused dia

logue and music recorded on tape, her dogs, and the clothes 

she were that fateful day. Each detail is important to her. 

However, despite her anticipations and the whiskey she had 

c onsumed, the experiment was a failure and she killed the 

dogs, the witnesses ef her love, out of desperation. "Los 

testlgos" is an extremely well-constructed story, carefully 

fpreshadowed and full of the insignificant things from which 
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memories are made. The loneliness of Irene and her method ef 

alleviating it recalls Marta Brunefs ^'Seledad de la sangre." 

The last three cuentos of the volume can be classified 

as whimsical pieces. The first, "Lucinda o la gula," deals 

with the inconstancy of love. The author ingeniously uses 

the conditional tense for what the narrator hoped would happen 

and the preterit for what in fact did. It presents the fare

well ef two young lovers. Although the narrator was distressed 

by his girlfriend's decision to leave her, by the time he 

arrived at his hotel room he was convinced that "el desamer de 

Lucinda estaba, en demasla, compensade por el saber de aquel 

quese, comido el dla de su partida" (p. 110), This mock-heroic 

seriousness is continued in "De come dinamiti el Colegio de 

Seneritas" in vhich a comic confession is given by the perpe

trator before the fact. The clever satire of the story is 

filled vith malicious good humor. 

An additional comical note is given in "Teorla del 

Candingas," a cuento-ensayo in vhich Elizondo gives an account 

of modern urban mythology. Although the author admits that 

there are three hobgoblins in modern Mexico, he considers 

El Candingas to be the favorite perhaps becuase he is an 

excellent disciplinarian: 

iVes ese nifio come esta cojo y ciego? Asl lo hlzo 
El Candingas porque no se quiso tomar la cucharada. 
El Candingas hubiera sido el habitante de un universe 
hecho de aceite de hlgado de bacalao (de bacalado, como 
declan las criadas) o de Mentholatum. (p. 90) 

"Teorla del Candingas" is but another example of Elizonde's 

talent for capturing sensuous experiences and creating 
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character. The story is alive vith the sights, sounds, and 

smells of Mexico City and vith the spirit of El Candingas. 

Manuel Duran has described Elizondo as "enfant 

terrible, escritor maldite ,,. de arte censumado, maestro 

de la prosa poetica, del suefio metaflsice, de la acrobacla 

28 
filosSfica." Elizonde's short stories represent the 

Mexican genre veil since they are a particular suitable medium 

for his economy of expression. His versatility of theme and 

style allov him te probe relentlessly, seemingly haphazardly, 

into every detail of modern life. Elizondo can be as esoteric 

as Borges and as clever as Sarcla Marquez and, although he is 

basically concerned vith ideas, he has a remarkable aptitude 

for draving character and a rare talent for juxtaposing the 

intellectual vith the sensual, Beth Elizondo and Pacheco 

are capable cuentistas vho are assets to the short-story genre 

in Mexico. 



CHAPTER 6 

THE PERIMETERS OF EXPERIENCE 

Beginning in the late 1950*s and continuing to the 

present day, the fictional narrative of Latin America has 

experienced an unprecedented Increase. In fact, as Emir 

Rodriguez Monegal has pointed out, it "has become one of the 

most vldely read and discussed of this century."-'- The 

causes behind this emergence may be seen te be economic, 

political, social, and cultural. They function reciprocally. 

Urbanization, education, and an expanding middle class pro

vided an eager reading public. Publishing houses vere econ

omically able te meet the authors* needs and cultural orga

nizations assisted through the granting of scholarships. 

For the first time in the literary history of Latin America, 

vrlting could be a career. No longer did the author have 

to viev his craft as a hobby. Mario Vargas Llosa lamented 

that the old system of literary endeavors had caused writers 

te desert their vocation or, perhaps verse, "la han traicio

nade, sirviendola a medias y a escondidas, sin porfla y sin 

rigor."^ Hovever, literature has entered a nev era, origi

nally christened a "boom," the effects of which have put an 

end te a "sluggish and chaotic process of literary activity," 

according to Enrique Pupe Walker who states: 

IU9 
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ip. 

Although the period just described has been called 

the boom of the Latin American novel, it may be noticed that 

the short story received a considerable amount of publica

tion space. The brevity of the cuento offers two entice

ments, especially to the young author: it provides practice 

for the individual who lacks the experience and congealed 

philosophies he will attain later and it is more readily 

publishable. However, in spite of the abundance of short 

stories produced, they did not receive the critical atten

tion afforded the novel. 

The fictional narrative in Mexico paralleled that of 

the rest of Latin America. A surprising list of new authors 

were seeing their writing in print. Jose Agustln pointed 

out that during a period of time writers began their liter-

ary carreers in the short story genre. This study deals 

with the Mexican cuento of that period. The short story 

was chosen because of its flexibility, because a wide array 

ef techniques, styles, tendencies, and comments may be seen 

vithln the genre. It is a sample of the social, philosophi

cal, and aesthetic standards of its time. Hovever, this 

adaptability coupled vith the large production of short 

stories posed a problem of selection. Perhaps it is because 

ve are too close in time, but neither of the usual methods 

ef classifying literature (tendencies or generations) soemed 
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to function. Modern narrative techniques and philosophical 

trends could be applied to stories about socialites or 

campesino^ alike. Therefore, it was decided to use two 

standards as a basis of selection. First, the authors 

should be young enough to express new ideas. The decade ef 

their production ef cuentos should fall between two fairly 

veil-defined divisions in the genre, namesly the vorks of 

Arreola, Rulfo, and Fuentes and that of a group of younger 

authors knovn as "La Onda." Chronologically, the period 

encompasses the late fifties and the sixties; politically, 

the time span coincides vith the administrations of Lopez 

Mateo and Diaz Ordaz. Since a large number of authors fit 

the above qualifications, two additional standards were 

adopted: suitability to the thematic development of the 

study and my personal aesthetic tastes. 

I chose seven authors whom I perceived to fall into 

three categories. First are those who are concerned with 

the social structure in which their characters live. Three 

authors were selected to represent the complexity of the 

Mexican social landscape in their stories. They are Eraclio 

Zepeda, Tomas Mojarro, and Sergio Pitol. Zepeda dedicates 

himself to the psychological penetration of the Indian of 

southern Mexico. In concise, poetic prose, he explores the 

identity of characters whose existence is thwarted by the 

bicultural environment in which they live. Unlike .Zepeda, 

Tomas Mojarro, on the other hand, centers his stories around 

the tragic lives of characters trapped physically and 
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culturally In the provincial setting of central Mexico. He 

is perhaps the most fatalistic of the seven authors and 

stirs his feelings in fiery, rhetorical prose. Sergio Pitol 

completes the examination of the Mexican social setting. 

The identity crisis ef the landholder who has been displaced 

by the Revolution is his major theme. His characters search 

for new roots and values in a world that has none te offer, 

Stream-of-consciousness and interior monologue are Pitol*s 

tools for probing the minds of his tormented characters. 

Although the boundaries ef the cuentos of these authors is 

the social structure, the stories are net doctrinaire. The 

imperfections of society show through, of course, but the 

authors* Intent seems to be humanistic, 

JesI de la Colina and Juan Garcia Ponce write 

cuentos dealing with interpersonal relationships, De la 

Cellna*s major theme is human communication, especially 

love between young couples. His prose is suggestive, 

poetic. Surrealism is often employed as a Freudian escape 

in#>chanism, Juan Garcia Ponce's stories treat love, responsi

bility, and identity. A basic element in his deceptively 

simple prose is the meaning it conceals. Subjectivity 

produces new interpretations ef reality and Freudian psycho

logy provides a basis for achieving self identity. 

The last division studies the cuentos ef two authors 

vho turn Invard, Their imaginations and Intellects are the 

means vhereby they explain the mystery ef existence. Jose 

Emilio Pacheco uses the vorld of children to symbolize the 
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cruelty and absurdity ef existence. His style is clean and 

expressive, suitable to the topics of his stories. 

Salvador Elizondo has many different styles. Solipsism and 

phenomenology combine to portray the vorld as an illusion; 

hovever, beneath the exterior baroque lies the central theme 

of identity and communication. 

It has been my purpose in this investigation to exa

mine all the short stories vritten by these seven authors 

during the specified period of time. Since I consider those 

authors are representative ef their age group, it vas felt 

that their contributions vould afford a panoramic viev of 

vhat vas happening in the Mexican short story during the 

decade of the 1960*s, From this investigation, ve have 

seen that the authors offered a varied perspective of their 

nation, but, then, Mexico is a heterogeneous country. Even 

se, this variety is not nev to the Mexican short narrative. 

The technical aspects ef their vrlting shovs nothing daring 

or innovative even though the production includes some 

excellent cuentos that deserve a high place in Mexican 

letters, 

I regard these seven authors to be transitional 

figures vho have fereshadeved the vriters ef "La Onda," They 

have opened nev topics te the genre vhich can be employed 

te execute the contemporary themes ef identity and its 

correlates, communication, alienation, and participation. 

Collectively, their verldviev seems to be. grim. If they 

are net cynical, they are at least apprehensive; if not 
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anxious, than at least, cautious. They have no intentions 

ef palliating the circumstances of their perimeters of 

experience. Honesty, therefore, seems to be a common 

denominator among them. Honesty may be, above social, 

moral, and aesthetic considerations, their richest contri

bution and communication. 
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K-, .„^r.t^ ^.v-irano del siglo XX. p. 89. I shall 
Offer only brief biographical data about I'^lJ^llll'^y^/''"-
ing the interested reader to two excellent ^"'^^^^^J" 
further inquiry. The first is the ^o-^^J""^ I^Tif^eftares 
dores ante el pGblico. a - / ^ ^ f - " ".^^^^^r/^nrterrturl 
given under the auspices of the "epartamem^o 
Of the institute Nacional de Bellas Artes ^-^« "^ *̂ ;_̂  
authors chosen for this study participated (De la C.lina, 
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is'the^e^en^r^- ^""""l"' Mojarro, and Pacheco). The second 
i^^^L ^ ^ 4 ""^ autobiographies published under the 
heading ef Nuevos escritores mexicanes del siglo XX pre-
sentados por si mlsmos" by Empresas Editoriales, S.A. The 
slim volumes carry the author's name as title and have 
different publication dates. All of the authors but 
Zepeda have contributed to this unique undertaking, 

o 
"El cicle de Chiapas: Nueva corriente literaria," 

CA,, Afie XXIII, cxxxiii, 2U7. 

^Ibld., p. 2U6. 

k 
Eraclio Zepeda, Benzulul, Serie Ficcion (Xalapa, 

Mexico: Unlversidad Veracruzana, 1959). Consecutive 
quotations will be annotated by page number within the text, 

^"El mundo magico de Benzulul," Rev. Bell. Art., 
26, 59. 

^Ibld., p. 59. "Le Renegat" appears in L'Exile et 
le Royaume. Camus' protagonist also had his tongue cut out. 

"^Ibid. , p, 59. 

^Ibid., p, 61. 

^"Tres autores y un tema," Rev. Un. Yuc., 6, 35. 

^^El cuento mexicano del siglo XX, pp. 89-90. 

^^Aurora M. Ocampo de Gomez and Ernesto Prado 
Velazquez, eds., Diccionario de escritores mexicanes (Mexico: 
Unlversidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico, I967).Hereafter 
cited as D.E.M.. 

^ Tomas Mojarro, Tom£s Mojarro, prol de Emmanuel 
Carballo, Nuevos escritores mexicanes del siglo XX presen-
tados por si mlsmos (Mexico: Empresas Editoriales, S.A., 
1967), p. 58. 

^^(Mexico: Fondo de Cultura Economica, I960). Conse
cutive quotations will be annotated by page number within 
the text. 

^^Emmanuel Carballo, "Dialogo con TomCs Mojarro," 
Siempre, (July 22, I96U), no. 127, "La cultura en Mexico" 
supplement, xvi. 

•'•̂ "Mexico's Young Writers," Mexican Life, 38 
(Nev. 1962), 28, 
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V A A "El libro de la semana: Cafl6n de Juchinila." 
Novedades, (Apr. 30, I960), no. 581, "Mexico en la~cultura" 
supplement, k, 

17 
"El cuento mexicano reciente," p. 27. 

18T 
, ^. Les narradores ante el ptiblico. Vol. II (Mexico: 
Institute Nacional de Bellas Artes, I967), pp. 171-172. 

19 
E l c u e n t o m e x i c a n o d e l sif?lr> YY ̂  p . 9 2 . 

^^D.E.M. 

21 
Sergio Pitol, Tiempo cercade. La Aventura y el 

Orden (Mexico: Editorial Estaciones, 1959). Consecutive 
quotations will be annotated by page number within the text. 

22 
Review of Tiempo cercade. Estaciones, (Summer, 1959), 

no- lU, 2kk, Carballo's statement appears in the prologue 
te Sergio Pitel's autobiography, Sergio Pitol, Nuevos escri
tores mexicanes del siglo XX presentados por si mlsmos 
(Mexico: Empresas Editoriales, S.A., 1966), p. 7. 

23serie Ficcion (Mexico: Unlversidad Veracruzana, 
1965)* Consecutive quotations will be annotated by page 
number within the text, 

^^Review of Los climas , Rev. Bell. Art., (May-June, 
1966), no. 9, p. lOU. 

25 
'^"Escaparate de libres," review ef Infierno de todos, 

Novedades , (Apr, 25, I965), no, 8U0, "Mexico en la cultura" 
supplement, p, 9. 

Carballo quoted from the letter in his prologue to 
Pitel's autobiography, p. 10. 

'The volume was originally published by Editorial 
Joaquin Mortiz (Mexico, I966); however, the quotations in 
this study are taken from Los climas (Barcelona: Editorial 
Seix Barral, S.A., 1972). All consecutive references will 
be annotated by page number within the text. 

^^Bonilla, p, 105. 

29 
^Ibid, 

^^Pitol, Sergio Pitol. p, 13. 
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Chapter k 

^D,E,M. 

I, 195. 
(Mexico: Institute Nacional de Bellas Artes, ?.966), 

(Mexico: Los Presentes, 1955). Consecutive quota
tions will be annotated by page number within the text. 
This This collection has been included in the investigation 
even though it precedes by four years the limitations set 
because it represents De la Colina's total literary develop
ment. 

Review of Cuentos para veneer a la muerte. Hoy, 
(Sept. 10, 1955), "Libros e ideas" section, p. 93. 

5LOS narradores, I, I93. 

°Serie Ficcion (Xalapa, Mexico: Unlversidad Vera
cruzana, 1959). Consecutive quotations will be annotated 
by page number within the text. 

"^T.S. Eliot, The Wasteland. 
o 

Personalidad y destine de Jorge Manrique, Biblieteca 
Romanica Hispanicli O^adrid: Editorial Credos, S.A., I966), 
pp. 118-121. The author's comments about Jorge Manrique 
and his father give the short story an interesting psycho
logical twist: 

La coincidencia de enlaces, padre e hiJo casados con 
dos hermanas, es significativa. Kasta en decision tan 
personal como esta de tomar espesa ... corre D. Jorge 
pisando los huestes de D. Rodrige. (p. II8) 

^Los narradores, I, 19^. 

"^^"Letras: Difusion y concentracion," Man an a 
(Sept. 19, 1959), p. ̂ 8. 

"'•̂ Review of Ven, caballo gris. Rev. Univ. de Mex. , 
XX, No. 2 (Oct. 1959), 30. 

Los narradores, I, 193. 

13serie Ficcion (Xalapa, Mexico: Unlversidad 
Veracruzana, I962). Consecutive quotations will be annota
ted by page number within the text. 

^ El cuento mexicano del siglo XX, pp. 96-97. 

^ ^ " L e t r a s : D o m i n i e d e l o f i c i o , " Mafiana ( D e c . 1 , I 9 6 2 ) , 

P . 5 0 . 
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Review of La lucha con la pantera, Cuad. Bell. Art. 
IV, 1 (Jan. 1963), p. 90. " ' 

17 

Salazar Mallen, "Letras: Dominie del oficio," p. 50. 

^^Ibid. 

•'•̂ Los narradores . I, 195, 
^^"El cuento: Balance I962," Siempre, (Jan, 2, I963), 

no. k6f "La cultura en Mexico" supplement, vii, 

•̂ "De la Colina: Relate y poesla," Siempre, (Feb, 6, 
1962), no, 51, "La cultura en Mexico" supplement, xvi. 

22 
Prologue to Juan Garcia Ponce, Nuevos escritores 

mexicanes del siglo XX presentados por si mlsmos (Mexico: 
Empresas Editoriales, S.A,, I966), p. 10. 

^3D,E.M. 

^ Los narradores, I, I6U. 

^^Serie Ficcion (Xalapa, Mexico: Unlversidad Vera
cruzana, 1963). Consecutive quotations will be annotated by 
page number within the text. 

^^Juan Garcia Ponce, pp. 30-31. 

27juan Vicente Mele, "Dialogo con Juan Garcia Ponce," 
Siempre , (Sept. 23, I96U), no. 1?6, "La cultura en Mexico" 
supplement , v. 

^^"El arte intimista de Juan Garcia Ponce," Siempre, 
(Apr. 20, 1966), no. 2l8, "La cultura en Mexico" supplement, 
xiv. 

29ibid. 

3^Review of Imagen prinera in Bulletin of the Centro 
Mexicano de Escritores, XI, ii, 3. 

^"^Melo, "Dialogo," p. iv. 

32serie Alacena (Mexico: Ediciones Era, I963). Conse
cutive quotations will be annotated by page number in the text. 

33EI cuento mexicano del siglo XX, p. 101. 

3^Mele, "Dialogo," p. v. 

35ibid. , p. 11. 

36cf. John S. W i l l i a m s ' a r t i c l e " S a r t r e ' s D i a l e c t i c 
ef H i s t o r y : Les S l q u e s t r S s d ' A l t o n a , " Renascence 22 (1970): 
59-68. 
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(Me 

37 ' 
^. O^^a y escritura en Mexico, jovenes de 20 a 33. 

udie preliminar, compilacion y netas de Marge Glan'tzL 
xico: Siglo Veintiuno Editores, 1971), p. 26. 

I6k 

Chapter 5 

25, 

D,E,M. 

2 
Los narradores. I, 2U6. 

Review of La sangre de Medusa. Novedades, (Jan. 
1959), no, 515» "Mexico en la cultura" supplement, U. 

ku 
Nombres, tltulos.y hechos," Novedades, (Sept. 22, 

1963), no, 757, "Mexico en la cultura" supplement, 3. 

^"Los heroes derrotados ," review of El viento-
distante, Siempre, (Sept. 25, I963) , no, 8U, "La cultura 
en Mexico" supplement, xv. 

Los narradores, I, 2U9, 

'Serie Alacena (Mexico: Ediciones Era, I963). Conse
cutive quotations will be annotated by page number within 
the text, 

Q 
"Escaparate," review of El viento distante, Novedades 

(Sept, 8, 1963), no. 755, "Mexico en la cultura" supplement, 
9. 

^Emmanuel Carballo, Narrativa mexicana de hoy. El 
libro del bolsillo (Madrid: Alianza Editorial, I969), p. 30. 

•^^Monsivais , "Los heroes derrotados," p. xv. 

^^Ibid, 

^^Ibid. 

13 D , E . M. 

l^bid. 

^Los narradores, II, I6I. 

l^Ibid., pp. 167-168. 

'̂'̂ Ibid. , p. 161, 
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18 
Serie Alacena (Mexico: Ediciones Era, S.A., I966). 

Consecutive quotations will be annotated by page number 
within the text. 

Prologue to Elizonde's autobiography Salvador 
Elizondo,^Nuevos escritores. mexicanos del siglo XX presenta
dos por si mlsmos (Mexico: Empresas Editoriales, S.A., 1Q66). 
P. 9. 

Ibid., p. 10. 

^^Ibid., p. 11. 

^Review of Narda o e l v e r a n o , B . A . , Vol . Ul , 2 ( S p r i n g , 
1 9 6 7 ) , p . 2 0 0 . 

^-^Salvador E l i z o n d o , p . 1 1 . 

'^^McMurry, p . 200 . 

^^Serie del Volador (Mexico: Joaquin Mortiz, I969). 
Consecutive quotations will be annotated by page number 
within the text. 

26 
Trlptico mexicano, p, l69« 

^"^Ibid., p. 170. 

^^Ibid., p. 169. 

Chapter 6 

"'•"A Revolutionary Writing," Mundus Artium, Vol 3, H i , 
(1969-70) , p, 6. 

p 

"La literatura ec una forma de insurreccion perna-
nente," Rev. Nac, Cul. 29 (I8I): ICO. 

3"The Contemporary Short Fiction of Spanish America," 

P. 7. 

^"Los monstruos sagrades," p. 31. 
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cono el rio heraclltico" ikp 
"Los testlgos" ^ri 
"Lucinda o la gula" ,,/..'/.[ ll+T 
La mariposa" , ,, i, 

^^:^1 retrato de Zoe" 2.k2 
"Teorla del Canginas" [[[', nl-Y 
"Teorla del disfraz" !!.'!!!!!!!.*! U l 

GARCIA PONCE, JUAN 

Imagen primera 

"El caf^" ..^ 
Cariatides 2-̂ 2 

"Despues de la cita" .*!.'.*.' m 
"Feria al anochecer" . . . . , 109 
"Imagen primera" H ^ 
"Reunion de familia" 113 

La noche 

"Amelia" Il8 
"La noche" 119 
"Tajimara" Il8 

MOJARRO, TOMAS 

Canon de Juchlpila 

"A Baudelie, mi otro hernano" kQ 
"Cafion de Juchlpila" î ^ 
"Cruenta alegrla, cenzontle" ^3 
"Desds latldos ecos" ^7 
"El drama" 50 
"Filtrarse oscuraraent3" ^7 
"Oscura flana hundiendose" ^6 
"Sahumerio" ^2 
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PACHECO, JOSE 

El viento distante 

"Castillo en la aguja" , PO 
||La cautiva" [\ j-̂ g 
"Parque de dlversiones"*!!.'!;;.';;;;;; I27 
^̂ El parque hondo" ; ; ; ; ĵ̂ î 
"Tarde de agosto" T o< 
El viento distante" I27 

La sangre de Medusa 

"La noche del inmortal" 122 
"La sangre de Medusa" ; ; ; ; 122 

PITOL, SERGIO 

Tiempo cercade 

"Amelia Otero" 56 "En familia" ;.;;;;;;;;;;; 55 
"Los Ferri" ; 57 
"La palabra en el viento" 58 
"Semejante a los dieses" 60 
"Un tiempo para la noche" 57 
"Victerlo Ferri cuenta un cuento" 59 

Infiernof^ de todos 

"La casa del abuelo" 6k 
"Cuerpo presente" 63 
"En familia" 55 
"Los Ferri" 57 
"Pequena cronica de 19^3" 65 
"Semejante a los dioses" 60 
"Tiempo cercade" 62 
"Victorio Ferri cuenta un cuento" 59 

Los Climas 

"Cuerpo presente" 63 
"Hacla Varsovia" 69 
"Un hilo entre los hombres" 67 
"Hora de Napoles" ^9 
"Via Milan" JO 
"La noche" ^9 
"Los nombres no olvidados" - 68 
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No b c'.y tal luRjar 

"Amelia Otero" 56 
||iEn que lugar hi que dado ni nombre" 71 
Hacla occldente" 72 
"La mano en la nuca" • 72 
"La pantera" 7I 
"La pareja" 73 
''La regreso" 73 

ZEPEDA, ERACLIO 

Benezulul 

"Benzulul" 28 
"El Caguamo" 30 
"La Canada del Principio" 35 
"El Mudo" 33 
"No se asembre, sargento" 3^ 
"Patrocinio Tipa" 31 
"Qulen dice verdad" 3^+ 
"Vienteoe" 31 


